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ACME'S LAW OF
POWER SUPPLY
AND DEMAND

TO ACHIEVE
TOTAL DESIG
FLEXIBILITY,
YOU MUST A
TOM ourrm
ADJUSTABILITY
Flexible Power At Your Fingertips
Acme gives you power by design -your
design -with The Spectrum 400A. Five
factory/user-adjustable outputs, unavailable in the industry up until now, let you
set the exact output ratings you need for
virtually any application: computers, telecommunications, instrumentation, and
industrial controls. A simple turn of the
trim pot and you have the flexibility of 120
power supplies all from one stock unit...
available through authorized Standard
Powerdistributors. And, The Spectrum
400A gives you 400 watts of switching
power in amere 13" x5" x2.5" package.
For more information on The 400A -the
first in the Spectrum Series -or on any of
our standard, quasi or custom linear and
switch-mode power supplies, contact
Acme Electric. We're putting power
supplies in awhole new light.
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Power Products Group
Cuba, New York 14727
(716)968-2400

Circle 1 on reader service card

Stop Wasting Power

New CMOS array features the lowest power dissipation: 8µW/Gate/MHz
Raytheon's newest CMOS
array family, the RL1000, helps
you achieve optimum power
performance. It offers the lowest
power dissipation available—
at high densities—without
sacrificing speed.
Lowest Power: Ratheon's
8µW/gate/MHz CMOS arrays,
with 1.0 micron effective channel
lengths, have available densities
ranging from 5670 to 20,440
gates. With 20 tracks per channel
instead of the standard 16, gate
utilization is typically 90 percent
or better.
D

Also available in CMOS:
• Approved VHSIC PHASE I
gate array: RVG 1.25 family
• Second source for LS! Logic
Inc.'s LL7000 Series: RL7000

CI

High Speed: At 0.3 ns unloaded
inverter delay, this low-power, highspeed array family is perfect for
portable equipment or where power
sources are limited.

D

Other features: The RL1000
series, with symmetrical switching
delays, operates at 250 MHz flipflop frequency and is TTL/CMOS
compatible.

Call Raytheon for access to the
right CMOS technology. Your
success is our first priority.

D

Raytheon Company
Semiconductor Division

Packaging: All packaging options
are available. And Raytheon's
design support includes an
extensive macrocell library on
major workstations.

D

350 Ellis Street
Mountain View, CA 94039-7016
(415) 966-7716

Raytheon
Circle 2 on reader service card
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FIRING LINE

ROUND TWO: THE CASE AGAINST STARTUPS

MIT's Charles Ferguson says isolated
entrepreneurs, however ingenious, can't solve
the chip industry's problems alone

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF
J. Robert Lineback
EXECUTIVE EDITOR
Jeremy Young

W

e sure heard from people after siding
in our May 12th column with authoreconomist George Gilder when he named
entrepreneurs, not large, centralized organizations, as the driving force behind the U. S.
chip industry. So it seems only fair that we
give aplatform to his arch nemesis, Charles
H. Ferguson, a researcher at MIT's Center
for Technology, Policy and Industrial Development—since we really feel that neither
one hit the mark exactly.
Ferguson says this country's business
outlook faces serious problems that isolated
entrepreneurs, however ingenious, can't
solve alone. It's merely wishful to think U. S. industry can stay competitive without government intervention, he insists. Like Gilder, he
cherrypicks facts to back his arguments. He talks about the decline
in the U. S. share of the world chip market to 40% from 60% without
acknowledging the declining dollar's impact. He says powerful
computers get cheaper because big firms, not small ones, mass-produce them. Hogwash! Ferguson thinks the long-term viability of
small-scale entrepreneurship in semiconductor production ended with
the advent of very large-scale integration in the late 1970s. Heck,
that integration accelerated it!
The overwhelming majority of semiconductor markets will be
dominated, he says, by diversified, vertically integrated companies
with wide technology bases and global operations, because cost
structures will be dominated by the initial and fixed costs of R&D,
capital investment, and marketing. Marginal and direct labor costs
will decline to negligible levels. He believes the Japanese chip industry is successful because it's astable, concentrated, government-protected, vertically integrated oligopoly that built its success on imported U. S. technology and high-quality mass manufacturing.
He further contends the U. S. chip industry is fragmented and
chronically entrepreneurial. It's afflicted by personnel mobility, ineffective intellectual-property protection, risk aversion in large companies, and tax subsidies for the formation of new companies. So it
can't sustain the large, long-term investments required for continued
U. S. competitiveness. Only collective action and large domestic investments in education, reforming government procurements and
tax policies, R&D, and capital formation will ensure that the U. S.
plays a full part in the information revolution, says Ferguson.
Maybe, maybe not. Technology change still rules the chip business
and it's the startups that drive it. Until technology's pace begins to
slow, the small guy in the business remains the real key to the
health of the U. S. chip industry.
ROBERT W. HENKEL
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No one can sol
but we solve

Everyone thought gate arrays
would be agreat solution to their
semi-custom design needs. Then
they designed one and discovered
that "semi-custom' translated
into "expensive:' "time consuming" and "risky"

The solution to the solution.
Meet the Logic Cell -Array—
the first Programmable Gate Array
It's ahigh density CMOS chip of unmatched technology that's user programmable where it's easiest for you
to program—in software.
Your development cycle is cut
to aweek or two instead of six
months. So you can get your product
to market that much sooner

PGAs let you spot system problems before they become areal
headache. No more
risking large sums of
money and time

to verify your
design in hardware. And if you need
to change your design you can do it in
amatter of minutes. Not months. And
you wont have to spend any more
money.
9000 ways to get ahead
of schedule.
The Am2000 series has densities from 1000 to 2000 usable gates
and the Am 3000 series has densities
from 2000 to 9000 usable gates. With
those densities (we'll have even higher densities later), you need fewer
parts to get the same functions as
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LETTER FROM COLORADO SPRINGS

IN THE ROCKIES, THEY'RE
STILL HIGH ON HIGH TECH
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO.

T

business climate is filled
with hope in Colorado
Springs as the spring blossoms
give way to summer blooming.
The area that advertised itself
at the start of the 1980s as a
competitor of Phoenix and
Austin in recruiting electronics companies has had to learn how to face sobering reality as the 1990s come bearing
down. During this decade, the people of
the city and its environs have weathered
a host of problems: slowed growth,
plant closings, and postponed military
programs. On top of that, the city fathers have retreated a little from their
broad program of business incentives as
the infrastructure stretches to cover the
gaps in basic services the spurt of
growth in the early part of the decade
created.
The story is in the numbers. Colorado
Springs, acity of 370,000, was growing
at a 5% annual rate in the early 1980s;
now, it's 2% to 3%. The 3,266-person
strong labor force in the semiconductor
industry in 1985 shrank to just 2,612 employees by last February. Overall, manufacturing employment grew from
147,590 in 1981 to 195,570 in 1985. But
from 1985 to 1987, it grew only to
200,320.
Major disappointments to the people
who were working to attract high-technology business to Colorado Springs
came on both the civilian and military
fronts. Such companies as Brown Disc
Manufacturing, OptoTech, and Inmos either pulled up stakes or .radically reduced their presence. Also, Colorado
Springs, one of the five finalists in the
competition as the headquarters of the
Sematech semiconductor-manufacturing
he
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research cooperative, was rejected in favor of Austin. Another blow was the cancellation of the Pentagon's space
shuttle plans. The city was to
have been the site of the Shuttle
Operations
Planning
Complex.
But life can be good in the Springs,
and with many companies in the area
remaining bullish on the city, there is
reason for optimism. Many high-technology companies that settled into the area
over the past decade have stayed and
grown with the city helping. There have
been marked improvements over the
years in university programs, industrial
services, and in the general awareness
of the city planners in developing what's
needed to support hardware manufacturers in the semiconductor, instrumentation, computer peripheral, and other
high-technology areas. Additionally, the
planners are creating acultural climate
that will attract top-notch people so that
the companies will prosper.
At the Third Silicon Mountain Symposium in Colorado Springs, June 8to 10,
an annual event in which the area's electronics companies show themselves off
to visiting journalists and others, about
adozen companies, from chip manufacturers to systems houses, showed their
technical prowess and discussed the
business climate in their home.
NCR Corp., for instance, with facilities
in both Colorado Springs and Ft. Collins,
cites the area's reasonably solid and
abundant labor force, relatively low utility rates, and an over-all quality of life
that helps it attract the people it feels it
needs for growth. Over the last three
years, according to Larry Villatz, the
general manager of the Microelectronics

Forcompanieslike Crystal Specialties, amaker of GaAs wafers,onepesky

problem

is periodic

power outages that disrupt production and could ruin entire production runs.
8
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LeCroy's New 9400A Gives You More
Unequaled signal recording fidelity is
offered by LeCroy's New 9400A, 175 MHz
Oscilloscope. It incorporates the highest
quality flash ADCs, and delivers better
accuracy, than any other fast oscilloscope on the market. The 9400A's 32K
memories give longer record times, finer
time resolution and ensure you always
capture those precious one-time phenomena easily, even when signal speed is
uncertain.
The 9400A offers extensive built-in
processing capabilities like fast signal
averaging, mathematical functions, min/
max monitoring, smoothing, integration
and differentiation. Measuring frequency,
magnitude, power density, or phase is

easy with the 9400A's FFT capability - a
unique feature in an oscilloscope.
Let us show you how with its high performance, familiar "analog" front panel and
rapidly updating display, the 9400A
"Gives You More" in a digital oscilloscope. Call us today or fill in the reply card
for a free demonstration or further
information.
LeCroy Corporate Headquarters
700 Chestnut Ridge Road
Chestnut Ridge, NY 10977-6499
Tel.:

(914) 578 6097
800-5-LeCroy
TWX: (710) 577-2832
Fax: (914) 425-8967
Circle 9for Information.
Circle 220 for Demonstration.

LeCroy
Innovators in Instrumentation

"A CLEVER TOY, BUT WE
EXPECTED SOMETHING THAT WOULD
BE MUCH MORE USEFUL?
AMERICAN JOURNALIST,1879

10
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nrs A GREAT PRODUCT, BUT

IDON'T WANT TO LEARN A WHOLE
NEW LANGUAGE JUST TO USE IT."
DESIGN ENGINEER,1988

For years, people have been intrigued with the
latest in technology. But, they've been less than
enthusiastic about learning how to put it to good
use. The Transputer from INMOS is no exception.
System designers agree that Transputer's
are revolutionary, but the prospect of learning a
new programming language has made some of
them alittle uneasy.
The truth is, Transputers can actually be
easily programmed in most high level languages
developed for standard microprocessors including
C, Fortran and Pascal. And, since Transputers are
so much more than standard microprocessors,
we've also developed OCCAM.
But don't let that scare you. OCCAM actually
eases the system designer's task by simplifying the
representation and control of parallel systems.
It's easy to learn and can be intermixed with the
languages you already know.

And OCCAM creates awhole new programming dimension. Because aprogram running in a
Transputer is formally equivalent to an OCCAM
process, anetwork of Transputers can be described
directly as an OCCAM program.
Together with ¡ust one or more Transputers,
the formal rules of OCCAM provide the design
methodology for true concurrency and unlimited
system extendability. And OCCAM programs do
not have to be rewritten as Transputer-based
systems grow to utilize future levels of integration.
So take another look at the Transputer with
OCCAM. It's arevolutionary way of processing
information. And it's easy to speak the language.

TRANSPUTER

GDEmos

INMOS, Colorado Springs, Colorado 80935. Tel. 719-630-4000, Orange County 714-957-6018, Santa Clara 408-727-7771, Denver 303-368-0561,
Minneapolis 612-932-7121, Dallas 214-490-9522, Boston 617-229-255G, Baltimore 301-995-6952, Atlanta 404-242-7444.
INMOS Tronsputer eond MS are trodemorks of the INMOS Group of Compomes
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SUNRISE ELECTRONICS, INC.

A WHOLE NEW WAY TO
PROGRAM EPROMs

•

o

à

In-circuit Programming lets you program
your EPROMs after they have been
installed in your circuit card. It is the newest,
most efficient and most reliable way to
program EPROMs. This technique
simplifies your manufacturing process,
reduces your documentation and eliminates
socket, labeling and insertion related
failures.
Sunrise In-circuit Programmers let you
program thewhole card ora whole group of
cards in one pass. Our programmers can
program multiple data files into different
cards simultaneously and we test the cards
automatically after they are programmed.
The T-5000 and 7-8000 are PC/AT based
and can take any PC/AT compatible plug-in
cards and software.
Best of all, we do all the work. All Sunrise
Electronics In-circuit Programmers are
sold as complete turnkey systems.

T-5000 PORTABLE PC/AT
BASED IN-CIRCUIT
PROGRAMMER
• Program up to 32 EPROMs in-circuit at a
time
MI Easy PC like operation
• 80286/MS-DOS based dual processor
system for highspeed and easy interlace
development
III Built-in 20 MB hard disk and 1.4 MB
31
/ in. floppy
4

T-8000 HIGH VOLUME
IN-CIRCUIT PROGRAMMER
• 80286/MS-DOS based
II EGA color display included
II Program up to 48 cards at a time
• Upward compatible with 7-5000
la Built-in 40 MB fixed, hard disk
• 51
4 in. and/or 31
/
2 in. 1.4 MB floppy
/
• Designed for production lineapplications

T-6000 FIELD SERVICE
IN-CIRCUIT PROGRAMMER
la Lightweight, rugged, carry-on portable
al Reads 31
4 in. IBM PC/AT compatible
/
data files
• Designed for reprogramming
applications in the field
al 24 character bright alpha-numeric display
• Very simple push button operation

Sunrise Electronics, Inc. has more than
10 years experience building In-circuit
Programmers.
For further information on our complete
line of In-circuit and conventional
programmers call:

SUNRISE ELECTRONICS. INC.
524 South Vermont Avenue
Glendora, California 91740

(818) 914-1926
FAX (818) 914-1583
Circle 12 on reader service card

Division, the company has increased its
is in charge of the Air Force Space Comworkforce in the Springs by about 80% mand. It is also headquarters for the
and plans even more growth for the rest U. S. Space Command. And at Falcon
of this year.
Air Force Base the National Test Bed
Four of the largest employers in
Facility for the Strategic Defense Initiatown—Digital Equipment,
Hewlett- tive is being established under a conPackard, Martin Marietta, and Texas In- tract just awarded to Martin Marietta
struments—each put thousands of peoCorp.
ple to work. DEC, with 2,000 employees
There might have been more, but the
in its Winchester disk operation, has
tragic destruction of the Challenger
passed HP as the largest employer. On
space shuttle and the cutbacks in fundthe other end of the scale, many of the
ing for the National Aeronautics and
startup companies, such as Ramtron
Space Administration's programs that
Inc., a manufacturer of nonvolatile
followed took a deep bite out of the
CMOS memories that use anovel ferro- area's space ambitions. The loss of the
electric storage cell, employ just a few
space shuttle-related program didn't
dozen people.
hurt current employment much, says
Thus the climate for high technology
Chuck Zimkas, operations director at the
still seems strong despite the recent de- U. S. Space Foundation, an education
fections as new companies arrive to
and information group with headquartake the place of early pioneers such as
ters in Colorado Springs.
Brown Disc and Inmos. Some even
All those installations continue to promove into the empty buildings and emvide apool of spouses that can take on
ploy some of the
many of the clerical
same people. For
and manufacturing
example, Cray Inc.
positions the compaThe life is good—
bought the main Innies need to fill.
especially if you
mos building and by
And to address the
like outdoor recreation
1990 expects to be
problem of unemmanufacturing its
ployment
among
Cray-3
supercomunskilled labor, Colputer in that facility. For the Wisconsin
orado Springs is setting up training
company, it's the first time it will build programs to give those workers the
its supercomputers outside Chippewa skills that would make them hireable in
Falls, founder Seymour Cray's home- many of the high-tech companies. Additown [Electronics, June 1988, p. 149].
tionally, the one state university in the
A utilities problem continues to
city, the University of Colorado at Coloplague electronics companies, especially rado Springs, has added many new maschip makers. Their heavy dependence on ters programs in areas such as physics
aconstant flow of electricity brings out and engineering to allow engineers and
the voice of frustration in more than
scientists to continue their education
one executive. Even short-duration pow- without the long commutes to schools in
er outages disrupt production, explains
Denver or Boulder.
Steve Leavitt, manager of quality assurTraveling to and from the Springs has
ance for Crystal Specialties Internation- also gotten easier over the years—
al Inc. The company, agallium arsenide
flights from the local airport connect
wafer manufacturer, depends on the
the city to some major hubs, and amapower to create its single-crystal materi- jor expansion project has just been apals. Outages could ruin entire produc- proved by city planners to upgrade the
tion runs.
airport. The area's unpredictable winter
To work out solutions, the business
weather patterns have closed roads and
community is talking with city planners
airports as early as October and as late
and the power company. Possible answers
as May with severe thunderstorms or
are multiple power lines to feed the plant snow, but it hasn't repelled residents
for backup, or installation of uninterrupti- who enjoy the advantages of the high
ble power supplies on critical pieces of altitude, relatively temperate winter
equipment The power company is also
days and summer nights.
working to provide cleaner power.
It can be easy to live the good life if
There is alarge available labor force
you like outdoor sports. "Most of the
in town; partly due to the U. S. govern- activities take place outside," says Clelia
ment, which has established several maDeMoraes, a marketing specialist at
jor facilities nearby. The most well
HP's Logic Systems Division. "In that
known facility is the NORAD monitor- respect, it's agreat place."
ing station. Other facilities include Pe"It's a well rounded city in terms of
terson Air Force base, the Air Force
recreation, and it has an adequate
Academy, and the Army's Fort Carson.
amount of culture," adds Glenn GosIn fact, Colorado Springs is brimming chen, a marketer at NCR Corp. "The
with military space facilities. It houses
weather? If you're from Arizona, it's
Consolidated Space Operations Center,
bad; if you're from New York, winter's
which tracks missiles and satellites and
nothing," he says.
-Dave Bursky
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Grand Slam.
Orbit Semiconductor is the
manufacturing source that delivers in the
clutch with quality, flexibility and
service in
•1.5, 2and 3micron CMOS processing
•CCD, Readout, Detector and MUX
processes
•Custom process development
•Process emulation
Only Orbit gives you an on-time
guarantee. On-site CAD and test
facilities support our fast manufacturing.
And Orbit operates as anon-competing
second source, strictly serving our
customers' needs.
Orbit is simply the fastest, most
straightforward semiconductor manufacturing service for hi-rel and commercial

products. To make up for time lost on
engineering projects or to make an early
market entry, put Orbit in your line-up.
Contact Technical Marketing today.
Orbit Semiconductor. 1230 Bordeaux
Drive. Sunnyvale, CA 94089.
TWX 910-339-9307, FAX (408)
747-1263. Or call (800) 331-4617,
in California (800) 647-0222, (408)
744-1800.

SEMICONDUCTOR, INC.
A subsidiary of Orbit Instrument Corporation.

What others promise, we guarantee.

REGIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: Eno Coast (516)360.0940, l201i335-0680 (101)356-9500, (609)428-6060, (617)894-4550 -Midwest (612)854-7550, (303)530-4520 - West Coast
(408)973.1890. (714)253-4626, (619)741-0496, (602)996-0635, >2)293-1220. (505)888-0800.
INTERNATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES: UK. Phone (0372) 375893. Th 897628 SG. 3.0.-G, Fax (0372) 376848 -Europe Phone 06031-61805, Telex 6031 948, FAX 06031-61788
-.Scandinavian anomie, Phone 46-8-7836640, 11x 12483 ACTAS S, Fax 46-8-63190 -Anel Phone 972-52-551313, Tlx 342541 CANER IL, Fax 972-52.543890 -Austniia Phone
61-8-2235802,11x AA89141 UNIVAD, Fox 61-8-2240464.
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VME/PLUS gives
view
of
your
old

on to your seat.
You're about to discover
an entirely new level of VME
performance.
Meet VME/PLUS. Our new
family of VMEbus products
with ahost of sophisticated
features that will
give

your project the
kind of performance you've
only dreamed about.
VME/PLUS gives you a
choice of microprocessors,
including a68030 running at
25MHz without wait states.
Complemented by1MB of local
memory. There's also anew
VSB interface on P2. Which
lets you add lots of local
memory and
I/O without

increasing bus overhead. You
also get two serial ports
----and up to 4MB of
,.--...
EPROM.
The result
4ite
is system
throughput
‘
that's way
ahead of
anything else in
the VME world.

Think about the possibilities
for real-time applications. For
the first time, you can
every
-- ounce of
performance
0
from every
processor. With
no wasted overhead. And no stalls.
But that's only the
beginning. The newest

4eeroyedtr4e- --a ?*

you adifferent
cornpetition.
member of the VME/PLUS
family, CPU-32, comes with

apowerful new real-time,
multitasking monitor called
VMEPROM. It's resident in

the best part —
EPROM, so
CPU-32 CHARACTERISTICS
PROCESSOR
68030/16.7 TO 25 MHz
lower total
there's no license CO-PROCESSOR
68882/16.7 TO 25 MFiz
ZERO-WAIT-STATE
system cost.
required and
SRAM
1MB
And if that's
REAL-TIME,
no extra charge. WEPROM
MULTITASKING MONITOR
not enough, we
CPU-32 also
UP TO 4MB
EPROM
@ 1WAIT-STATE
also offer afull set
includes full
SERIAL I/O
2RS-232 CHANNELS
SECONDARY BUS
support for realof off-the-shelf
VSB
SUPPORT
peripheral boards
time operating
systems and UNIX 5.3.
and software. All VMEbus
What this new technology
compatible. And guaranteed
means for you is unpreceto cut the wait states out of
dented levels of speed and
your design cycle.
system throughput, excepSo if you're looking for the
tional reliability and —here's
best way to stay ahead of your
competition and your
deadline, take a
close look at
VME/PLUS.
Call us today at
1(800) BEST
VME, and ask
for our new
550-page, 1988
data book. You'll get
such agreat view of
VME performance,
you'll never look back.

4/11•1111a.

IŒ
VME at its best.

FORCE COMPUTERS, INC.
3165 Winchester Blvd., Campbell, CA 95008
Telephone (408) 370-6300
Telefax (408) 374-1146
FORCE COMPUTERS, GmbH
Daimlerstrasse 9D-8012 Ottobrunn
Telefon (089) 60091-0 Telex 524190 fore -d
Telefax (089) 6097793
4) 1988 Force Computers. Inc.
VME/PLUS is atrademark of Force Computers, Inc. UNIX 5.3 is atrademark of AT&T. Bell Laboratories.
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SINGLE-SHOT
PULSES 10
350 MHz

VISIBLE!
ONLY FROM TEK.
Now you can locate elusive
glitches, pulses and infrequent
events other scopes fail to
show—using the 350 MHz
Tek 2467 Transient Intensifying
Oscilloscope.

faults in normal room light. You
don't need aviewing hood. Being
able to pinpoint problems this
readily makes the critical difference
in many troubleshooting situations.
In short, seeing is believing.

350 MHz
Tek 2467.

The 2467's 4cm/ns visual writing speed is 100 times faster than
that of any other portable instrument, thanks to Teks patented
microchannel plate CRT

What it
displays,
competitors
don't even
see.

The result: you see everything
that happens in your circuit,
whether it occurs once or
repetitively. Including asynchronous noise, crosstalk, bus contention, marginal timing, metastability
and even the one-in-a-million
anomaly.
Because the 2467 specifies
visual writing speed, not the
photographic writing speed of
other scopes, you can view all

Four independent channels,
500 ps/div sweep speeds, 1%
timing accuracy and 2% vertical
accuracy enhance the 2467's
problem-solving power
Built-in automation features
help speed your troubleshooting
even more and make this one of
the easiest scopes to use. It sets
up in seconds, for example, at the
push of abutton.

Acomplete
measurement
package that
sets up in
seconds.

Ask your Tek representative for
a2467 demonstration—and see
just what you've been missing.
For additional information, return
the reply card or call Tek direct:
1-800-426-2200.

When the
measurement
counts, count
on Tek.
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L
ET THIS NEW MODEM CHIP
MAKE LIFE EASY FOR YOU
The Only 5-Volt, 2400 BPS, 1-Chip
Modem For Low-Power Applications
If modem chips have aplace in your company's products, here's how anew lowpower single-chip modem from Silicon
Systems can make life easier for everyone.
Now your product designers can put
this new 1-chip 2400 BPS modem into their
designs and replace three or more oldstyle modem IC's. The K224L draws less
than 120 mW from asingle 5-volt supply,
eliminating the need for additional power
supplies and making integration of the
modem function possible in lap-tops,
portable terminals, and other batteryoperated applications.
Your marketing department will be
happy to know that this single chip fully
supports all the world-wide operating
modes—V.22 bis, V.22, V.21, and Bell 212A/
103. They'll like the competitive edge that
state-of-the-art single-chip modem technology can give to your company's products.
And, of course, your management
team can only be proud of an engineering
and marketing group that has the good
sense to make the most of such innovative
components that enhance the features
of your products, reduce costs, and boost
company sales.

Call Now!

(714) 731-7110, Ext. 3575
For more information on the new Silicon
Systems 73K224L, or any of SSi's fully
compatible K-Series 1-chip modems,
contact: Silicon Systems,14351 Myford
Road, Tustin, CA 92680.

6(11(011 élleenle'
INNOVATORS IN

INTEGRATION
Circle #18 for Product Information
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"Where we design to your applications."
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
WHY INTEL DROPPED OUT OF THE GATE ARRAY BUSINESS...
he biggest surprise about Intel Corp. dropping out of the gate-array market
Tand
restructuring its other ASIC operations is that the move was ever a

surprise to begin with. Reports that changes were in the works had circulated
for months, because Intel, which never became a factor in the gate-array
business, was beset by delays in its other ASIC business—standard cells. The
Santa Clara, Calif., company has been struggling to convert its microcontroller
architectures into standard cells. That doomed attempt to establish atoehold
in low-end gate arrays, where Intel needed to play catch-up to earlier starters,
was hurt by cutthroat price competition. In the end, company officials concluded that gate arrays were not really central to Intel's future—and that standardcell application-specific integrated circuits based on proprietary controller architectures offered greater promise. So now Intel is consolidating all of that
into anew Microcomputer/ASIC Division in Chandler, Ariz.
0
... AND WHAT THAT MEANS TO OTHER CHIP GIANTS STRUGGLING WITH ASICs
Inthe wake of Intel Corp.'s sudden retreat from the ga t
earra yscene ,
th e
broader question on the industry's mind is whether or not big chip makers
have the flexibility to be competitive on the ASIC front. Since 1985, the prevailing strategy at Intel and other U. S. chip makers has been to split application -specific integrated circuits off from standard product lines in order to expedite development of design tools and processes. But now some people are
questioning that strategy—and wondering if Intel's move to consolidate its
standard -cell line with its microprocessor product family isn't awiser way to
do business. "All the big guys have a power structure oriented to product
flowing through," says Matt Crugnale, president of Crugnale and Associates
in Mountain View, Calif. What they need, he says, is to add flexibility for fastturnaround and small-volume production and acommitment to ASICs.
IE
LEVEL ONE TEAMS WITH MITEL TO BUILD AND SOURCE TELECOM CHIPS

ather than

RSemiconductor, and Texas Instruments in the hotly contested T-1 and Inte-

go it alone against industry heavyweights such as I
nt
el, N
ati ona l

grated Services Digital Network market, Level One Communications Inc., a
two -year-old Folsom, Calif., startup, is teaming up with Mitel Corp. of Ontario,
Canada, aleader in the communications IC business. The two will unveil their
five-year agreement July 5, announcing plans to jointly develop and source
data -communications products. Though it hasn't yet introduced a product,
Level One was able to attract Mitel's attention because of the groundbreaking
work it has done on an advanced computer-aided-design methodology for
telecom chips. The company's CAD system uses system- and transmissiondedicated design simulation tools to build circuits from modular predefined
functional blocks. Level One expects the transceiver market for twisted-pair to
hit $700 million by 1992.
III
AMD USES A CLOCKLESS MACROCELL TO ADD STABILITY TO PLDs
esigners at Advanced Micro Devices Inc. think they have found the soluDtion
to the timing instability that often plagues the asynchronous bus-inter-

face circuitry built with programmable logic devices. Conventional PLDs control the timing problems, which include data-to-clock setup requirements, with
acomplex series of latches and registers. But AMD says that method leads to
inefficient use of PLD real estate. The Sunnyvale, Calif., firm is instead touting
a new input/output macrocell design it is incorporating in its upcoming PAL22IP6 series of PLDs. Called the Interface Protocol Asynchronous cell, or
IPAC, it eliminates the need for aclock on chip.
El
Electronics/July 1988
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ELECTRONICS NEWSLETTER
INTELLIGENT MEMORY CHIPS CONQUER GRAPHICS AND FLOATING-POINT CALCULATIONS

A

new startup has developed an intelligent memory design that could revolutionize computing in such fields as signal processing, pattern recognition,
graphics, and very high-speed floating-point number crunching. Oxford Computer's novel architecture improves certain memory operations by over 100
times through a small amount of logic processing on specially configured
memory chips. "We designed these chips originally to enhance the convolution and correlation for signal processing and fast neural-network pattern recognition," says Steven G. Morton, Oxford's founder and chief technical officer.
The Oxford, Conn., company says its intelligent memory design will speed up
fast Fourier transforms for 3-d graphics and whiz through floating-point calculations. And a floating-point version of the chips will enable a single-board supercomputer to deliver over 1billion floating-point operations/s, Morton says.
Oxford plans to offer initial samples of the chips within a year.
O

ANOTHER FORECAST PROMISES A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR RISC
Ifany doubts still linger about the takeoff of 32-bit reduced-instruction-setcomputer chips, a new market projection from the Information Network
should put them to rest. The San Francisco consulting firm says RISC consumption will grow from about $17 million, or 6% of all 32-bit microprocessors last year, to nearly 39%, or $505 million in 1992. That's even more than
the 35% share Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., of Scottsdale, Ariz.,
forecast earlier this year. The steep jump in sales will produce a 96%
compound average growth rate for the five-year period, against about 25%
for conventional microprocessor chips. And as use rockets, the cost for every
million instructions/s processed on a RISC machine will plummet from
$15,000 last year to only $1,000 in 1992.
Ell

FINALLY, A SOFTWARE-INTEGRATION ARCHITECTURE THAT'S READY TO GO
In the ongoing search for software that can integrate programs from a variety of vendors, several powerhouse groups have suggested architectures.
However, none of these—such as the Common Applications Environment
from the London-based consortium X/Open Co. Ltd. and the Applications Binary Interfaces by AT&T and Sun Microsystems Inc.—is up and running. But
now one is: it's called OpenWorks and it comes from Landmark Graphics
Corp., a Houston company that has been better known for its software and
computer systems than for oil exploration. Two oil companies are already
using OpenWorks, and Landmark is also proposing the software as an industry standard for integrating software applications on other systems.
E

APOLLO TAKES A SHOT AT SUN WITH TWO 68030-BASED WORK STATIONS
a ike a long-distance runner, Apollo Computer Inc. has found its second wind
Land is giving arch-rival Sun Microsystems Inc. a run for the money in the
heavily contested work station race. Apollo will beat Sun to the wire this
month with a work station based on Motorola's 68030 microprocessor, its
latest attempt to regain some of the ground Sun has gained in the last two
years. The two have traded new product introductions all year: Sun brought
out the Sparc-based Sun 4 Work Station, and Apollo countered with its DN
10000; Sun offered the low-end 386i, and now Apollo's unleashed its 68030based DN3500 and DN4500. For Apollo, these are must-win products. "Sun
beat Apollo out in unit shipment, revenue, and installed base by a small
margin in 1987," says Jennifer Johnson, CAD/CAM Analyst with International
Development Corp. in Framingham, Mass. If Apollo can't fend off its challenger this year, times can only get worse.
E
20
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Flash A/D conversion
as easy as

11E2

TRW LSI Products makes it easy to
select the high-speed A/D converter
that best fits your needs. Our growing
family of flash converters offers
hybrid and monolithic solutions for
your 8- and 9-bit applications.
When board space is at apremium or
your design window is narrow, the 8bit THC1068 and 9-bit THC1069
hybrids are convenient solutions, complete with precision voltage reference,
vvideband analog input amplifier and a
three-state output buffer. Everything
you've always wanted in aflash, in
amazingly small 24-pin and 32-pin
packages.
You've still got maximum design flexibility with TRW's low-cost monolithic
flash converters: the industry standard
8-bit TDC1048, the new standard 9bit TDC1049, and the industry's first
10-bit flash, the TDC1020. Any one
you choose makes it easy for you to
stay ahead of your competition.

E3 E4
TRW makes real-time sampling as
easy as 1, 2, 3.

price quote, call us at 619.457.1000.

We've got all that you've come to
expect from TRW LSI Products including commercial and extended temperature ranges, as well as MIL-STD-883C
screening We're making it easy for you
to use flash converters in your designs,
and our products are easy to get from
any Hall-Mark or Hamilton/Avnet
location.

TRW LSI Products
P.O. Box 2472, La Jolla, CA 92038
619.457.1000

TDC1048
THC1068
TDC1049
THC1069
TDC1020

Monolithic
Hybrid
Monolithic
Hybrid
Monolithic

Resolution
8-bits
8-bits
9-bits
9-bits
10-bits

Speed
20MSPS
25MSPS
30MSPS
30MSPS
20MSPS

In Europe, phone:
TRW LSI Products
Munich, 089.7103.124;
Paris, 1.69.82.92.41;
Guildford (U.K.), 0483.302364
In the Orient, phone:
Hong Kong, 3.880629;
Tokyo, 03.234.8891; Taipei, 751.2062;
Seoul, 2.553.0901
°TRW Inc. 1987 — 712A01087

TRW [SI — bringing the worlds of data
acquisition and DSP together.
Call us and ask for our "Flash Pack,"
acomplete set of data sheets on our
monolithic and hybrid A/D converters.
For immediate technical assistance or

//XII
TRW LSI Products
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This meter has what you need most—
Superb accuracy and proven reliability
The Fluke 8840A is your best choice
for accuracy, readability and overall performance in a51
/ digit
2
multimeter.
The Fluke 8840A is the world's best selling
51
/digit DMM. For good reason. Basic dc
2
accuracy is 0.005% at one year. Basic ac
accuracy at one year is 0.16%, and one
year basic resistance accuracy is 0.013%.
With users discovering their 8840Us typically exceeding these specs at each oneyear calibration cycle.

The specs are even better for the 8842A.
It offers 0.003% basic dc accuracy and
Circle 22 on reader service card

0.08% basic ac accuracy at one year. Resolution is 100 nV on dc readings, and 100
IA resolution on resistance readings.
Plus atwo year calibration cycle and
warranty.

Put the world's most popular 51
/
2digit
multimeters to work for you today.
For your nearest distributor call
1-800-44-FLUKE, ext. 33.

Nothing in its class can match the 8840
Series for field-proven reliability: 60,000
hours MTBF for the 8842A, and nearly
70,000 hours for the 8840A.

John Fluke Mfg. Co. Inc., P. 0. Box C9090,
M/S 250C, Everett, WA 98206. U.S.:
206-356-5400 CANADA: 416-890-7600
OTHER COUNTRIES: 206-356-5500

And nothing can match the 8840 Series
for ease of operation.The vacuum fluorescent display is the most readable you've
ever seen. True-RMS ac and IEEE-488
interface options let you configure the unit
the way you need, so you aren't stuck with
features you don't want
An adjustable tilt-stand for bench use
is standard. But rack mounting is quick
and trouble free. Closed-case calibration
reduces maintenance time. And throughput can be set for 2.5, 20, or 100 readings
per second, making the 8840A the fastest
in its class.

.c Copyright 1988 John Fluke Mfg. Co., Inc. All rights reserved.
Ad No.1271-F8842

FROM THE WORLD LEADER
IN DIGITAL MULTIMETERS
FLUKE 8840A

FLUKE 8842A

0.005% basic dc accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.003% basic dc accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.16% basic ac accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.08% basic ac accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.013% basic ohms accuracy (1 Yr.)

0.008% basic ohms accuracy (1 Yr.)

Resolution to 1IX 10 IA, 1ma
One year warranty

Resolution to 100 ny, 1pA, 100 K1
Two year warranty

8840A

$795 8842A

$995

8840A-05K IEEE-488 option

$170 8842A-05K IEEE-488 option

$170

8840A-09K AC True-RMS option$205 8842A-09K AC True-RMS option $270

FLUKE
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTER
HITACHI's 1-MBIT SRAM USES LESS THAN HALF THE COMPETITION'S POWER
Markets in space- and power-sensitive applications such as laptop computMers, portable instruments, and point-of-sale terminals are naturals for a1Mbit static random-access memory from Hitachi America Ltd. The device
takes up about one-third the space of four 256-Kbit SRAMs and really shines
in power consumption, using 37% of the power of the 1-Mbit SRAM competition [Electronics, June 1988, p. 29]. Fabricated in the San Jose., Calif., company's 0.8-µ,m CMOS process and organized as 8 by 128-K bits, the
HM628128 delivers 70-ns access times. It draws 45 mA typical and 1mA in
standby mode. The part also boasts an energy-saving data-retention mode
that automatically activates when the 5-V power supply drops below 3V—the
level for lithium batteries used in electronic systems. In this mode, the typical
current drain is 1mA. The HM628128 will come in 70-, 85-, 100-, and 120ns speed grades. Samples of the 70-ns part are available now at $220;
production quantities are scheduled in the first quarter of 1989.
CI
ETA SYSTEMS LINKS UNIX WORK STATIONS TO ITS SUPERCOMPUTERS
ook for awave of new applications programs to be written for supercomL
puters now that ETA Systems is making Unix System V available for all

models of its ETA10 family of supercomputers. The move means that anybody
with an industry-standard work station based on AT&T Co.'s Unix operating
system can develop software that can run on asupercomputer. Systems from
the St. Paul, Minn., subsidiary of Control Data Corp. perform up to 6billion
floating-point instructions/s. ETA's introduction also gives an easy migration
path to supercomputer performance for the installed base of Unix programs
running on minisupercomputers.
E
MOVING TO OS/2 FROM MS-DOS GETS EASIER WITH MICOM SYSTEM CONTROLLER
Managerial headaches from contemplating the expense of moving local Marea networks of MS-DOS computers to the OS/2 operating system
could get relief from Micom Systems Inc.'s LM9210-0SI data-link controller.
Anticipating the release of Microsoft Corp.'s LAN Manager software, the new
controller combines Micro Channel architecture and Open Systems Interconnect protocols into asingle product. The LM9210-0SI lets DOS work stations
communicate with the OS/2 LAN manager, which is slated to debut in
September, says Micom of Simi Valley, Calif. The controller supports Ethernet
or unshielded twisted-pair media. Final operating specifications for the product
are not yet available, but deliveries will start within 90 days from Micom's Interlan Division in Foxboro, Mass. Retail price is $595.
III
JAG ELECTRONICS' TOOL KIT PUTS MACINTOSH IN THE RF DESIGN BUSINESS

AMacintosh II, SE, and Plus models will get abig boost from JAG Electroncceptance of circuit-design software that runs on Apple Computer Inc.'s

ics Ltd. 's high-performance radio-frequency tool kit. The RF Designer includes
full nodal analysis, random and gradient optimizers, stability analysis, and
automatic calculation of parasitics among its many features. It's also fast.
While work stations run calculations faster, the Macintosh's faster drawing
speed makes calculate-and-display times comparable. A typical 14-component, 16-node amplifier can be analyzed at five frequencies—and the results
displayed—in 6son the SE. The $1,000 package also delivers abig price
advantage compared with competing products that cost $5,000 and run on
$20,000 work stations. RF Designer does not handle microwave design,
which the Ontario, Canada-based company says many rf designers don't
need anyway. RF Designer will be available in September.
0
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PRODUCTS NEWSLETTERPYRAMID REVAMPS ITS RISC SUPERMINIS TO BOOST PERFORMANCE BY UP TO 100%

A

rchitecture modifications in Pyramid Technology Corp.'s 9000TA series of
RISC superminicomputers deliver performance gains of up to 100% over
the company's original 32-bit 9000 series. Even though the machines still
have a top mips rating of 24, the changes boost throughput by 35% to 80%
for data-base applications, 30% to 70% for software development, and 60%
to 100% for communications applications. One important innovation puts the
Unix operating system in control of the instruction cache, dynamically allocating space in the cache to the users' applications and to the operating system
kernel. The series includes four models—the 9815, 9825, 9835, and 9845—
that contain from one to four processors, respectively, and range in price from
$128,000 to $425,000. The Mountain View, Calif., company also enhanced its
Unix implementation, called 0Sx 4.4, to accommodate the cache and expedite tasks running on the processors in the system. For example, the system
can allocate tasks to specific processors or can have a common queue and
allocate tasks to the next available processor.
0

INTEL'S 80386-BASED AT-COMPATIBLE FAMILY TARGETS REAL-TIME SYSTEMS FOR OEMs

A new milestone in price-performance for real-time computing is being set by
«Intel Corp.'s System 120 family of 80386-based computers, which cut the
price in half for an entry-level system. The single-processor system teams the
80386 microprocesor with AT-bus architecture and Intel's popular iRMX realtime operating system to offer original-equipment manufacturers a low-cost
platform for real-time systems. A major cost saving came from eliminating the
Multibus. System 120s come in two flavors; an OEM target platform for as low
as $3,800 in quantities of 50; and a development-system configuration featuring a lot more software at a single-unit price starting at $9,250.
El
PC PLUG-IN ARRAY PROCESSOR HAS FULL HOUSE OF SOFTWARE ROUTINES

By

packaging its 32-bit floating-point-array processor plug-in board with a
powerful set of 457 microcoded software functions, Eighteen Eight Laboratories Inc. is delivering functionality found only in minicomputers. Based on
AT&T Co.'s DSP32 chip, the 32-bit PL800 plugs into an expansion slot on an
IBM Corp. PC AT or compatible and can handle 8 million floating-point
operations/s. But while competitors offer little software to capitalize on the
hardware's processing capabilities, the San Diego, Calif., company includes a
rich library of array and matrix processing routines that can be called from
Fortran, C, or Pascal programs running on the host PC. This means users
need not concern themselves with the PL800's assembly language or its pipelined parallel-processing architecture. What's more, the software allows up to
eight of the boards to team up on a single PC, delivering 64 megaflops of
D
power on the desktop. Available now, the PL800 costs $1,995.

EMUCOM'S X.25 PRODUCTS DELIVER DIAL-UP SECURITY USING CCITT SPECIFICATION

mucom Inc. is looking to capitalize on the wave of concern about data security on public packet-switched phone lines by incorporating the CCITT
X.32 recommendation for X.25 dial-up security in its packet assembler/disassembler products. While other firms offer security packages, the Chelmsford,
Mass., company claims to be the first to handle it using an international standard that resolves compatibility problems. Other major features include the
ability to store up to 500 passwords and limit access to specific times of the
day. Available now, the company's board-level 2,400 bit/s EM1100 packet
assembler/disassembler costs $125 each in 1,000-unit purchases. An enduser product—the EM2400—adds a modem and costs $795 in single units. D
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Introducing some big improvements
in signal conditioning.
Connects to BITBUS
interfaces to serve
as BITBUS node

Connections for 32
digital I/O lines
directly or thru
OPTO 22 modules

Connections for 16 DT500
analog input modules
or antialiasing
filters

,
—Fred Molinari, President

Direct connections
to nearly any
Data Translation
analog I/O board

Introducing the new DT760 Isolated
Signal Conditioning Panel and DT500
Series Signal Conditioning Modules from
Data Translation. They're so complete,
we're beside ourselves with excitement.
The DT500 Series includes 55 different isolated modules and 4antialiasing
filter modules for creating any isolation
system you need.
And the DT760 panel is compatible
with virtually all of Data Translation's
data acquisition boards—on the Multibus7
VMEbus7 BITBUS7 STD Busy PC, PS/27
Mac If NuBus7 Q--Bus" and more... No
other system offers you so much flexibility.
And it's all on one low-cost panel.

Connections for 2DT500
analog output modules

Model Series

Function

Price

01530

Isolated Millivolt Input

$185

01531

Isolated Voltage Input

$185

DT532

Isolated Current Input

$185

01534

Isolated Linearized RID
Input

$185

DT537

Isolated Thermocouple
Input

$185

DT539

Isolated Current Output

$185

DT540

Isolated Wide Bandwidth
Millivolt Input

$185

DT541

Isolated Wide Bandwidth
Voltage Input

$185

DT547

isolated Linearized
Thermocouple Imput

$250

01580

Antialiasing Low-Pass Filter
Non-Isolated Input

$185

If you need signal conditioning,
everything points to Data Translation. Call
us today.

Call (508) 481-3700
FREE
1988 Data Acquisition
Handbook Set.

DATA TRANSLATION
World Headquarters: Data Translation, Inc., loo Lockt: Drive, Marlboro, MA 01752-1192 USA, (617) 481-370011v 951646
United Kingdom Headquarters: Data Translation Ltd., The Mulberry Business Park, Wokingharn, Berkshire RG11 20.1, U.K. (0734) 793838 Tlx 94011914
West Germany Headquarters: Data Translation Gm-1, Stuttgarter Strasse 66, 7120 Bietigheim-Bissingen, West Germany 07142-54025
International Sales Offices: Australia (2) 662-4255; Belgium (2) 735-2135; Canada (416) 625-1907; Chile (2) 25-3689; China (408) 727-8222, (8) 721-4017; Denmark (2) 274511; Finland (90) 372-144;
France (1) 69077802; Greece (1) 951-4944, (31) 527.039, (I) 361-4300; Hong Kong (3) 771-8585; India (22) 23-1040; Israel (3) 32-4298; Italy (2) 82470.1; Japan (3) 502-55E0, (3) 375-1551, (3) 355-1111;
Korea (82) 756-9954; Morocco (9) 30-4181; Netherlands (70) 99-6360; New Zealand (9) 504759; Norway (2) 53 12 50; Peru (14) 31-8060; Philippines 818-0103; Portugal 545313; Singapore 7797621;
South Africa (12) 46-9221; Spain (1) 455-8112; Sweden (8) 761-7820; Switzerland (1) 723-1410; Taiwan (2) 7371896; United Kingdom (0734) 793838; West Germany 07142-54025.
Data Translation is aregistered trademark of Data Translation, Inc. Other brands and products are trademarks of their respective holders.

Circle 25 on reader service card

An ear for your problems.
Success with ASICs takes avendor
sensitive to your special needs: cost, turnaround, performance.
For 21 years, Gould has listened and
responded with strategies to get the best
system solution.The ASIC Continuum is
one such strategy.
The ASIC Continuum offers adesign

approach for any application. Low-cost
E2PLDs for instant prototypes and small
volumes. Gate arrays for fast prototyping
and low cost over abroad range of volumes. Standard cell or cell-based custom
circuits for more advanced implementations, including analog/digital combinations, high-density systems and circuits
with special performance requirements.

jetlikl COST
FASTER DELIVERY
USER

We're meeting your needs, as well, with
expert-based design aids. Cell and macro
families for PCs and workstations. And
afull-service design group.
Another way we can help is with our
free handbook,"Successful Cell-Based
ASICs: A Simplified Strategy" Written by
engineers for engineers. Part 1tells how
to choose the best vendor for you. Part 2
tells you how to get better results with
fewer headaches.

To get your "Strategy" and details on
Gould ASICs, call 1-800-GOULD 10. You'll
like what you hear

Manufacturer of Gould AMI
Semiconductors.

'
11> GOULD
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The "Look and Feel" CAE Users Have Been Looking For
Hierarchical Menus eliminate

On-Screen Prompt line makes
it easy to find the feature
you're looking for

keyboard commands.
Action Button selects
functions.
Menu Button toggles
between menu and
graphics.
Pan Button Redraws
screen around
cursor location.

EE Designer HI takes
advantage of all 3 mouse
buttonsfor maximum
Command Line displays
selected function.

EE Designer III supports workstation-quality
graphics up to 1280 x 1024 resolution, or uses

operating speed and
throughput.

standard VGA. EGA. or CGA color graphics.

Introducing EE Designer

III TM

The first ergonomic PC-based CAE software system
The fact is that today's CAE
software systems have alot of
features. The problem is that
you have to read ahuge manual
or go to aHELP screen to find
the feature you need.

EE Designer III sets the priceperformance standard for
CAE software.

Finally, an integrated desktop CAE
software system with all the features
you need plus an ergonomic user
interface that lets you easily find
and access them.

• On-Line Netlist Capture

EE Designer III combines on-screen
function prompts with agraphicbased hierarchical menu structure.
Outside North America Contact:

-9L1BETRONEX
ELEKTRONIK AB

Box 1337

• Supports L/I/M EMS
Memory for Expanded
Database Capabilities
II Forward and BackAnnotation of Multipage
Schematics
wi Analog and Digital Circuit
Simulation
• Full SMT Support

So whether you're capturing aschematic or Auto-Routing your printed
circuit board you can always find
the function you need.
The EE Designer series of products
is distributed worldwide by acombination of Visionics Corporation
in North America and Betronex
Group in Europe, Asia, Australia
and South America.
Join the family of over 7000 worldwide users who have found that the
EE Designer series of products get
the job done.
In North America Contact:

• 1mil Grid Resolution
• 45° Memory AutoRouting
• Fabrication/Assembly
Drawing Support

S-181 25 LIDINGO, Sweden

V £IAVII,aJ
CORPORATION
343 Gibraltar Drive
Sunnyvale, CA 94089

Tel: +4687679205

(408) 745-1551 1-800-553-1177

Fax: +46 87318118

Telex: 346352 Fax: (408) 734-9012
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PROBING THE NEWS
COULD THIS BE THE MISSING LINK BETWEEN
MIMIC AND VHSIC TECHNOLOGIES?
Surface acoustic waves may be able to handle the bandwidth mismatch between the pair

Abelieve

URBANA, ILL.

many
to be the missing link between Mimic and VHSIC, the Pentagon's
high-profile development programs for
analog gallium arsenide and digital silicon circuitry, is increasingly making
waves in defense electronics circles.
Backers of the technology—acoustic
charge transport—say it promises radical improvements in high-speed, wideband analog signal processing.
What has emerged is no less than a
new class of analog signal processors
that combine surface-acoustic-wave and
charge-coupled technologies. ACT proponents say their technique could reduce
to one-tenth the cost, size, weight, and
power requirements of some parts of
the electronics that are now used in military radar, electronic warfare, surveillance, and communication systems. And
ACT chips, which could be used in programmable delay lines, transversal filters, and analog transient recorders,
may also find jobs in commercial communication and navigation schemes.
For now, ACT remains a mystery to
all but a few companies, with the bulk
of the work going on at tiny Electronic
Decisions Inc. of Urbana. Founded five
years ago by ACT co-inventor Bill J.
Hunsinger, it has so far won more than
$30 million in development contracts
from the Defense Advanced Research
Projects Agency and the Air Force for
the technology.
ON SAME CHIP. The Pentagon believes
that ACT devices could handle preprocessing chores, such as interference rejection, signal detection, and signal-rate
reduction, that would offset the mismatch between Mimic—the Microwave
and Millimeter Wave Integrated Circuits
program—and VHSIC—the Very High
Speed Integrated Circuits program.
Without ACT, system designers envision
using awealth of discrete preprocessing
circuitry and memory as an interface
between analog Mimic chips that operate at bandwidths between hundreds of
megahertz and several gigahertz, and
digital VHSIC parts running typically in
the 50-MHz range. And since ACT and
Mimic devices are both gallium arsenide
n embryonic technology that
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A sample chip made with Electronic Decisions ACT technology holds 5,000 tap electrodes,
each 1pm wide on 1-pm spacings. The result is amassively parallel analog processor.

technologies, they could some day be integrated on a single chip, proponents
say.
"We're excited about the bridge between Mimic and VHSIC," says Henry
J. Bush, assistant chief of the Communications Transmission Division of the
Rome Air Development Center, Griffiss
Air Force Base, N. Y. "With ACT, you
can almost talk about a full rf-to-baseband capability in amonolithic integrated circuit."
What makes ACT technology work is
an unconventional approach to using
SAW for analog sampled-data signal processing. The parts are somewhat similar
to charged-coupled devices, which move
packets of electrons along in bucket-brigade fashion. But unlike CCDs, which use
aseries of voltages to move the packets,
ACT parts generate a single-frequency
SAW on chip, and rely on the traveling
wave's electric field for packet transport.
The wave thus acts as a built-in clock,
sweeping packets along through aburied
channel in the device.
In a system, an ACT part receives an
analog signal through an input electrode,
then forms sample packets that the SAW
moves from one device end to the other.
In its simplest form, the circuit serves as
an rf delay line. But the key to ACT's
flexibility is its ability to nondestructively

sense or extract packets in the channel as
they pass by. By using aseries of nondestructive tap electrodes above the channel, integrated with other circuitry on the
device, the packet data can be sampled,
stored, and processed on-chip under digital programmable control. Electronic Decisions has already proved this with ACT
circuits containing up to 5,000 tap electrodes, each 1pm wide on 1-1.Lm spacings
(see photo), producing amassively parallel sampled analog processor.
THE LEADER. ACT devices can work at
high frequencies, with bandwidths approaching the Nyquist maximum—half
of the sampling frequency. "We're
working with 600-MHz devices right
now, and we'll probably be at a gigahertz before too much longer," says
Daniel A. Fleisch, engineering department manager at Electronic Decisions,
who credits the high electron mobilities
inherent to GaAs for the speed.
Electronic Decisions is way ahead of
the pack developing the technology, but
ACT work is also going on at Lockheed
Corp., Calabasas, Calif., and at the University of Central Florida, for example.
And researchers at the United Technologies Research Center, in East Hartford,
Conn., are developing ACT devices built
in advanced heterojunction aluminumGaAs structures.
—Wesley R. Iversen
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SPACE CIRCUITRY

THERE'S A NEW RAD-HARD CONTENDER

CMOS!

The target is attractive. Honeywell's
ing CMOS for its rad-hard parts, won't
race is on for an obscure but growhave engineering samples of its 64-Kbit Wick estimates the total rad-hard logic
and memory market was about $193 miling piece of the chip market: radiation- chip until October.
lion in 1987, with $128 million of that go"We have a similar strategy to Honhardened parts for use in satellites, the
ing into strategic missiles and the rest
space shuttle, and strategic weapons. At eywell and we're essentially coming up
stake is abusiness worth about $250 mil- behind them," says Bob Estrada, Very going to space applications, such as satHigh Speed Integrated Circuits program
lion by 1992-30% larger than it is today,
ellites and the Space Shuttle program.
By 1992, he says,
by one manufacturthe total market
er's reckoning—and
will reach $250 milthe opportunity to
lion, of which $165
get in position to
RICMOS
SPACEBORNE
million will go into
take advantage of
TEST RESULTS
PARAMETER
REQUIREMENT
even more dynamic
strategic missiles,
mostly as retrofits
growth expected beTOTAL DOSE
>3 X 10 6
10 6 RAD (SiO 2)
to existing systems
yond that. Competibuilt to withstand
tors like IBM, GE,
DOSE RATE UPSET
10 9 RAD (Si)/s
> 10 9
lower radiation levHoneywell, and Texels than the Pentaas Instruments are
DOSE RATE SURVIVAL
10 12 RAD (Si) s
> 10 12
gon now finds acall lining up for a
ceptable. Considerpiece of the action.
SINGLE-EVENT UPSET
10
10 errors/ bit-day
up to 10 -10
ing
the
general
But the contest
downturn
in
dedoesn't just pit one
>1014
NEUTRONS
10 14, cm2
fense spending that
giant
electronics
SOURCE HONEYWELL INC
most
industry
company
against
another. It is also a battle of technolo- manager at IBM's Federal Systems Divi- watchers expect to last into the mid1990s, that represents a phenomenal
gies, matching exotic processes like sili- sion, Manassas, Va. The IBM and Honeywell efforts grew out of follow-on de- market opportunity.
con on sapphire and other silicon-on-in"In recent months we've been flooded
sulator variants against enhanced bulk
velopments to the VHSIC program. Each
silicon processes. And despite all the at- is developing a version of the Generic with new orders," says Lucien DeBacker, the director of military products
tention paid to SOS and SOI, it now apVHSIC Spaceborne Computer for the
at Honeywell Solid State Electronics.
pears that for most short-term applica- Army, and the memory chips were designed to support that program. The dif"Not big orders, but 100 here, 1,000
tions, plain old CMOS may offer all the
radiation hardness anyone needs.
ferences are that Honeywell is pushing a there." But at costs that can reach as
much as $2,000 for each of 1,000 64-Kbit
Leading the way in CMOS is Honmore mature 1.2-µm technology, while
SRAMs screened to Class S requireeywell Inc.'s Solid State Electronics DiIBM is pursuing more ambitious 1- and
ments, that's ahealthy piece of change.
vision in Colorado Springs, Colo. The di- 0.5-µm processes, and that Honeywell is
vision is actively marketing an entire
far more established in the marketplace.
-Tobias Naegele
family of products, from gate arrays
DESIGN AUTOMATION
and standard-cell application-specific integrated circuits to 16- and 64-Kbit static
random-access memories, all built in
Honeywell's 1.2-µm RICMOS—for Radiation Insensitive CMOS—technology.
RICMOS is a rad-hard adaptation of
Honeywell's most advanced silicon proThat was the case when Cadnetix
cess, CMOS III, which supercomputer ANAHEIM, CALIF.
maker ETA Systems Inc. is using in its
omance of the corporate kind was in took over HHB [Electronics, June 1988,
ETA10.
the air at the Design Automation p. 20]. Cadnetix acquired controlling in"There's afull family of semiconducConference. The June wedding of Cad- terest in an HHB simulator that was
being used by two OEMs, Computervitors that people can actually get their netix Corp. of Boulder, Colo., and HHB
sion Corp. and Racal Redac Inc., who
hands on," says David Wick, manager Systems Inc. of Mahwah, N. J., was the
of Honeywell's military ASIC product talk of the conference in Anaheim, Calif.
are direct competitors of Cadnetix in
printed-circuit-board CAD systems.
line. "A lot of the other processes out And it left many potential suitors wonthere are still in the lab."
dering who might be next in abusiness
Computervision, for one, will stay
COMING LATER. Indeed, while Texas Inatmosphere that was encouraging many
with the HHB Cadat simulator, says
Barry Heller, electronics marketing
struments Inc. has impressed officials at to consider the big move themselves.
The implications of new alliances such
manager at the Bedford, Mass., compathe Defense Advanced Research Prony. But industry sources believe that
jects Agency and the Army's Strategic as the Cadnetix/HHB agreement also
left some conference attendees feeling a Racal will find it difficult to keep buyDefense Command with its silicon-on-inbit uptight for a couple of reasons.
ing akey technology from arival.
sulator process, it won't have any SOI
First, rejected suitors can face suddenly
The same problems that have cropped
products on the market until 1990. GE's
up from the Cadnetix-HHB merger also
Microelectronics Center at Research Tri- strengthened competition. And second,
reared their heads recently in the indusangle Park, N.C., is just seeing the first original-equipment manufacturers can
find that their suppliers are just as sud- try when Hewlett-Packard Co. and Inteof its 1.25-µm SOS parts now. And even
denly owned by the competition.
graph Corp. said they would both be
IBM Corp., which like Honeywell is usWASHINGTON

he
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MERGER FEVER IS THE TALK OF
DESIGN AUTOMATION SHOW
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Why high performance
designers are so excited
about the new PLD 7C33O
State Machine:

Wind
owed:

Erasable and bie
Reprogra mme

30parate ex'

50MHz operation
Low

power 120 mA

ionfPlukenAluaircirPoiceexrisr per Pair
11 identical dedicated
registered inputs

4identical dedicated
laden re9istei
rs)
.

As state machines go, this one goes
the fastest. With the highest functional
density available.
Asystem that lets you design state
machines that can execute control
sequences at afull 50MHz without even
breathing hard.
High performance designers are
excited by the extensive features, led by
the richness of 256 product terms.
By this part's ability to deliver twice
the performance and density of previous generation PLDs, with about half
the power.
By the ease of programming, using
popular programming languages
and machines.
And by the ability to design the highest performance state machines, with
1000 to 1500 gate functionality, using
reprogrammable PLD technology.
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See for yourself. Get our Preview Kit.
Our Preview Kit, with demo floppy
and technical paper, even includes
application ideas, like our step-by-step
design example showing you how to
create a16 x4programmable multiplexer using asingle CY7C330.
You'll also get the databook that has
the information you need on this great
part, and on ALL our high performance
parts.
CMOS high speed SRAM.
CMOS high speed PROM.
CMOS high speed PLD.
CMOS high speed Logic.
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PLD 7C330 Preview Kit and DataBook. Yours free, for atoll-free call.
Datalkok Hotline:
1-800-952-6300
Ask for Dept. C93
(32) 2-672-2220 In Europe
(416) 475-3922 In Canada
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Cypress Semiconductor, 3901 North First Street, San .lose, CA 95134. Phone: 1408) 943-2666, 'Mex: 821032 CYPRESS SKI UD, 11«:
910-997-0753. 01988 Cypress Semiconductor.
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OEMs for GenRad Inc.'s Hilo system
[Electronics, May 26, 1988, p. 65]. These
two archrivals were depending on a
common third party for akey technology, while a third rival had already
made off with the only remaining alternative simulator amonth before.
That's why the names of other unattached simulator companies on the market for HP and Integraph to consider
kept coming up. The two most often
heard were Gateway Design Automation Corp. and Vantage Analysis Systems Inc.. The two offer a particular
advantage to aCAE company out shopping, because they provide system-level
simulation capability and both are moving to support VHDL, which is expected
to be mandated next year by the Pentagon for military CAE systems.
But the cost of acquiring the two
companies may be steep. Cadnetix
plunked down $70 million-plus for HHB.
That shows that buyers are willing to

pay more than the present value of a the Cypress version of the Sparc architeccompany in hopes of long-term returns,
ture using sample-quantity pricing will be
says Robert Herrick, an analyst at available for $2,984, compared with curHambrecht & Quist in New York.
rently published prices of $6,855 for samSo observers believe that Gateway and
ple quantities of Motorola Inc.'s recently
Vantage only top the list of firms that introduced 88000 RISC processor.
could be wooed. Others range from small
The first part released to production
niche players such as Ikos Systems Inc.
by Cypress is the integer unit, and
all the way up to Daisy Systems Inc. and
that's the rub, says Michael Slater, presValid Systems Inc. "I think that HP ac- ident of Microdesign Resources Inc. of
quiring Valid could be in the realm of Palo Alto, Calif., and editor and publishpossibility," says Herrick. "The problem
er of Microprocessor Report. "All
is Valid's largest customer is Digital
they're announcing is the IU, and that's
Equipment Corp., so a buyout by HP only an incremental improvement over
would probably result in losing the DEC
the Fujitsu [25-MHz] version" of Sparc,
business."
he says. "However, if they manage to
But what if amarriage doesn't work
produce a50-to-60-MHz part for the othout? Corporate divorces can be painfully
er chips [in the Sparc chip set] too, they
costly. One answer, particularly for chip
have agood solid offering."
makers, is to live together for a while.
Elliot, confident that Cypress can do
At DAC, National Semiconductor Corp. just that, says the combination of high
and Cadence announced a partnership;
performance and lower cost are due to
so did Fujitsu Microelectronics Inc. and processing, packaging, and partitioning.
Daisy.
-Jonah McLeod Cypress uses an advanced 0.8-µm n-well
double-level-metal CMOS process with
SOLID STATE
an effective gate length of 0.65 ban (see
figure). It is a big jump over the standard 1.25-to-2-µm processes currently in
production by most manufacturers, but
the process is an offshoot of a welltested, single-metal process.
By using advanced packaging, the
SANTA CLARA, CALIF.
tion engineering at Cypress. "This was
company reduced the noise and groundut the door ahead of time, with un- assuming at least one or two passes at bounce problems that normally plague
precedented speeds and aprice that silicon would be required." However, to
CMOS circuits as they push clock speeds
will rock its competitors: that's the everyone's suprise, the first pass pro- much beyond 30 MHz by physically isoboast of Cypress Semiconductor Corp.
duced working parts.
lating sections of the circuitry and using
about its 32-bit CY7C600 reduced-inThe performance and the yields were
multiple power, signal, and ground lines.
struction-set chip set. The Santa Clara just as surprising, says Elliot. Although To do this, Cypress engineers designed
company is speeding up an already am- the parts are specified at 20 million in- a pair of proprietary 207-pin packages
bitious schedule, and this month is shipstructions/s at 33 MHz, first tests per- with 82 power pins.
ping first samples of the key chip in its formed by Cypress indicate that clock
The company chose an alternate path
version of the Sun Microsystems Inc.
frequencies of 55 to 60 MHz are in
to that used in the 88000 to partition the
Scalable Processor Architecture (Sparc) reach. "Although we will still ship parts
architecture. The 88000 uses a physical
processor family. Not surprisingly, the
guaranteeing 20 mips throughput initialcaching scheme, the Sparc a virtual
samples went to work-station maker ly, faster parts will be released for pro- caching scheme. Physical caching reSun in nearby Mountain View.
duction soon," he says.
quires a virtual-to-physical address
That's three to four months ahead of
Cypress executives would not specify
translation on every memory reference,
schedule. But at least one industry
how much yield improved, but it is
translating into lower system perforwatcher says he wants to see more of enough for the company to announce an
mance. With virtual caching, the cache
the chip set out there before he will be
aggressive pricing policy. According to El- can intercept amemory reference withready to call Cypress' chip set a step
liot, atypical nine-chip implementation of out the need for an address translation.
ahead of such rival
But Cypress' enRISC processors as
gineers added a
Motorola Inc.'s new
twist. Earlier Sparc
88000.
designs incorporate
Cypress is confithe MMU, cache-tag
dent that its first
RAM,
and
data
OXYNITRIDE
chip, the integer
RAM onto the same
AlSi
unit,
broke
the
chip, but the CyPLANARIZED
5102
ground for the enpress design has
tire chip set. "Unseparate chips. This
der our agreement
Ti
removes the MMU
with Sun, we had
from the critical
LIGHTLY DOPED
POLYSILICON GATE N4N+
AsSi
p-MOS DRAIN p
committed
ourP+
path so that when
LIGHTLY DOPED
selves to delivery
address translation
n-WELL
n-MOS DRAIN
[of the IC] by Octois not needed, there
ber or November,"
is no need to go
says Dane Elliot, The layered metal scheme—tungsten, aluminum, tungsten— in Cypress Sparc chip reduces through the MMU.
manager of applica- raised surfaces on the inner dielectric layer. These "hillocks" can significantly lower yield.
-Bernard C. Cole

CYPRESS GETS OFF TO A FAST
START WITH SPARC INTEGER IC
O

DOUBLE-METAL SPARC
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LAMBDAS RUGGED LOW NOIRE LRS

ONLY LAMBDA
HAS TESTED AND PASSED
MIL-STD-810C.
Now Three New LRS: 20W, 35W, 60W.
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The LR Series is designed to •
the following tests in accor
with MIL-STD-810C.

Method 5001, Procedure I
High Temperature Method 501.1, Procedures I
and II
--

_-> Low TemperatureMethod 502.1. Procedure I

Temperature ShockMethod 503.1, Procedure I
Temperature-Altitude—
Method 5041, Procedure IClass 2
(-10°C Operating)
Humidity—
Method 5071, Procedure
Fungus—
Method 5081, Procedure I
Vibration—
Method 514.2, Procedures Xand XI
Shock—

-V.

Method 516.2, Procedures I
and III
EMIConducted EMI conforms to FCC Docket 20780 Class A and MIL -STD -461A
power leads Also conform to VDE 0871 Class A_

-LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
DIVISION 01

INSTRUMENTS INC

THE IDEAL SOLUTION FOR
MILITARY AND HIGH GRADE INDUSTRIAL
APPLICATIONS. PROVIDES RELIABILITY
IN RUGGED ENVIRONMENTS.

LR
SERIES:
Proven environmental capability can make
the difference between success or failure
of electronic equipment in the rugged operating conditions found in some industrial
applications. Such conditions tend to be
less arduous than those found in some
military applications, but can be similar in
character to the conditions defined in MILSTD-810C at some time during product
life. Operating conditions vary, and the
circumstances are often difficult to predict
for each location. Similarly, shipping, handling and on site storage can prejudice
long term reliability if the integrity of
the power supplies has been affected by
adverse environmental factors.

Lambda introduced the first LR Series
power supply models in 1984. Since then,
a succession of new power levels have
been added. Each time the new models
were tested, and passed MIL-STD-810C
procedures in accordance with the
specifications.
Now, Lambda's LR Series has been extended to include three new power levels:
The LRS-49
20 W; The LRS-50 @ 35 W;
The LRS-51 g 60W.
The LR Series now has 99 convection
cooled models from 20W to 1.5kW, all
designed for continuous duty from — 10°C
to +71°C operating ambient.

THE LR SERIES FEATURES:
•Priced from 99vW
•Up to 3.3 W/cu. in.
•MRS filter options available to achieve less
than 2to 4mV RMS ripple and noise.
•International Input of 95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC, 47-440Hz
•Meets UL/CSA/FUV
•MIL-SPEC Construction — Components,
ratings and mounting methods rigidly
specified by Lambda. Quality Assurance
procedure similar to MIL-I-45208. Referenced to MIL-Q-9858A. Products are
manufactured in ESD controlled facilities.
•Special Assemblies Available — LRA-14,
LRA-15, LRA-17 rack mounting accessories and custom assemblies available from
Lambda.

THE LR SERIES SWITCHING POWER SUPPLIES PASSED THE FOLLOWING TESTS:
MIL-STD-810C PROCEDURE
Low Pressure (Method 500.1 Procedure I)
Units are operated in achamber simulating 15,000 feet altitude. Units are exposed for one hour prior to check.

High Temperature (Method 501.1 Procedure I& II)
Units are operated and checked at +71°C after 48 hours
exposure to this temperature.
Units are also subjected to three 12 hour high temperature
cycles between +49°C and +71°C. After the third cycle, units
are checked at +71°C ambient.

Low Temperature (Method 502.1 Procedure 0
Units are subjected to —57°C for 24 hours. Temperature is
then increased to 0°C and the units are operationally checked.

Temperature Shock (Method 503.1 Procedure I)
Units are transferred between two chambers, one at —57°C,
the other at +71°C. Units remain in each chamber for four
hours. After twenty-four hours, the units are allowed to return
to ambient conditions when acheck is carried out.

Temperature — Altitude (Method 504.1 Procedure I
Class 2)
Units are put through the following cycle in accordance with
this test.

Step

Temperature

Altitude

la
1b
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
10
11

+25°C
—62°C
0°C
0°C
—10°C
+25°C
+85°C
+55°C
+71°C
+52°C
+68°C

40,000
Site
Site
10,000
Site
Site
Site
Site
Site
10,000
10,000

Unit operation
ft.

ft.

ft.
ft.

Non operating
Non operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Non operating
Operating
Operating
Operating
Operating

Humidity (Method 507.1 Procedure I)
Prior to starting the test period, chamber temperature is maintained between +20 and +38°C (+58° and +100°F) with
uncontrolled humidity. During the first two hour period, the
temperature is gradually raised to +65°C. This temperature is
maintained during the next 6hour period. During the following
16 hour period, the temperature is gradually reduced to
+30°C. This 24 hour period constitutes 1cycle. This cycle is repeated 10 times (240 hours) with relative humidity maintained
at 95% throughout all cycles. At the conclusion of the 240
hours of test, and while units are still at 30°C and 95% relative
humidity, the units are operationally checked.
Fungus Proofing (Method 508.1 Procedure I)
Units are exposed to the spore cultures of the specified fungus
species in an environment capable of encouraging fungus
growth. At end of test, units must not show signs of fungus
growth, deterioration or corrosion.
Vibration (Method 514.2 Procedures X & XI)
Units are secured to the test machine by their normal mounting means and subjected to simple harmonic motion with
an amplitude of 1.0 inch (double amplitude) or 1.5g at frequencies from 5Hz to 200Hz. An operational check is then
carried out.
Packaged units are placed on abounce machine and bounced
2.0 inches at 284 rpm for three hours (thirty minutes on each
face). Units are tested and inspected for evidence of physical
change.
Shock (Method 516.2 Procedures I& III)
Units are secured to the shock machine by their normal mountings and subjected to 18 half-sine, 11 millisecond, 15g shock
pulses. An operational check is carried out afterwards.
Units are also tested for crash safety. Again units are secured
to the shock machine by their normal mountings but this time
subjected to twelve half-sine shocks of 30g with 11 millisecond
duration. The mounting attachments are then checked for
failure or hazard.
Conducted Interference (MIL-STD-461A)
Units were tested according to the procedures laid down under
MIL-STD-461A Notice 4CE04 for conducted EMI. The units
were found to conform with cover with either output
grounded. LRS power supplies also meet VDE 0871 Class A and
FCC Docket 20780 Class A.

THE BENEFITS OF LOW NOISE
WITH THE
ADVANTAGE OF SWITCHERS.

TO ORDER CALL YOUR LOCAL LAMBDA SALES ENGINEER.
Open 8:00 AM to 7:30 PM (East Coast Time).
To contact the direct-factory Lambda Sales Engineer responsible for your account and located in your area, or to contact
Customer Service for price, delivery or placing purchase orders, call as follows:
Canada

IN EASTERN
UNITED STATES
(Shaded area)

A

1-800-LAMBDA-4

Lambda Electronics
4125 Cousens St.,
St. Laurent
Quebec H4S 1V6

1800 361 2578
FAX: 514-337-1235

(or call 516-694-4200)

In Metropolitan Montreal
514-337-0311

IN WESTERN
UNITED STATES

1-800-LAMBDA-5

(or call 516-694-4200)

Lambda Electronics
Tel: 36386/7/8

Germany, Achem
Lambda Electronics GmbH
Tel: 07841/5031

France, Orsay

Israel, Tel Aviv

Lambda Electronique
Tel -6012-1487

IsLAMBDA ELECTRONICS, LT
Tel: (03) 493941-2-3

Japan, Tokyo
ADDRESS ALL CUSTOMER
CORRESPONDENCE TO:
LAMBDA ELECTRONICS
515 BROAD HOLLOW ROAD
MELVILLE, NY 11747

6/88

England,
High Wycombe, Buck!

TVVX: 510-224-6484
FAX: 516-293-0519

NEMIC—Lambda K.K.
Tel: 03-447-4411

Singapore

NEMIC-Lambda(S) PTE LTD.
Tel: 251-7211

A
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LR SERIES

Switching Power Supplies

SINGLE OUTPUT

2V ±5% ADJ.

4.0
7.0
12.0
15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

3.2
5.6
9.6
13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

2.4
4.2
7.2
11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

2.0
3.5
6.0
5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

11/
2 x 317 /
32x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 1
325 /
32

$ 150
190
240
308
420
515
655
812
1064
1288
1568

LRS-49-2
LRS-50-2
LRS-51-2
IRS-52-2
IRS-53-2
LRS-54-2
LRS-55-2
LRS-56-2
LRS-57-2
LRS-58-2
IRS-59-2

5V ±5% ADJ.

MODEL

4.0
7.0
12.0
15.0
25.0
40.0
60.0
90.0
130.0
180.0
250.0

3.2
5.6
9.6
13.7
21.5
34.0
51.0
77.0
110.0
147.0
200.0

2.4
4.2
7.2
11.1
17.5
27.5
41.0
61.0
90.0
120.0
165.0

2.0
3.5
6.0
5.9
10.0
19.5
30.0
45.0
68.0
83.0
125.0

11/
2 x 317 /
32x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32x 515 /
32
1"/16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 1
31/s
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-5
IRS-50-5
LRS-51-5
LRS-52-5
LRS-53-5
LRS-54-5
LRS-55-5
LRS-56-5
LRS-57-5
LRS-58-5
LRS-59-5

6V ±5% ADJ.

PRICE

3.3
6.0
10.0
13.5
21.0
35.0
52.0
80.0
110.0
150.0
210.0

2.6
4.8
8.0
12.2
18.5
31.0
44.0
69.0
93.0
123.0
170.0

2.0
3.6
6.0
9.9
16.0
24.0
36.0
54.0
76.0
100.0
140.0

1.7
3.0
5.0
5.2
8.3
17.0
26.0
39.0
58.0
70.0
105.0

11/
2 x 317 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 8'h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/e x 1
31/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 1
325 /
32

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-6
LRS-50-6
LRS-51-6
LRS-52-6
LRS-53-6
LRS-54-6
LRS-55-6
LRS-56-6
LRS-57-6
IRS-58-6
IRS-59-6

12V ±5% ADJ.

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

1.7
3.0
5.2
7.8
12.5
22.0
30.0
47.0
65.0
84.0
110.0

1.4
2.4
4.1
6.8
11.2
18.5
26.0
41.0
58.0
69.0
92.0

1.0
1.8
3.1
4.9
9.6
15.0
22.0
34.0
48.0
56.0
74.0

0.9
1.5
2.6
2.3
7.2
10.0
16.0
21.9
34.0
40.0
53.0

11h x 317 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/e x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 1
01/
2
47/
16x 47/
8 x 1
11/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 1
31/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 1
3' 5/
32

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-12
LRS-50-12
LRS-51-12
LRS-52-12
LRS-53-12
LRS-54-12
LRS-55-12
LRS-56-12
LRS-57-12
LRS-58-12
IRS-59-12

15V ±5% ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (A)
71°C
60°C
50°C
40°C

1.4
2.6
4.2
6.4
10.0
18.0
25.0
38.0
52.0
68.0
90.0

1.1
2.0
3.3
5.6
9.0
15.0
22.0
33.0
46.0
56.0
75.0

0.8
1.6
2.5
4.0
7.7
12.0
19.0
28.0
38.0
45.5
60.0

0.7
1.3
2.1
1.9
5.8
8.0
13.0
17.9
27.0
32.0
43.0

11/
2 x 317 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/e x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 1
01/
2

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-15
LRS-50-15
LRS-51-15
LRS-52-15
IRS-53-15
LRS-54-15
LRS-55-15
LRS-56-15
LRS-57-15
LRS-58-15
LRS-59-15

e/16 x4
7
/
8x11 1
/
2

5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 1
31/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 1
325 /
32

IR SERIES

Switching Power Supplies

SINGLE OUTPUT

28V ±5% AD

24V ±5% A

20V ±5% ADJ.

MAX CURRENT AT
OPERATING TEMPERATURE OF (A)
40°C
50°C
60°C
71°C

DIMENSIONS
(inches)

PRICE

MODEL

1.0
2.1
3.5
4.9
7.7
13.5
19.0
29.5
40.0
52.0
70.0

0;8
1.7
2.8
4.3
6.9
11.5
16.5
27.0
36.0
43.0
58.0

0.6
1.3
2.1
3.0
5.9
8.5
14.0
22.0
30.0
35.0
46.0

0.5
1.0
1.7
1.5
4.5
5.5
10.0
13.8
21.0
24.5
33.0

11/2 x 3' 7/
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
16 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
6x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 X 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

$150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

IRS-49-20
IRS-50-20
LRS-51-20
IRS-52-20
LRS-53-20
LRS-54-20
IRS-55-20
IRS-56-20
IRS-57-20
LRS-58-20
LRS-59-20

0.9
1.8
3.0
4.1
6.5
11.5
16.0
25.0
33.5
44.0
60.0

0.7
1.4
2.4
3.6
5.8
9.5
14.0
22.5
29.0
36.0
50.0

0.5
1.1
1.8
2.6
5.0
7.5
12.0
18.5
24.0
29.5
40.0

0.5
0.9
1.5
1.2
3.8
4.5
8.0
11.6
17.0
20.5
28.0

11/
2 x 3' 7/
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 4' 7/
32 x 515 /
32
111 /
18 x 417 /
32 x 7 3/
64
2 x 47/
8 x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
1
6x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1
/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

LRS-49-24
1R5-50-24
LRS-51-24
IRS-52-24
IRS-53-24
IRS-54-24
LRS-55-24
IRS-56-24
LR5-57-24
LRS-58-24
IRS-59-24

0.7

0.6

0.4

0.4

150

IRS-49-28

1.6
2.5
3.5
5.7
9.5
14.0
22.0
29.0
38.0
52.0

1.3
2.0
3.1
5.1
8.5
12.0
20.0
25.5
31.0
43.0

1.0
1.5
2.2
4.4
6.5
10.0
16.0
21.0
25.5
34.0

0.8
1.2
1.1
3.3
4.0
7.0
10.0
15.0
17.5
24.0

11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
1'
1/18 x 417 /
32 x 7' 3/
84
2 x 47/e x 61/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/e x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 1
1V2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/e x 13 1/
8
65/
8 x 47/
8 x 13 25 /
32

190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

IRS-50-28
LRS-51-28
IRS-52-28
IRS-53-28
IRS-54-28
IRS-55-28
LRS-56-28
IRS-57-28
IRS-58-28
LRS-59-28

0.4
0.9
1.5
2.0
3.3
5.8
8.2
13.0
17.5
22.5
31.0

0.3
0.7
1.2
1.7
2.8
5.1
7.2
12.0
15.5
18.5
26.0

0.2
0.5
0.9
1.2
2.4
3.6
6.2
9.5
12.5
15.0
21.0

0.2
0.4
0.7
0.6
1.8
2.3
4.2
6.0
9.0
10.5
15.0

11/
2 x 317 /
32 x 423 /
32
11/
2 x 417 /
32 x 515 /
32
111/
18 x 417 /
32 x 713 /
84
2 x 47/
8 x 61
/
4
23/
8 x 47/
8 x 81
/
2
3 x 47/
8 x 11
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
/
2
47/
16 x 47/
8 x 11 1
/
2
5 x 47/
8 x 12
51/
2 x 47/
8 x 13 1/
8
65/
8 x 47/e x 13 25 /
32

150
190
240
275
375
460
585
725
950
1150
1400

IRS-49-48
IRS-50-48
LR5-51-48
IRS-52-48
IRS-53-48
IRS-54-48
LRS-55-48
LRS-56-48
IRS-57-48
LRS-58-48
IRS-59-48

11/
2 x 3' 7/
32 x 423 /
32

IR SERIES
DC OUTPUT
Voltage range shown in tables.
REGULATED VOLTAGE
regulation, line

regulation, load
ripple and noise

temperature
coefficient
remote programming
resistance
remote programming
voltage
AC INPUT
line

power

0.1% from 95 to 132VAC. 95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC on LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58 and
"M" option models. 187 to 265VAC on LRS-59
and "V" option models.
0.1% from no load to full load.
10mV RMS, 35mV pk-pk for 2V models of
LRS-49, 50, 51 and all 5V and 6V models.
(25mV pk-pk for all other 2V models).
15mV RMS, 100mV pk-pk for 12V through 28V
models.
35mV RMS, 150mV pk-pk for 48V models.
0.03%/°C.
10000/volt.
volt per volt.
95 to 132VAC, 47-440Hz.
95 to 132VAC or 187 to 265VAC (user selectable), 47-440Hz on LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58 and
"M" option models. 187 to 265VAC, 47-440Hz
on LRS-59 only.
LRS-49: 30 watts maximum.
LRS-50: 51.5 watts maximum.
LRS-51: 96 watts maximum.
LRS-52: 137 watts maximum.
LRS-53: 225 watts maximum.
LRS-54: 380 watts maximum.
LRS-55: 515 watts maximum.
LRS-56: 819 watts maximum.
LRS-57: 1100 watts maximum.
LRS-58: 1350 watts maximum.
LRS-59: 1900 watts maximum.

DC INPUT
145VDC ± 10%. (260 to 370VDC for LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58, 59 and
"M" and "V" option models.)
EFFICIENCY
50% min for 2V model of LRS-49. 55% min for all other 2V models. 65%
min for 5V and 6V models of LRS-49. 67% min. for 5V and 6V models of
LRS-52. 66% min for 12V and 15V models of LRS-49. 68% min for 5V
and 6V models of LRS-50. 70% min for 5V through 15V models of
LRS-53, 54; 12V and 15V models of LRS-50; 20V through 48V models of
LRS-49. 73% min on 5V and 6V models of LRS-51; 20V through 48V
models of LRS-50. 75% min for 5V and 6V models of LRS-55, 56; 5V
through 15V models of LRS-57, 58, 59; 12V and 15V models of LRS-51;
12V through 20V models of LRS-52; 20V through 48V models of LRS-53,
54. 77% min for 12V through 20V models of LRS-55, 56. 78% min for
20V through 48V models of LRS-51; 24V through 48V models of LRS-52.
80% min for 20V through 48V models of LRS-57, 58, 59; 24V through
48V models of LRS-55, 56.
OVERSHOOT
No overshoot at turn-on, turn-off or power failure.
OPERATING TEMPERATURE RANGE
Continuous duty -10°C to +71°C with suitable derating above 40°C.
Guaranteed turn-on at -20°C.
STORAGE TEMPERATURE RANGE
-55°C to +85°C.
OVERLOAD PROTECTION
ELECTRICAL
External overload protection, automatic electronic current limiting circuit
limits the output current to apreset value, thereby providing protection
for the load as well as the power supply.
THERMAL
Self-resetting thermostat.
FUSING
Line fuse removes the power supply from the line if ashort occurs in the
input circuitry.
OVERVOLTAGE PROTECTION
Overvoltage protection is standard on all models. If output voltage
increases above apreset level, inverter drive is removed.
COOLING
All units are convection cooled. No fans or blowers are needed.
IN-RUSH LIMITING
The turn-on in-rush current will not exceed 40 amps peak from acold
start. (13 amps on LRS-49, 50. 19 amps on LRS-51. 50 amps on LRS-57,
58, 59.)
DC OUTPUT CONTROLS
Simple screwdriver adjustment over the entire voltage range.

Specifications
INPUT AND OUTPUT CONNECTIONS
All input, output, sensing, and remote on/off connections for LRS-49, 50,
51, 52 and LRS-53 are made through barrier strip terminals. All input,
sensing and remote on/off connections for LRS-54, LRS-55, LRS-56,
LRS-57, LRS-58 and LRS-59 are made through barrier strip terminals. DC
output connection is made through heavy duty threaded bus bars.
MOUNTING
Two mounting surfaces and two mounting positions on LRS-52, 53, 54.
One mounting surface and one mounting position on LRS-49, 50, 51, 55,
56, 57, 58, 59.
POWER FAILURE
2V, 5V and 6V models will remain within regulation limits for at least 16.7
msec. after loss of AC power when operating at full load, Vo max, and
105VAC input at 60Hz. (105 or 210VAC for LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58 and
"M"option models. 210VAC at 60Hz for LRS-59.)
REMOTE SENSING
Provision is made for remote sensing to eliminate the effects of power
output lead resistance on DC regulation.
REMOTE TURN-ON/TURN-OFF
Provision is made for digitally controlled remote turn-on, turn-off un
Compatible).
FUNGUS PROOFING
All units are inherently fungi inert.
MILITARY SPECIFICATIONS
The LR Series is built in Lambda factories to quality and inspection
procedures which are similar to MIL-I-45208. The LRS-49, 50 and 51 are
pending approval of environmental testing. The remainder of the series
has passed environmental testing in accordance with MIL-STD-810C.
1) Low Pressure - Method 500.1, Procedure I.
2) High Temperature - Method 501.1, Procedures Iand II.
3) Low Temperature - Method 502.1, Procedure I.
4) Temperature Shock - Method 503.1, Procedure I.
5) Temperature-Altitude - Method 504.1, Procedure I.
Class 2(-10°C Operating).
6) Humidity - Method 507.1, Procedure I.
7) Fungus - Method 938.1, Procedure I.
8) Vibration - Method 514.2, Procedures Xand XI.
9) Shock - Method 516.2, Procedures Iand Ill.
EMI
Conducted EMI conforms to FCC Docket 20780 Class A, and MILSTD-461A Notice 4CE04 for power leads. LRS-57, LRS-58, LRS-59, and
"M" and "V" option models also conform to VDE 0871 Class A.
PHYSICAL DATA
Package
Lbs.
Lbs.
Size
Model
Net
Ship
Inches
13/
8
LRS-49
11/
2 x 317 /
32x 4"h2
LRS-50
l'h
21
/
2
X 4"/32 x 5,5/
32
LRS-51
2
3
111 /
1
8x 417 /
12x 7
13 /
64
LRS-52
21/
4
31/
4
2 x 47/
8 x 6,
/4
3 /
41/
4
LRS-53
x 47/
8 x 8'h
LRS-54
6'h
7'h
3 x 47/
8 x 11
LRS-55
7
81/
2
33/
4 x 47/
8 x 10 1
h
81/
2
LRS-56
10
h
X 41/
8 x 11 1
LRS-57
10 1/
2
12
5 x 474 x 12
LRS-58
12 1
/
2
14
5'h x 47/
8 x 13 1
6
LRS-59
16'h
19
654 x 47/
8 x 13"h2
1 4

OPTIONS
AC Input
Add
Suffix"
-V (LRS-55, 56 only)
-M (LRS-52, 53, 54 only)

For Operation
at:
185 to 265VAC
47-440Hz
95 to 132VAC or
187 to 265VAC,
47-440Hz
(customer selectable)

Price
12%
12%

1Add Suffix after package number, i.e.: LRS-55V-5, LRS-52M-5.
ACCESSORIES
Rack Adapters (LRA-14, LRA-15, LRA-17) and cable system available.
FINISH
Grey, Fed. Std. 595, No. 26081.
GUARANTEED FOR 5YEARS
Five year guarantee includes labor as well as parts. Guarantee applies to
operation at full published specifications at end of 5years.
1
A1/CSA
UL Recognized. CSA Certified. LRS-49, 50, 51, 57, 58, 59 under
evaluation.
TUV LICENSED
110/220 and 220 input versions. LRS-49, 50, 51 under evaluation.

MICROPROCESSORS

GOOD TIMES ARE GETTING BETTER FOR THE 386
NEW YORK
T hese are

heady days for the Intel
I Corp. 80386 microprocessor family.
First, Intel is giving the family a big
push by unleashing a new chip, the
80386SX, designed to boost development
of low-cost personal computers. Then,
on June 20, the world's two biggest
makers of PCs announced new 386based computers. Compaq Computer
Corp., the reigning champ in 386-based
PCs, came out with a new high-performance machine. IBM Corp. showed the
world its first desktop 386 Personal System/2 models using the advanced fullblown 32-bit 386. And to add to the harvest, Weitek Corp. brought out asinglechip floating-point coprocessor to bolster
386-machine performance.
These developments add to the already staggering potential for 386-based
growth. Personal computers based on
the 386 will make up only 8% of the $17
billion PC market this year—but by 1991
their share will increase dramatically to
67%, according to Future Computing/
Datapro, the Dallas-based research firm.
And that's not counting the add-on business. For example, also on June 20,
NCR Corp. quickly announced 386SXbased board-level products; a flock of
other companies followed.
On the one hand, 386SX-based machines will provide great strides in price/
performance. On the other hand, top-end
technology is moving 386 machines into
work-station, minicomputer, and even
some mainframe territories.
With the coming of Intel's 80386SX
processor, a lower-cost, scaled-down version of the 386, less-costly 386-based computers will enter the market They will be
completely software-compatible with full386 systems. So the new chip will enable
anew class of users to take advantage of
the full range of software being generated for the advanced mainframe-like architecture of the 386. Up to now, it was
reserved to the so-called power users,
those working with the top-of-the-line
work stations and computers.
SIMILARITIES. The Intel 386SX processor
has the same 32-bit internal architecture
as the 386 with a 16-bit external data
bus and 24-bit addressing. The 16-bit
data bus allows development of cost-effective computers not only because of
the lower cost of the chip ($219, versus
$299, in lots of 100), but also because of
the reduced component counts and
smaller board space.
The first computer available in this
category of more affordable 386 PCs is
the Compaq Deskpro 386s, designed to
sell for less than $4,000. The original
Electronics/July 1988

an upgrade to its year-old
PS/2 line that puts 386
power in small-footprint
desktop models. IBM announced that its most
powerful model 70 would
use the new 25-MHz 386.
One big difference between the top-of-the-line
Compaq and IBM models
is that Compaq's is being
shipped now and IBM's is
scheduled for September.
In addition, the Compaq
engineers
expect that
their machine will prove
capable of outperforming
Intel's 80386SX, ascaled-down version of the 80386, prom- IBM's machine when it is
ises to tylng power computing to users of lower-cost PCs.
available for benchmark
tests.
Deskpro 386 was in the $10,000 class.
But Compaq hasn't stopped there. For
The 386s family, which comes in three
the most performance-hungry power usmodels initially, is small because of new
ers, it teamed with Weitek to offer a
integration and packaging. Compaq
powerful option for high-speed numeriVGA graphics capability is integrated on
cal computation in the form of Weitek's
the systems board. Industry insiders
new single-chip version of its 1167 chip
rate the new machine highly, and agree
set The level of floating-point perforthat it will help Compaq stay ahead as
mance delivered by the new $2,599 Abathe leading supplier of 386 machines.
cus chip can move 386 PC performance
Not satisfied with something for the into the range of work stations. The
bottom of the line, Compaq also has a Abacus is designed to plug into the Exnew machine at the top: the Deskpro
tended Math Coprocessor socket that
386/25, using the 25-MHz 386. It faces
many 386 PC manufacturers are now
IBM's new PS/2 model 70 product line,
—Tom Manuel

ink

COMPUTERS

`SILVERLAKE' LOOKS GOOD: CAN
IT END IBM MIDRANGE WOES?
NEW YORK

T

long-awaited "Silverlake" upgrade
for IBM Corp.'s midrange System/36
and 38 computer line is off to arunning
start: introduced in late June, it will
start popping up in customer sites
around the world next month. Now the
big question is whether the new IBM
Application System/400 can reverse
IBM's declining market share in midrange machines.
The Armonk, N. Y. computer giant
sorely needed two things for its System/3X customer base: a performance
upgrade path to its top-of-the-line systems and closer connectivity to other
IBM systems, such as personal-computer work stations and mainframes. That
lack of connectivity across product lines
has been costing it business, lost to midrange specialists such as Digital Equipment Corp.
The six models in the new line answer
he

both needs. The AS/400 architecture
and the OS/400 operating system are
significant advancements in system
technology for ease of use and connectivity—and they're designed to provide
an easy migration path for both S/36
and S/38 application programs. Applications do have to be ported to run under
OS/400 on the AS/400, but the company
claims that it is relatively easy to do.
The new line is apotent weapon, says
Michael J. Geran, computer analyst at
Nikko Securities International in New
York. "It's price/performance-competitive; it's scalable; it provides enough
growth for those guys with System/38s
that are running out of gas," he says.
"And, unlike the 9370, this thing is being introduced with 1,000 software package and will have 2,500 by the fall."
All this muscle could spell trouble for
DEC, which stands to be hurt badly if
users flock to the AS/400 systems. But
37
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ASINGLE WHITE
ELEPHANT CAN
PRODUCE
AN OPERATIONAL
DISASTER.
Elephants may not be the smartest,
but hundreds or even thousands of
them can link up to cover immense
distances as aperfectly coordinated
entity. They can do it with an efficiency that's often lacking in modern
industry. Because, in nature and in
industry, asingle white elephant can
produce an operational disaster.
That's why we at HARTING produce
acomplete line of connectors for
virtually all applications found in the
electronics industry. Electronic controls
and instrumentation, telecommunications, robotized production technology
and industrial automation are typical
areas involving state-of-the-art
technology where users of high-tech
electronics equipment and systems
can't afford white elephants. Especially
when it comes to connectors.
HARTING's HAN ® Industrial Connectors,
IOC Connectors,
0-Sub Connectors
and PCB
Connectors are all
designed and
engineered
to cover awide
range of high-tech applications, but
we also use the latest high-tech production
methods and equipment ourselves to produce
our connectors. After all, we
make sure that each connector that
leaves our plant delivers on the job what it
promises on the
drawing board.
World headquarters:
HARTING ELEKTRONIK GmbH
P0. Box 1140 0-4992 Espelkamp
West Germany
It (05772) 47-1 tlx 972310-11 he d

CONNECT UP WITH QUALITY
WITH HARTING.

ems
HARTING
HARTING/Netherlands, AM Etten-Leur, Tel. 01-608-354 00 HARTING/Norway, Oslo, Tel. 02-64 75 90 HARTING/Sweden, Spanga,
Tel. (08) 7617980 •HARTING/SwitzPrland, Schwerzenbach, Tel. 01-8 255151 •HARTING/USA, Chicago, Tel. (312) 519-7700
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TOSHIBLTHE POWER

AREA SALES OFFICES: CENTRAL AREA, Toshiba America. irr., 312) 945-1500; EASTERN AREA, Toshiba America, Inc ,
(617 772-4352; NORTHWESTERN AREA, Toshiba America, ;ric., (408 737-9844, SOUTHWESTERN
REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (714)259-0368; SOUTH CENTRAL REGION, Toshiba America, Inc., (214)480-0470; SOUTHEASTERN REGION, rosniba America, Inc., (404)368-0203; MAJOR ACCOUNT OFFICE, Fishkill, New
York, Toshiba America, Inc., (914) 896-6500; BOCA RATON. FLORIDA, Toshiba America, Inc., (305)394-3004. REPRESENTATIVE OFFICES: ALABAMA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc., (205)830-0498, ARIZONA, Sernmit Sales,
(602) 998-4850; ARKANSAS, MIL-REP Associates, (512) 346-6331; CALIFORNIA (Northern) Elrepco, Inc., (415) 962-0660; CALIFORNIA (LA. &Orange County) Bager Electronics, Inc., (818) 712-0011, (714) 957-3367, (San
Diego County) Eagle Technical Sales, (619) 743-6550; COLORADO, Straube Associates Mountain States, Inc., (303) 426-0890, CONNECTICUT, Datcom, Inc., (203) 288-7005; FLORIDA, Sates Engineering Concepts,
‘
11113) 823-6221, (305) 426-4601, (305) 682-4800; GEORGIA, Montgomery Marketing, Inc. (404) 447-6124; IDAHO, Components West, (509) 922-2412; ILLINOIS. Carlson Electronic Sales, (312) 956 -82 4D, R.W. Kunz,
314) 966-4977; INDIANA, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317)842-3245; KANSAS, OLE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229; KENTUCKY, Leslie M. DeVoe Company, (317)842-3245; LOUISIANA, MIL-REP Associates, (713)444-2557;
1
AINE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MASSACHUSETTS, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; MICHIGAN, Action Components Sales, (313) 349-3949; MRINESOTA, Electric Component Sales, (612)933-2594; MISSISSIPPI,

IN MEMORIES.
We are the leader in 1Mb DRAMs. In 256K static RAMs and
1Mb VSRAMs, CMOS EPROMs and 1Mb ROMs. Yet, people still think
of us only as the world leader in CMOS and NMOS static RAMs.
We are the world leader in CMOS
and NMOS static RAMs. We make fast
2Kx8, 4Kx4 and 16Kx4 static RAMs —
all at 25 ns! And a1Mb VSRAM at 100
ns. We also offer 64Kxl, 8Kx8, 8Kx9 (at
35 ns) and industry standard 32Kx8

TOSHIBA MEMORY PRODUCT SUMMARY
PART NO.

ORG.

DYNAMIC RAMS

PROCESS SAMPLE>, PROD.

SPEED SORTS
AVAILABLE Om)

PKG OPTIONS &
COMMENTS
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CMOS static RAMs.
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05'88
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80 100
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TC524257P/J/2

25610X4

CMOS

YES

2Q18

100 120
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But we make alot more than static
RAMs. The chart shows we have a
complete line of DRAMs and EPROMs
with ahigh density 1Mb EPROM and
one-time programmables. And they
are all in volume production today.
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THM81003S/L
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85 100 120

S/I,
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Tradition of being first.
We were also the first to introduce
the 1Mb DRAM and we're now the
market leader. We were one of the first
suppliers of 256K CMOS static RAMs.
We were aleader with the 256K ROM
and within ayear of introduction, we
shipped more than all other suppliers
combined. And we are matching that
with our 1Mb CMOS mask ROM.
So you can see that we have the
capability to supply the memory products you want —when you want them.

TOSHIBA. THE POWER IN MEMORIES.
TOSHIBA AMERICA, INC.
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Montgomery Marketing. Inc., (205) 830-0498, MISSOURI, OLE. Electronics, (316) 744-1229, RN Kunz, (314) 966-4977; MONTANA, Components West. (206)885-5880; NEVADA, Elrepco, Inc.. (415) 962-0660: NEBRASKA,
D.L.E. Electronics. (316) 744-1229; NEW ENGLAND, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW HAMPSHIRE, Datcom, Inc., (617) 891-4600; NEW JERSEY, Nexus-Technology, (201) 947-0151; NEW MEXICO, Summit Sales,
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GHz), says Parker. Parker and Joseph
Callerame, manager of the Research Division's Stable Sources Laboratory, explain that bulk oscillators have to be
multiplied by afactor of about 2,000 to
reach X band; a SAW oscillator, in contrast, requires only 20-times multiplication. Callerame says that more multiplication also means more noise in the system—by the amount of the multiplication factor squared.
WITHSTANDING VIBRATION. But vibration
sensitivity put those advantages out of
reach until Raytheon's developers went
to work. Vibration typically degrades
phase noise, which is undesirable, Callerame says. Thanks to the new package,
"we're getting about an order of magnitude improvement in vibration sensitivity," he says, pointing out that the improvement corresponds to 20 dB less
degradation in phase noise than possible
with other packages. And Callerame believes Raytheon's techniques can be refined to produce another factor-of-10-improvement—meaning another 20 dB less
potential phase noise degradation.
The two-piece all-quartz package has
the SAW substrate on the bottom of a
sandwich (see figure) that's sealed together in a vacuum chamber by means
of aglass frit. The substrate and cover
are made of identically oriented singleMILITARY
crystal quartz, with each measuring 0.6
in. long by 0.5 in. wide. The substrate is
0.035 in. thick; the cover is slightly thinner to allow electrical connections to the
exposed busbars (black stripes) of the
SAW device transducers.
The high temperatures and stresses
And their circuitry is simpler, which
LEXINGTON, MASS.
associated with sealing can slightly alter
translates into less space and weight.
'Makers of airborne radars have been
the oscillator frequency. But the clear
SAW oscillators need fewer components
Mlonging to use surface-acousticquartz package permits a laser to tune
wave resonator oscillators in their sys- because less frequency multiplication is
tems. SAW oscillators work better and required to reach the desired frequen- the device to the precise frequency retake up less room than the bulk acous- cies in the C band (5 GHz) or X band (10 quired in the oscillator after sealing.
Raytheon deposits a
tic-wave oscillators now used, but they
trim pad that is asandhave one big disadvantage: they can't
ALL-QUARTZ PACKAGE IS KEY
wich of aluminum and
fly. They're too vulnerable to vibration
aluminum-oxide on the
to be used in planes or missiles.
SIDE VIEW
inside of the quartz
But now engineers at Raytheon Co.
cover and trims it by
have come up with ahermetically sealed
•— INCIDENT LASER RADIATION
zapping with ultraviolet
all-quartz package, laser-tuned after
light from an excimer
sealing, that effectively removes that
laser. A precise frebarrier and opens a world of airborne
quency
is
thus
jobs to the devices.
achieved—to within one
The Raytheon advance means that it
SURFACE ACOUSTIC-WAVE
SUBSTRATE
part per million of the
is now possible to make SAW oscillators
Trim Pad
Deposited **del
specified
frequency,
"that are comparable to or better than
Callerame says.
bulk-wave oscillators in vibration sensiTOP VIEW
Raytheon has develtivity, and their size now becomes a
oped prototype SAW
great advantage," says Thomas Parker,
devices for the groundprincipal scientist in Raytheon's Rebased radar in the Pasearch Division, Lexington, Mass.
triot air-defense sysGround- and ship-based radars incorSubstrate
Cover
tem; in production are
porating SAW parts detect moving tarparts for Raytheon's
gets at greater range than can radars
Hawk air-defense sysusing the bulk alternatives. The SAWtem as well as for the
based radars can also better identify
shipboard Tartar radar.
smaller moving targets in the presence
Trim Pod
-Lawrence Curran
of clutter.

executives at the Maynard, Mass., company say it has stout defenses, with a
more compatible and flexible solution, at
a lower total cost of ownership, for
these users in its VAX and MicroVAX
product lines.
"Users in the System/36 and System/
38 space are very sensitive to cost, and
here [in moving to the IBM AS/400 systems] they have to bear the cost of migration," says Gary Hoppe, manager of
U. S. sales consultants at DEC. "There
is no such cost for users of Digital VAX
VMS systems."
GOING STRONG. And DEC argues that it
has had connectivity and communications up and down its product line for 15
years. "We have a mature network
product in DECnet," says Hoppe.
What's more, he says, "we have an experienced sales and support staff to
back it, while the other people are new
at dealing with connectivity."
DEC can be expected to make the
most out of the fact that Big Blue, saddled with multiple incompatible operating systems, saw the need to create yet
another one in its move toward compatibility. Yet, given the new AS/400 architecture, IBM is probably doing the best
it can under the circumstances.

Those circumstances are truly daunting. It is estimated that there are more
than 8,000 application programs for the
more than 300,000 System/3Xs installed
worldwide. And IBM and ahost of global business partners have announced
that some 2,500 software packages will
be ready for the AS/400 by the time the
first systems are available in August.
But there is still along way to go to get
all current applications converted; that's
why the AS/400 package includes migration aids. IBM software engineers
have built alot of services and functions
into the OS/400. Within the operating
system are a relational data-base management scheme, communication capabilities, atraining package, and system
service support. Also included are
graphics, imaging, and security support.
On the architecture side, the AS/400
maintains the large 48-bit address space
of the System/38, which allows all storage—whether in main memory or on
disk—as one directly addressable 281trillion-byte space. This means that storage management is handled by the system, making programming and running
applications much simpler. The large address allows programs of effectively unlimited size.
-Tom Manuel

THEY'RE FINALLY HERE:
SAW DEVICES THAT CAN FLY

1.
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
TOSHIBA HEADS TO MARKET WITH CMOS 256-KBIT FLASH EEPROMs
Toshiba Corp. is raising the stakes in flash EEPROMs with a low-power
à CMOS 256-Kbit flash part that should be in volume production by September. Flash parts, high-density variants of electrically erasable programmable
read-only memory, are expected to challenge ultraviolet erasable PROMs in
their large market because they can compete in density while offering the application flexibility of in-circuit electrical erasability and programmability [Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 47]. Industry projections have the market for flash
EEPROMS exploding from next to nothing this year to $1 billion in the early
1990s. Semiconductor heavyweights Hitachi, National Semiconductor, and
Texas Instruments are all working on products to compete with those from
Tokyo -based Toshiba, Intel Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., and Seeq Technology
Inc., San Jose, Calif. Toshiba's new 1.2-gm, triple-layer-polysilicon CMOS
parts cut die size and power consumption compared to the nMOS parts it has
had on the market since last November. Operating current is only 30 mA for
the TC5825AP/AF, which is organized as 32-K by 8 bits and will come in
170-, 200-, and 250-ns versions. Sample shipments are scheduled to begin in
July at $50 in 28-pin plastic DIPs and $55 in plastic flat packs.
D

MOTOROLA-TOSHIBA PLANT STARTS TURNING OUT CHIPS...

A

year and a half after Motorola Inc. and Toshiba Corp. made history with
their agreement to jointly produce semiconductors, their new plant in
Sendai, Japan, has started turning out chips. Rolling off the lines at the $300million facility are 1-Mbit dynamic random-access memories and 256-Kbit static RAMs based on Toshiba designs and Motorola-developed 8- and 16-bit microprocessors. In the future, the plant's 3-million-chip-per-month capacity will
be used to produce 4-Mbit DRAMs from Toshiba designs and 32-bit Motorola
microprocessors, say executives of the joint venture company that manages
the plant, Tohuku Semiconductor Corp. The agreement between the two
giants caused a stir in the international semiconductor industry when it was
disclosed in late 1986, and was seen at the time as a winning deal for both
players [Electronics, Dec. 18, 1986, p. 33]. In addition to access to each
company's manufacturing and design technology, the deal gave Motorola improved access to the air-tight Japanese market, and gave Toshiba rights to
Motorola's expertise in microprocessor technology. Now, if the deal proves to
work in practice as well as it does on paper, the two companies may have
another agreement to announce: a similar arrangement covering the U. S.
market and, perhaps, a second shared plant.
D

... AS SIEMENS PUMPS 1-MBIT DRAM PRODUCTION UP TO 1 MILLION UNITS A MONTH
While Toshiba and Motorola are getting their new chip plant up and
it running, Siemens AG is cranking up production of 1-Mbit dynamic random-access memories at its memory plant in Regensburg, West Germany.
Siemens says production of 1-Mbit chips, which has caused trouble for chip
makers the world over as they've struggled to drive yields to reasonable
rates, is going so well that it is now revising its output projections for the year.
Since January, when deliveries began, Seimens has sold some 1.5 million
units to such major players as IBM Corp., and the company expects to turn
out another 2 million units by the end of September. That will put Siemens 1.5
million units over its original schedule heading into the fourth quarter, when
company officials expect production to reach 1 million chips per month.
Siemens attributes the strong showing and high yields in part to intensive
worker training, and officials say similar results have been achieved at the
company's Villach, Austria, plant, where 256-Kbit chips are fabricated. This
year that plant will triple its 1987 output of 6 million devices.
El
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INTERNATIONAL NEWSLETTER
NOW HITACHI AND MITSUBISHI HAVE A CHIP SET FOR HIGH-RESOLUTION TV
amproved definition TV is picking up steam in Japan. Hitachi Ltd. and
IMitsubishi Electric Corp. will begin marketing a jointly developed IDTV chipset in August for about $214. And by fall, each will be selling TVs incorporating the new chips into the Japanese market. The seven-chip set—Hitachi
builds four, Mitsubishi three—works in conjunction with analog-to-digital and
digital -to-analog converters, line memories, and 11 Mbits of random-access
memory. And with the addition of other chips next spring, it will meet the
emerging standard for enhanced-definition TV. Like a similar chip set and
receivers announced by NEC Corp. last winter [Electronics, Dec. 17, 1987,
p. 118], the Hitachi-Mitsubishi collection offers an improved picture by providing noninterlaced scan and better color separation using the broadcast TV
standards now used in the U. S and Japan. EDTV, however, which Japan's
Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications is trying to standardize, will require
E
a change in broadcast equipment and cameras.

EUROPEAN MATERIALS MAKER TAKES A RARE STEP—IT SETS UP SHOP IN JAPAN

A

West German company is turning heads in Japan, where it's setting up
shop in a research park in Tsukuba. Degussa AG of Frankfurt, which
specializes in precious-metal products for the electronics industry, is settling in
the Tsukuba park, near Tokyo, and will start production there next year. It's
hoping the move will improve its sales of sputter targets—high-purity materials
used for making ultrathin coatings—as well as powders and pastes containing
precious metals for use in electronics. The intent is to provide better customer
service and application support, which the Japanese value highly. Degussa
will put up application labs and a production facility on a 300,000-ft 2 site, investing about $12 million.
E

FAST-GROWING MARKET BECKONS, SO COMPAQ SPEEDS UP SCOTLAND PLANT EXPANSION

he personal-computer business in Europe is so good—growing at a 14%
compounded rate—that Texas-based Compaq Computer Corp. is rushing
to raise its stake. The world's No. 1maker of 80386-based personal computers, Compaq is pushing ahead the scheduled expansion of its European manufacturing capacity by a year. The original plan called for it to double the size
of its facility at Irskine in Scotland to 256,000 ft 2 during 1989. But now it will
open the addition in September. In the UK alone, the PC market is increasing
at a 20% annual pace, says Joe McNally, Compaq's UK managing director.
Compaq's target: to maintain dominance in the market for 80386-based
machines, where British corporations spent about $42.5 million last year. El

T

HITACHI LAUNCHES A HIGH-PERFORMANCE 8/16-BIT MICROCOMPUTER

itachi Ltd. is coming to market in July with a new high-performance
single-chip microcomputer that it says is the fastest in its class. The H8/
532 can execute instructions in as little as 200 ns, running on a 10-MHz
clock, thanks to its internal 16-bit bus. But on the outside, the chip looks like
an 8-bit processor, so it can be used in traditional 8-bit applications where 16bit performance is needed. The 1.3-gm CMOS chip comes with 1-Kbyte of
random-access memory and 32-Kbytes of read-only memory, which comes in
three forms: mask-programmable ROM, windowless electrically programmable
ROM, or an EPROM with a quartz window. The part will be launched in the
Japanese market and will probably make it to U. S. shores in the fall. But with
a well-entrenched base of U. S. vendors, including Intel, National Semiconductor, and Motorola, dominating the microcomputer market, Hitachi's new
part isn't likely to win much U. S. market share.
E

H
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MIL-STD-1553
29

PLUG ITIERTWO YOUR
COMPUTER OR OURS:
PRODUCTS INCLUDE: MIL-STD-1553, ARINC-429,
INTELLIGENT RS-422 AND OTHER INTERFACE CARDS
FOR IBM® PC/XT/AT® CAMPATIBLE COMPUTERS.
COMING SOON: COMPATIBLITY WITH APPLE
COMPUTERS, INC.® AND IBM'S NEW SERIES
COMPUTERS.
*EXCA.LIBUR SYSTEMS MODEL #EXC-ATC '19"
RUGGEDIZED ATCOMPATIBLE COMPUTER.

SYSTEMS, INC.
PO. BOX 6839, FRESH MEADOWS, NEW YORK 11365
(718) 575-3779 S (718) 358-8856
TLX. 6503473609(MCIUW)
Circle 45 on reader service card

ADVANTEST®
Spectrum
analyzers
deliver
on-the-mark
signal-analysis
accuracy.

At ADVANTEST, the goal is to development and deliver
spectrum analyzers as general tools for measuring virtually
any quantity or phenomenon that can be viewed in the
frequency domain. The key to high spectrum purity is
in-house developed YIG (yttrium-iron-garnet) technology.
And ADVANTEST spectrum analyzers offer much more
than just spectrum analysis. They feature such convenient
functions as frequency counting, direct-reading field
strength measurement, interference noise measurement,
occupied bandwidth measurement, and automatic measurement of adjacent channel leakage power. The use of a
built-in tracking generator enables wide-dynamic-range
measurement of the frequency response of filters and
amplifiers. In addition, phase and group delay measurements provide not only highly accurate data, but enable
amultifaceted approach to the measurement task as well,
thereby improving the reliability of measurement results.
The bottom line for the user is a powerful arsenal of
frequency-analysis tools that provide the right answers,
in ahighly usable form.
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ADVANTEST
ADVANTEST CORPORATION
Advantest America, Inc.

Shinjuku-NS Building, 4-1, Nishi-Shinjuku 2-chome, Shinjuku-ku, Tokyo 163, Japan
Phone: (03)342-7500 Facsimile :
(03)342-7410 Telex: 232-4914 ADVAN J

300 Knightsbridge Parkway, Lincolnshire, IL 60069, U.S.A.

Phone:(312)634-2552 Facsimile:(312)634-2872

Advantest UK Limited CI Tower, St. Georges Square, High Street, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 4HH, U.K. Phone:(01)336-1606 Facsimile:(01)336-1657
Advantest (Europe) GmbH

Rosenkavalierplatz, 5, 8000 Munich 81, F. R. Germany

Phone:(089)928060 Facsimile:(089)9280610
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INTERNATIONAL
NEC LAB AIMS FOR LOW-COST WAY
OUT OF CROWDED RADIO SPECTRUM
Modified GaAs technology could replace hybrids with a monolithic receiver front end

E

KAWASAKI, JAPAN
Engineers at NEC Corp.'s Microelectronic Research Laboratories are developing anew gallium arsenide technology to reduce fabrication costs of devices for communications equipment
that operates above 10 GHz—an attractive spectrum for a variety of applications because the spectrum there is less
crowded. Present solutions at these frequencies now require hybrid IC alternatives, which is a costly, labor-intensive
technology.
Devices with more than 10-GHz performance are needed for awide variety
of systems ranging from direct-broadcast satellite TV receivers and radar
systems to futuristic wristwatch personal communications systems.
NEC's engineers are working on a
GaAs/aluminum-GaAs self-aligned heterojunction bipolar transistor, which
will be used in low-noise oscillators. The
move to GaAs/aluminum-GaAs heterojunction devices and away from GaAs
field-effect transistors is necessary because GaAs FETs make noisy oscillators
and must be modified with hybrid components.
Researchers say their experiments
show that a heterojunction-device oscillator operating in the 15-GHz band
tuned only by aluminum lines on the
chip develops less than 1/300th of the
phase noise of an oscillator implemented
with GaAs FETs. They expect similar
results throughout the microwave and
millimeter-wave bands.
In the future, the heterojunction de
vices will make implementation of a
complete receiver front end—including
radio-frequency amplifier, mixer, and local oscillator on achip—for direct broadcast satellite or other receivers. The de
vice is tuned to an approximate frequency by positioning abonding wire on an
aluminum tuning line on the chip. It is
fine-tuned by shifting bias voltage.
Early experimental heterojunction de
vices that were developed by NEC have
a cutoff frequency of 47 GHz and a
maximum frequency of oscillation of almost 30 GHz, the start of the millimeter
wave band. But cutoff frequency and
maximum frequency of oscillation have
Electronics/July 1988
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Bipolar heterojunction transistors based on GaAs technology and connected with aluminum
strips boost the performance of monolithic receiver front ends above 10 GHz.

only a loose correlation, and NEC expects to push the oscillation frequency
above 100 GHz by reducing the stray
capacitance.
Heterojunction devices solve the problem that causes GaAs FETs to be noisy
oscillators: the large surface areas they
have between source and gate—and be
tween gate and drain—generate low-frequency noise that modulates the oscillator and causes phase instability. The
end result is that using GaAs FETs ne
cessitates ahybrid-IC configuration with
aceramic resonator. Moreover, the resonator at these frequencies measures
about 10 mm in diameter by 4mm thick.
Above 20 GHz precise placement and adjustment becomes aserious problem.
worn Fn. The ceramic resonators won't
fit in a wristwatch radio, for example,
says Kazuhiko Honjo, research manager
in NEC's Ultra-high-speed Device Re
search Lab., Microelectronics Research
Laboratories. A more immediate consideration for eliminating the ceramie resonators is cost. Honjo says that at the
present modest rate at which microwave
equipment is made, the labor-intensive
fabrication of hybrid circuits is acceptable. But when the demand increases to
millions per month more automated production methods are required.
For systems using the heterojunction
device oscillators, frequency is stabilized
using a phase-locked loop that includes

afrequency-divider circuit and a10-MHz
crystal as the reference. The critical frequency-determining component now operates at arelatively low radio frequency that manufacturers have learned to
handle easily.
Initially, Honjo says, systems will be
built with aGaAs heterojunction device
incorporating tuning elements as the oscillator and another chip with two GaAs
FETs as the rf amplifier and mixer.
GaAs FETs provide excellent performance in these functions. In the future,
selective epitaxial techniques will be
used to fabricate the entire front end of
a single heterojunction device and two
FETs on a single chip, he adds.
Silicon bipolar transistors have been
used as oscillators in some applications
and have much lower noise levels than
GaAs FETs. Unfortunately, silicon bipolar transistors only oscillate to about 8
or 10 GHz. Frequency doubling—or
higher-order multiplication—brings the
frequency up to the range of interest,
but each stage of the multiplication increases the noise level by 6dB.
In logic devices, heterojunction bipolar
transistors have much greater current
derivability than FETs, leading many observers to expect the future emergence of
heterojunction-FET devices as the GaAs
analog of silicon BiCMOS. Experimental
heterojunction device gates have apropagation delay of 9.5 ps.—Charles L. Cohen
47

The solution is at hand, with parts,
design and production assistance
from OKI
Old is ready to help you speed product
development, improve your production efficiency
and shave costs with integrated system technologies
and long-term technical support. Oki is more than a
one-stop source of the highest-quality electronic
devices and state-of-the-art ASIC support. We
provide total project assistance, from design and
manufacturing of system components and modules
to technology assistance, available at any development stage, through design centers in the U.S.,
Europe and Asia.
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Our achievements are your solutions.
Oki's technical leadership in I.C.s, Displays, PCB,
Factory Automation and SMD manufacturing forms
the basis for our system technologies services.
And, OM leadership is backed up by astrong
commitment to the future, developing 4M dynamic
RAMs, GaAs ICs and others to help you achieve
your full potential, now and in the years to come.
For more information contact your nearest OM
representative.
Oki Semiconductor Group

Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Electronic Devices Group
Overseas Marketing Group
Head Office Annex
10-3, Shibaura, 4-chome,
Minato-ku, Tokyo 108, Japan
Tel: 3-454-2111
Fax: 3-798-7643
Telex:J22627

650 North Mary Avenue,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086, U.S.A.
Tel: (408)720-1900
Fax: (408)720-1921
Telex:(910)338-0508 OKI
SUVL

Oki Electric Europe GmbH
Hellersbergstr. 2,
D-4040 Neuss 1,
West Germany
Tel:02101-15960
Fax:02101-103539
Telex:8517427 OKI D

Oki Electronics
(Hong Kong) Ltd.
16th Floor, Fairmont House,
8Cotton Tree Drive, Hong Kong
Tel: 5-263111
Fax: 5-200102
Telex: 62459 OKIHK HX
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Oki Electric Industry Co., Ltd.
Tokyo. Japan
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NEURAL COMPUTERS

pected to develop applications.
For the right applications, performance gains over conventional processors are impressive. NEC engineers say
that for certain classes of problems,
their board provides performance superior to superminicomputers at about
one-hundredth the cost. Among potenincludes both MS-DOS execution files
and utilities, and also C library files for tial areas of use are expert systems in
medicine, machinery diagnostics, and
more rigorous programming, is $4,000.
Although introduced with consider- evaluation of loan applications.
able fanfare late June, the Neuro En- SELF STARTERS. Besides their massively
gine board will not be available until parallel computing architecture, neural
December and is not expected to be a systems offer the significant advantage
big seller initially. NEC is still sorting of creating their own software. This
makes them useful in tasks for which it
out strategic application areas for the
board, which mimics the massively par- may be almost impossible to write aprocedural program. Neural computers proallel architecture of the human brain.
gram themselves through a process in
NEC is estimating 500 to 1,000 sales
which the computer generates its own
during its first year.
rules and then refines them during reIn fact, corporate sources indicate
peated iterations.
that most of the marketing thrust will
Offering 512 Kbytes of memory, the
be in exploring applications. The company will attack that problem in house and accelerator board includes four NEC
ImPP pipelined data-flow microprocesin concert with its customers. Two
prime areas are voice and optical charac- sors developed originally for image proter recognition, and NEC will offer se- cessing and operating at aclock cycle of
lected alphanumeric OCR components in- 200 ns. The ImPP processors are used in
cluding sensors and software to aid pairs, with one chip doing address comthird-party developers. Value-added re- putation while the other does data com—Charles L. Cohen
sellers and software houses are also ex- putation.

COPROCESSOR PUTS JAPAN
IN NEURAL COMPUTER RACE
Tthe select
group of vendors chasing
nascent market in neural-comput-

TOKYO
he

er coprocessor boards just got another
contender—and this one is from Japan.
Like its main U. S. competition, NEC
Corp.'s Neuro Engine accelerator board
plugs into machines running Microsoft
Corp.'s MS-DOS and has accompanying
software written in C. Since benchmarking neural processors is far from
an agreed-upon science, specific comparisons are hard to come by. But NEC's
board appears to offer higher performance than Hecht-Nielson Corp.'s Anza
board while falling short of the San Diego, Calif., company's second product,
the Anza Plus [Electronics, Feb. 4,
1988, p. 133].
Price comparisons are also problematic, because the software and hardware
options vary widely, depending on the
application. The basic Neuro Engine
board will sell for $1,440; software that

DATA COMMUNICATIONS

WILL RACAL'S UK DATA NET SPARK A TREND?
ing public services."
£50 million over the next decade.
Winning the contract also marks the
The network will operate on a"pay as
A radical restructuring of Europe's telebeginning of a transition phase for the
landscape may be in -you use" basis with a scale of tariffs
Racal Group: "It's amajor milestone in
the offing if the UK's latest move into that has already been set. Holley would
not reveal details of the tariffs, but pre- our migration from products to serprivatization takes root and grows.
In arole-switching deal unique in Eu- diets that the government will "save at vices," says Holley, who has also laid
least 30% compared with the cost of us- plans for more service-structured busirope, aprivate UK company—the Racal
ness. Racal has targeted winData Group (Europe) Ltd.—
ning at least 10% of the worldhas been selected to install a
A BIG MARKET FOR RACAL
wide market for managed netpacket-switching network and
works and associated valuethen sell the services to the
added services, he says.
government.
400,000
A new company, Racal Data
When completed, the GovNetworks Ltd., has been
ernment Data Network will be
350,000
formed to act as prime conone of the largest packettractor and network operator.
switched data-communications
300,000
Government departments usnetwork in Europe, ultimately
ing the GDN will pay a fixed
serving about 350,000 termifee for access plus volume-de250,000
nals located in 7,000 civilian adpendent traffic charges.
ministration offices throughout
Additional revenue will be
the United Kingdom. Racal
200,000
generated from arange of othwill put up all the cash for its
er services such as electronic
construction and installation,
150,000
mail, digital facsimile, informarecouping its investment from
tion services, and electronic
traffic revenues.
document interchange. Gov100,000
Tim Holley, chairman of Raernment sources estimate that
cal Data Group (Europe) Ltd.,
400,000 terminals could be in
says the company is expecting
50,000
use by the end of the next dec10-year cumulative revenues of
ade; however Racal has calcuo
more than £1 billion to accrue
lated
its potential revenue on
from the network, against an
1994
1999
1989
the more conservative figure
investment for the network inSOURCE RACAL INC.
of 250,000.
—Peter Fletcher
frastructure of approximately
LONDON
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If you're serious about PROJECT MANAGEMENT
anything less than OPEN PLAN® would be a waste of
your time and money

e

The
no fact
otheris,PC project
management software
can equal OPEN PLAN's
mainframe-level power
and performance.

IT'S FLEXIBLE
•OPEN PLAN 3.0 manages the largest
projects—up to 10,000 activities
(32,000 in the extended version).
• Project management is totally
integrated with dBASE°, OPEN PLAN
3.0 stores its data in dBASE files,
giving you all the power of arelational
database at your fingertips.
• OPEN PLAN 3.0 is available in a LAN
version that brings true multi-user
capability to microcomputers.
• OPEN PLAN 3.0 has its own powerful
command-driven REPORT WRITER.
• It's customizable. Because it is written
in dBASE III PLUS/dBASE IV,Tm you can
integrate your own add-on modules
into OPEN PLAN 3.0.

NEW PROJECT WORKSHEET'
SIMPLIFIES DATA ENTRY
Entering data is easier with OPEN PLAN
3.0's new interactive graphic data
input module, PROJECT WORKSHEET.
Enter information
in aformat similar
to Lotus 1..2..3TM
(lettered columns
and numbered rows),
draw boxes/activ:ties
on the screen and
Sample
connect them wi:h
Resource Histogram
relationships.

PRODUCE REPORTS THAT
SAY IT YOUR WAY
OPEN PLAN 3.0's command-driven
REPORT WRITER lets you write any
report you wish. Choose from over
60 standard reports or create your
own in OPEN PLAN's command
language. Create histograms, bar
charts, cost curves, combined tabular
and graphic reports—whatever you
can imagine.
NEW GRAPHICS CAPABILITY
ADDS POWER
OPEN PLAN 3.0 works even harder
for you. Now,"banding," in logic drawing
and time-phased
logic drawing,
graphically links
related activities
by putting all
those related to
one work area
Sample
together. Activities
Rolling Wave Bar Chart
can be placed by
work breakdown structure ('IBS),
organization breakdown structure
(OBS), or any number of user
defined codes.
THE HEART OF PROJECT
MANAGEMENT, SCHEDULING,
IS EASIER
OPEN PLAN 3.0 gives you up to 256
calendars per project, which means
you can put calendars on activities,
individuals or resources. Scheduling
consumable resources, and mixed
time-and resource-limited scheduling
are other options you can exercise.

ADD OPERA,e A SOPHISTICATED
RISK ANALYSIS PROGRAM
Combine OPEN PLAN 3.0 with optional
Open Plan Extension
for Risk Analysis
(OPERA) to further
extend your control.
OPERA lets you
quantify potential
errors and deterSample
mine the probable
Resource Usage Bar Chart
course of the project
through Monte Carlo simulation with
a user-defined confidence interval.
THE COMPLETE STORY IS ONLY
A PHONE CALL AWAY
Simply call or write us for more information.
The only project management software
you will ever need.

OPEN PLAN
Know your options.

INELCONI SOFTWARE TECHNOLOGY
1325 S. Dairy Ashford, Suite 125,
Houston, TX 77077
(713) 558-0514
NEW!
COBRATM -Cost scheduling and control
that meets C/SCSC requirements.
OPMISTTm -The world's most comprehensive integrated maintenance and
project management program.
All trademarks ee property of their respective manufacturers.
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Coming in AUGUST in ELECTRONICS
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The Memory Challenge

Computer memory is undergoing dramatic changes in both the marketplace and emerging technologies. This
two part feature gives an encompassing overview of both solid-state and rotating memories.
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Next-generation ASICs
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New next-generation processor.
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Jumping from 16 bit to 32-bit is not easy.
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None of these
extras are extra.
Molded-in handle,
hinges cant break
Latches do not
penetrate case wall

Air tight and water
tigh4 with air bleed
valve

Injection-molded
GE Xenay• :
tougizer,
lighter weight
Mil. Spec. stainless
steel hardware

Aerospace by Andiamo
is extra strong, and extra lightweight: The only case injectionmolded of Ga incredibly
tough—Xenoy® thermoplastic resin.
Itb extra transportable: Aerospace has the first integral transport system. Molded-in slots
make bayonet mounting of lock-on collapsible cart, casters,
and case-to-case interconnectors quick and effortless.
Itb extra air tight: Its special tongue, groove, and gasket
design makes it impenetrable to both air and water.
52

Aerospace includes all these
extras. Without the extra cost of
acustom case. Cases with stock
interiors now available from
distributors nationwide. Custom
interiors also available. Call Andiamo
(800)423-3561/In California (800) 231-8168.
Or write Andiamo
Bo\ S.
115 Folintain Valley,
California 927
28AEROSPACE '
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AUTO ELECTRONICS GROWS EVEN FASTER,
BUT IT GETS HARDER TO WIN BUSINESS
Technology integration from ground-up changes auto maker and vendor relationships
by Wesley R. Iversen
'Mahe hottest growth market in the electronics business rides on four wheels,
comes in avariety of shapes and sizes,
and can easily be parked in a garage.
Today's cars are using more electronics
than ever, and analysts expect high
growth through the 1990s. Yet that
doesn't mean that electronics suppliers
are on easy street, for as the auto market explodes, it's also getting tougher to
sell into it.
So electronics companies are now
scrambling to get—or keep—a piece of
the business. But the rewards are worth
it Electronic subsystems and components
added $800 to the price of the average car
in 1987, almost double the amount for
1982 models, says market researcher Dataquest Inc. of San Jose, Calif. And even
though total vehicle production in the
U.S. dropped by 6% last year, the auto
electronics market grew by 6.5%, Dataquest says. By the 1991 model year, electronics are expected to account for about
$1,100 of the average car's price tag.
SHIFTING GEARS. Rapid growth, however, is bringing rapid change. Auto makers are changing the way they look at
electronics, moving away from gee-whiz
gimmickry and emphasizing safety, performance, and luxury. They're also beginning to look at electronics as something more than a jelly-bean commodity—forging tighter relationships with
suppliers and taking advantage of vendors' design expertise. Lastly, the auto
makers are beginning to shy away from
doing all of the subsystem development
themselves, and they are increasingly
looking to subsystem suppliers, like Allied-Signal's Bendix Electronics Group in
Southfield, Mich.
"The old ways of doing business are
rapidly disappearing," says Jerry Rivard, vice president and group executive
at Bendix. Auto makers are not dictating their needs and choosing the cheapest bidder anymore. "It used to be acutthroat, adversarial kind of relationship,"
Rivard says. "But today, the OEMs are
developing close relationships with one
or sometimes two suppliers in an area,
and they are bringing them in at the
Electronics/July 1988

start of aproject."
The automotive electronics business is
expected to grow 10% to 20% a year
until the mid-1990s, according to industry analysts. The Freedonia Group Inc.,
a Cleveland market research firm, estimates the wholesale value of electronics
in cars built and assembled in North
America will jump from $4.5 billion in
1987 to $15.3 billion by the year 2000
(see chart p. 54). And Delco Electronics

from $909 million last year to almost
$1.4 billion in 1991 (see chart, p. 55). Bipolar logic, MOS logic, MOS memory,
and linear ICs will all see double-digit
growth, says Dataquest. All of the major chip makers report they are mounting aggressive programs aimed at meeting the auto makers' needs for closer
working relationships and full-service
capability, from concept and design
work to flexible delivery that is de-

Corp.—General Motors Corp.'s huge
captive electronics producer—believes
the total auto electronics markets it
serves will nearly double worldwide to
$30 billion by 1993 from $17 billion today. Other estimates place the potential
size of global auto electronic markets as
high as $60 billion at the turn of the
century.
All of this will combine to make the
North American merchant automotive
semiconductor market grow by 10.8%
annually, according to Dataquest, rising

signed to meet the car makers' just-intime manufacturing requirements.
In North America, the fastest growth
will be driven by federal safety requirements, says Kevin Swift, a vice president at The Freedonia Group. He prediets that safety and security systems
alone will grow at 27.6% annually, totaling $2.3 billion in the year 2000. Passive
restraint systems, such as air bags and
seat belts, will grow at more than a40%
annual rate, making this the fastest
growing near-term opportunity for new
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car electronics. But even with that potential bright spot, electronic-based systems are facing a surprising challenge
from a simple, low-cost, all-mechanical
design (see p. 64).
In Europe and, to alesser extent, Japan, car electronics use lags behind the
U. S. (see p. 56), in part because legal
conditions play alesser role, and in part
because Americans place ahigher value
on luxury electronic features. Such luxury features include navigational computers and cellular telephones, the use
of which Swift says will increase by 30%
to 40% between now and the early
1990s. In that same timeframe, Swift
predicts, there'll be 15% to 30% growth
in premium sound systems, intelligent
windshield wiper controls, antilock braking systems, antitheft systems, electronic locks, antiknock devices for engines,
digital instrument clusters, automatic
load-level controls, and new controls for
seat and mirror adjustments.
Since the auto makers produce only
about half of what they use, the new
gear promises to add up to huge new
business opportunities for electronic
subsystem and chip vendors. But getting the business won't be easy.
Increasingly, complete systems engineering is becoming the nature of the
auto-electronics game. Auto makers are
also focusing more on functionality and
integration of electronics into the complete vehicle rather than the pizzazz of
isolated systems adecade ago. For competitive reasons, U. S. auto makers are
striving to shorten product development
cycles, while maintaining their traditional
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drive to get high reliability at lower costs.
These trends mean that electronics
vendors wishing to stay in the automotive game will have to play by anew set
of rules. And that includes a smaller
field of competitors. Vendors will be
asked to offer more in the way of subsystem design capabilities and service to
the car maker. "In the future, you'll see
that marketing skills will be key," says
The Freedonia Group's Swift. "A supplier can no longer just supply a component or part and that's the end of it."
The result is that while the market

A smaller field of larger
competitors will play by a
new set of rules
for auto electronics is flourishing, fewer
companies will flourish. Increasingly,
Chrysler, Ford, and GM are doing business with fewer electronic suppliers.
"There's no question they've reduced
their supplier base, and they're going to
keep reducing it. From five years ago to
today, Ibet they've cut their suppliers
by maybe 50%," says Thomas V. Bisconti, senior market planner for IC products at GE Solid State, Somerville, N. J.
In pruning the ranks, the auto makers
are working more closely with the suppliers they do keep, however. They are
bringing suppliers in at the beginning
stages of new design projects. Also,
they're striking up long-term partnerships with vendors and asking suppliers

to do more, not less, in the design of
chips and subsystems.
"One of the things we want to do is
develop closer working relationships
with our suppliers," says John Stark,
purchasing manager at Delco in Kokomo, Ind. "And one of the driving forces
is to put ourselves in abetter position to
utilize our resources." The GM unit, for
example, has trimmed back its list of
integrated-circuit suppliers from 32 to
27 over the past year, and plans to cut
more. "We can get more leverage if we
have fewer suppliers," Stark notes. "We
need to be able to tap into their design
and engineering resources, and to know
which direction they're going."
Auto makers also use that closeness
as away to demand quality. Bisconti at
GE Solid State says auto makers continue to be among his toughest customers
when it comes to quality standards.
"They are on apar with the hi-rel [military] customers, in terms of testing, demands, everything," he says. "They audit our production plants, our off-shore
assembly plants, you name it. They
want life-cycle testing, power and temperature cycling, and they ask questions: How often do you calibrate your
equipment? How do you do it? Are you
using statistical process control? Things
like that. It's a rigorous operation.
Those audits are stringent as hell."
One example of the way relationships
are changing between chip vendors and
their auto electronics customers can be
seen in the development of the TMS370,
a new family of 8-bit microcontrollers
that Texas Instruments Inc. developed
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jointly with Delco. The part, code-named
roadrunner while under development in
the mid-1980s, was launched as a product on the open market in the spring
[Electronics, April 28, 1988, p. 32]. TI
began working on the project with
Delco at the conceptual stage in 1984,
says P. Dale Spoon, automotive operations manager at the Dallas chip maker.
'We're trying to work with the auto
maker now from womb to tomb, from
concept to successful production," he explains. "The primary difference is that we
as component suppliers in the past have
tried to design standard products that
were fairly generic and fit as wide amarket as possible. But now, it's much more
application-specific. Instead of us sitting
behind awall, we're actually getting the
user to define the product."
Two major benefits result, Spoon
says. "They [the customers] get exactly
what they want, and we've worked with
their help to define the product, such
that we can take it to the open market
later." This increases the volume, which
in turn means still lower costs for the
auto maker.
Now auto makers are beginning to
apply the same concept to the subsystems business. Instead of buying components and assembling them in-house, car
builders are increasingly forming longterm partnerships with outside suppliers
to handle the work.
FROM PLANES TO CARS. The trend parallels earlier developments in the aircraft
industry, in which a single supplier becomes the integrator for an entire subsystem—such as the undercarriage and
landing gear assembly, observes Gene
Stohler, vice president of sales and marketing at ITT Automotive in Detroit.
Now car makers are sourcing subsystems ranging from lighting assemblies
to seat controls and door modules to
antilock brake and active suspension
systems from subassembly builders.
"The days of supplying acomponent—a
part—to the OEMs are damn near
gone," Stohler says. "But none of us
can do it all. We have to sublet segments of the work."
Indeed, in order to meet the critical
mass in engineering and product development skills now being required by the
auto makers, major suppliers are increasingly entering into partnerships
with each other and with critical component suppliers. For example, Allied-Signal and Siemens AG formed ajoint venture to develop, manufacture, and market automotive electronic systems and
components worldwide late last year,
and Intel Corp. and Robert Bosch GmbH
have had a long-term joint effort since
1985 to develop ahigh-performance multiplexed bus scheme for cars. That work
produced its first fruit this year, when
Intel introduced its 82526 chip to impleElectronics/July 1988

ment what's called the CAN protocol
(for Controller Area Network) that the
two companies are promoting as astandard for the automobile industry [Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 31].
"There is a lot of romancing going
on," says Allied-Signal's Rivard, referring to the joint ventures, partnerships,
buy-outs, and sell-outs that are now part
and parcel of today's business. "Auto
makers are recognizing that the technology required to produce a car today is
growing dramatically, and as a result,
they are putting more burden on their
suppliers to be subsystems suppliers."
That means huge front-end investments
by suppliers, who must wait four or five

A lot of romancing is going
on as part and parcel of
today's business

years—given typical auto platform production cycles—for the payoff. Not everyone will be able to stay the course,
Rivard predicts. "There are about 10
first-tier (subsystem) suppliers in the
world today, but Ibelieve that number
will be reduced to maybe five over the
next three to four years."
The trend toward consolidation also
is forcing cultural changes within the
auto houses. Fred Meisterfeld, aChrysler engineering supervisor in Highland
Park, Mich., says the changes could
have an impact as radical as that
brought on by the introduction of the
electric starter some 70 years ago.

"We're entering a new era, and it's
changing the way we do business, the
way we're organized, and the way we
think about electronics in the vehicle,"
Miesterfeld says. "We, at Chrysler,
were not systems-oriented before. We
all just did our own little thing," he explains. "But now, you have to be systems-oriented. One guy over here sees
his component price go up by a dollar,
but somebody else's cost may go down
by $5. You can no longer think about
things in the same realm: that making
your part cheaper is always the right
way to go. Instead, you've got to think
about making the total car more reliable
and less expensive."
This kind of thinking represents a
"third phase" in automotive electronics
history, says Rivard, who before joining
Bendix, was chief engineer for Ford's
Electrical and Electronics Division. "In
the first phase, we just went into the
car and replaced components, from
strict mechanical to electronic," he says.
Early phase 1 examples, he says, include the swapping of mechanical clocks
and electromechanical ignition systems
for electronic parts.
In the second phase, auto makers fa
cused on larger auto modules, such as
electronic fuel-injection subsystems. But
still, second-phase electronic-replacement features were largely shoehorned
into the automobile, with little effort
given to fully optimizing other parts of
the car for the new technology.
In the new third phase, the growing
emphasis is on tying electronic subsystems all together with aground-up engineering approach. Rivard says auto mak-
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ers now realize they can't continue to insert isolated subsystems every time they
introduce anew electronic-based function.
Indeed, many of today's luxury cars include 10 to 20 separate electronic modules, and in some cases more than 30.
"You can imagine the number of connectors and interfaces that you have to
put into these cars," Rivard says. "It's
getting too complex. You worry about
reliability, and you worry about cost. In
the past, if we added five new features,
we added five new boxes."
So the push is on to find ways to
combine features. Delco officials talk of
the need for "up-integration," or the incorporation of multiple functions within
a single controller, thereby reducing
cost and increasing reliability and diagnostic capability. Says Dennis Florence,
chief engineer for electrical and electronic systems at Chrysler Corp. in
Highland Park, Mich.: "If in truth, we
keep having more and more electronics
in the car—and Ibelieve we will—we'll
either have to find avery clever way to
tie it all together, or we're going to
have to combine some of those boxes."
Indeed, many automotive engineers
now envision the day when the car's major electronics systems will be controlled
by perhaps only three master control
modules. One controller would handle
engine and transmission functions. Another would manage body-embedded
electronics, regulating information, and
comfort features ranging from instrumentation and navigation systems to
door locks, automatic temperature control, and seat adjustment. A third would
handle chassis requirements, such as antilock braking systems and sophisticated
active adaptive suspension systems. And
of course, all three would communicate
with their various peripherals, and with
each other, over amultiplexed bus eliminating bulky wiring harnesses.
MOVE TO FUNCTIONALITY. Besides focusing on system and subsystem integration, auto makers are also looking more
toward electronic features that provide
true functionality at an affordable price.
Derek Lidow, executive vice president at
International Rectifier Corp., El Segundo, Calif., believes that auto makers too
many times in the past have gone for
electronic features that provided glitz,
but not enough to justify the high cost.
"The landscape is littered with their
wreckage," adds Lidow. Among cautionary examples, he cites overly complex
electronic instrument panels, which
proved all but unintelligible to drivers,
and talking cars, which were such an irritant that they were soon withdrawn. But
Lidow says he now sees "a new maturity
emerging" among automobile makers.
Ford now acknowledges it is taking a
more conservative approach to electronic instrumentation. "Our philosophy is
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THE PUSH IS DIFFERENT IN EVERY MARKET
Electronic components and subsystems
Mare finding their way into automobiles at an unprecedented rate all over
the world, but what's driving the auto
makers in the U.S. to use electronics is
different from what's pushing their
counterparts in West Germany or Japan. The fact is, each market is driven
by its own set of circumstances, most
of which have very little to do with technology.
Laws limiting exhaust emissions and
requiring minimum fuel consumption
are a potent force driving automotive
electronics markets in both the U. S. and
Japan. Luxury and convenience features
are also in higher demand in the U. S.,
where cars are usually larger, and owners tend to spend more time in them.
But in Europe, safety concerns and a
passion for high-performance road cars
has helped to put the market into high
gear.
The result is greater use of integrated
circuits in models
destined for the
U. S. roads, no matter their origin; as
much as double the
dollar value of ICs
that are found in
Europe's autos. The
dollar content of
U. S. autos is also
nearly athird higher per car than vehicles in Japan, according to one Euestimate.
ropean
Consumer shopping
habits and government regulations are
expected to keep U. S. vehicles on top of
the IC-content heap.
The average U. S. car last year contained about $44 worth of ICs, according
to figures from Siemens AG in West
Germany. The typical Japanese car had
about $30 worth, and the average European model had only $17 worth of ICs.
In other regions in the world, the average was $14, Siemens says.
And Siemens, which recently entered
into a joint venture with Allied-Bendix
to try to tap into the the U. S. market
for auto electronics, doesn't expect that
disparity to change much in the years
ahead. In 1992, the average U. S. car
will contain $79 worth of ICs, versus $55
for Japan, $39 for West Europe, and $39
for the rest of the world.
What that means is that although car
production is only slightly higher in the
U. S. than in Western Europe, the U. S.
market for auto electronics is more than
twice the size of Europe's market. One
reason is the different regulatory backdrop that exists in Europe.

"In Europe, you don't really have any
emissions standards," notes Dennis
Florence, chief engineer for electrical
and electronic systems at Chrysler Corp.
"That translates to this: you don't need
much electronics for engine control and
emissions control."
Agreeing is Jurgen Lange, senior director for the Semiconductor Division of
Siemens AG in Munich. Lange says such
governmental regulations have a profound effect in shaping the use of electronics, because in order to meet stringent requirements, more electronic technology must be used. There is alimit to
which mechanical measures can improve
car and engine performance, he adds.
Since U. S. cars are generally bigger
and more expensive than their European
counterparts, Lange says their price
tags can more readily absorb $1,500
worth of electronics. As a result, lawmakers in Europe must take into consideration the greater number of smaller
cars in their markets, he says, and
they recognize that
"in such cars the
cost of electronics
needed to achieve
greater fuel economy and a cleaner
exhaust may be
prohibitive in relation to the ear's
overall cost."
The same economic and size factors govern technology use in drivingcomfort features. In the small European
cars, electronic-seat positioning and
memory systems are a lofty-priced luxury, "one that might even be considered
a gimmick and out of proportion with
the overall car cost," cautions Wolfgang
Kreft, who heads electronic systems
predevelopment work at Volkswagenwerk AG in Wolfsburg, West Germany.
Such features are usually in more demand in leased or rented cars, which are
more popular in the U. S.
What some consider gimmicky-use of
electronic systems are more popular
with Japanese auto makers, according
to industry managers in the U. S. and
Europe. "Believe it or not, but we have
alot more electronics in the power train
area than they do," says Chrysler's
Florence. "They seem to add a lot of
Jim-crackery, bells, and whistles and all
that. But like us, their emission standards are pretty tough, and they can't
ignore those kinds of sensors."
-Tobias Naegele with bureau reports
from Charles Cohen in Tokyo and
John Gosch in Frankfurt
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that there's got to be a benefit to the
customer at the price at which we're
able to offer it," says George H. Forrest, marketing manager for Ford Motor Co.'s Electronics division in Rawsonville, Mich. "In the past, we had geewhiz items and buttons and whistles.
But what did it really do for the customer?" Forrest says Ford is now focusing
on three basic electronic instrumentation items that it has found popular
among consumers: fuel computers, diagnostic systems, and digital readout
speedometers. All three features are
now standard or optional on more than
a half dozen Ford cars and will penetrate further as the price of the $300
cluster comes down, Ford expects.
Delco, too, is getting more conservative. "A few years ago, we thought electronic instrument clusters were going to
be a major factor. But it turns out
they're not going to be as large apercentage of the total as we thought,"
concedes Delco's Stark. About 44% of
the instrument clusters made by Delco
are still mechanical, and another 44%
are electromechanical, in which an electrical pulse is generated at the source to
power an analog gauge. Application of
electronic clusters will increase, Delco
says, but they won't become the dominant system until further gains are
made in the technology.
ABS IS HOT. A good example of an electronic system that provides measurable
functional benefits and looks like amarketplace winner is antilock braking. Pioneered by Bosch, it has attracted Bendix, Delco,
Automotive, and KelseyHayes, as well as European and Japanese competitors. The Berkt Group, an
automotive consulting firm in Southfield, Mich., predicts that the cost of antilock braking systems will fall by two
thirds over the next five years, as volume increases and electronics costs
drop. The technology is now in an estimated 5% of U. S. cars, and the auto
makers predict it will grow fast.
"In cars right now, it's about an $800
option, but if we can get the cost down
to $400, Ican envision it coming all the
way down through the Tempo and Topaz," says Forrest. "By the mid-1990s,
we could see ABS virtually standard on
at least 60% or 70% of cars. And it's not
inconceivable that it might even be
available on the very low end."
William Rodda, chief engineer, electronic systems, for Delco, is even more optimistic. He puts antilock brake penetration
in U. S. cars at 80% by 1995, when he
estimates the market will total between
$1 billion and $2 billion annually.
Multiplexed vehicle buses are beginning to make inroads in some high end
cars. Indeed, since the technique promises to ease the problem of increasing
module count by replacing today's bulky
60

Sprague Electric Co.'s Semiconductor
Group, in Worcester, Mass.
One hang-up is the high price for
smart power chips, which combine logic
with power and are needed to switch
power to amotor, lamp, or other electrical load. "You can buy a relay today
that will switch 10 amps for 70 cents.
But for comparable performance in a
smart power chip, it costs you $3 to $4,"
says Rivard. Many say multiplexing will
show up more in applications such as
steering columns, or in door panels for
switches and locks. But, says Chrysler's
Florence, "multiplexing
is still not cost-effective
for most applications.
It's going to take some
choke points to make it
happen in volume."
The key to the success
of multiplexing will be
chip makers' ability to
provide lower-cost products for automotive applications. In the power
arena, for example, new
technology from Motorola (see p. 73) and International Rectifier (see
p.74) should do just
that.
In a more traditional
arena, engine control,
though maturing, is expected to continue to be a
strong market for chip
vendors. Eight-bit microcontrollers still dominate
here, as in other parts of
the car, and are expected
to continue to be in the
driver's seat well into the
next decade. But higher
performance 16-bit controllers are expected to
find greater use as auto
makers strive to integrate more functions,
such as engine and transmission control. And the
16-bit chips could also
find a place in emerging
areas such as antilock
Delco operator checks robot arm that places surface-mounted braking and active suspension systems that recomponents on fuel injection system.
quire lots of real-time
industry by storm as some expected. It number crunching capability.
Delco is working with Motorola to dehas proven too expensive and tough to
engineer, says International Rectifier's velop a16-bit processor family currently
called GM Process X, aimed for use beLidow. And while the technology has its
ginning in model year 1993 or 1994 GM
champions, many in the industry now
believe that widespread use of full car cars, says Stark. And Dataquest promultiplexing is still about a decade jects that use of merchant 16-bit controlaway. "We're aware of what auto mak- ler chips in U. S. cars will grow by six
times between now and 1991 to produce
ers are asking for to go into the 1992 to
1995 models, and it doesn't look like the an estimated $80 million market.
multiplexed bus will make it before
1995," observes William Maxwell, strate- Additional reporting by Lawrence Curran,, Tobias Na,egele, and Larry Waller
gic marketing manager, automotive, for

wiring harnesses with asingle cable or
optical fiber, every major auto maker
has its own multiplexing effort underway [Electronics, August 21, 1986,
p. 81]. Intel and Bosch are promoting
CAN as a standard protocol for highperformance, 1-Mbit/second multiplexing. And aSociety of Automotive Engineers committee expects by this fall to
release an initial version of a proposed
standard known as J1850 for mediumspeed multiplexing at 10 Kbit/s to 100
Kbits/s rates.
But multiplexing has not taken the
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LSI
R
Besides MDE, LSI Logic delivers
more than 400 LSI and VLSI building

LSI Logic Sales Offices and Design Resource Centers: Scottsdale, AZ 602-951-4550, Milpitas, CA 408-433-8000, San Jose, CA 408-248-5100, Irvine, CA 714-553-5600,
Sherman Oaks,CA 818-906-0333, Denver, CO 303-756-8800, Altamonte Springs, FL 305-339-2242, Boca Raton, FL 305-395-6200, Norcross, GA 404 -448-4898, Chicago, IL
312-773-0111, Bethesda, MD 301-897-5800, Waltham, MA 617-890-0161, Ann Arbor, MI 313-769-0175, Minneapolis, MN 612-921-8300, Bridgewater, NJ 201-722-7522,
Poughkeepsie, NY 914-454-6593, Raleigh, NC 919-783-8833, Worthington, OH 614-438-2644, Beaverton, OR 503-644-6697, Trevose, PA 215-638-3010, Austin, TX
512-338-2140, Dallas, TX 214-788-2966, Bellevue, WA 206-822-4384, Calgary, Alta 403-262-9292, Paris, France 33-1-46212525, Israel 972-3-403741/6, Milan, Italy
39-39-651575, Tokyo, Japan 81-3-589-2711, Seoul, Korea 82-2 785-1693, Nidau/Biel, Switzerland 032-515441, Bracknell, United Kingdom 44-344-426544, Munich, West
Germany 49-89-926903-0. ©1988 LSI Logic Corporation. Modular Design Environment and MDE are trademarks of LSI Logic Corporation.
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

AUTO ELECTRONICS

WHY ELECTRONICS IS NO EASY WINNER
IN BATTLE FOR AIR-BAG CONTROLLER SALES
Backers say all-mechanical system promises simplicity and low cost
modules and sensors from othIt's shaping up as abattle pitsuppliers
in
air-bagting complex electronic so- NO ELECTRONICS IN THIS AIRBAG TRIGGER er
equipped cars from General
phistication versus elegant meMotors Corp. and Ford Motor
chanical simplicity. The arena
Co. But next year, the New
is an explosive new market for
Jersey company will begin
car-crash sensors and air-bag
first production on its Breed
triggering devices aimed at
All-Mechanical Air Bag Sysmeeting U. S. mandated pastem. The system is expected to
sive restraints for auto passendebut on 1990 cars from Jaggers. The stakes for auto supuar, and perhaps two other
pliers is apiece of abig marauto makers, Baker adds.
ket—by some estimates growThe heart of the system is
ing by more than 40% each
Breed's mechanical crash senyear and topping $2 billion by
sor/initiator, which is based on
1993 for total air bag systems.
asimple ball-in-tube design deMany believe the electronics
rived from munitions techshare of this business could be
niques. The ball, or sensing
as much as one-third through
mass, rests in a tube, biased
the sale of diagnostic modules,
by a spring-loaded lever (see
triggering systems, and elecfigure). When deceleration extronic or electromechanical
ceeds a preset limit for a cercrash sensors. But electronics
tain period of time, the ball
face a challenge from what
overcomes the bias and is
some might consider an unlikedrawn forward in the tube,
ly opponent—an all-mechanical
moving the lever far enough to
design that costs half as much.
release afiring pin, also spring
Backers of the all-mechaniloaded, that goes into a small
cal approach promise lower
percussion cup. The sensor is
costs and greater reliability
mounted inside the air-bag
through a simple system.
gas-generating unit, and the
Those pushing electronic-based
igniting percussion cup trigdesigns say that all-mechanical
gers inflation of the air bag.
systems cannot be tested. Oth"It's like firing a shotgun,"
ers worry that the concept will
prove less suitable for U. S.- An all-mechanical crash-sensor and air-bag-trigger system is based Baker explains. The Breed approach requires none of the
made cars, which unlike some on techniques that were developed in munitions.
wires, connectors, back-up powEuropean models crush more
reliable, and potentially half the cost of er systems, warning lights, and complex
in collisions. That reduces the ability to
diagnostic modules used in today's prodetect crashes in the passenger com- complex electronics offered by such
heavyweight competitors as Allied-Sig- duction bag systems. Baker says it will
partment where all-mechanical systems
be more reliable—perhaps by afactor of
have sensors. So far, U.S. auto firms nal, Robert Bosch, and TRW.
10—over more complex systems. What's
The early air-bag systems in producwant some sensors in car front ends and
tion cars today typically rely on acom- more, in volume production the mechanidon't plan all-mechanical systems.
BANG FOR THE BUCK. But the allme- bination of one or more sensors in the cal system can be priced at about half
front-end "crush zone" of a vehicle, as that of conventional electrical air-bag syschanical system proponents believe time
is on their side. "By the end of the cen- well as an additional sensor in the pas- tems, he adds. Air-bag systems are a$800
to $1,000 option now; they are expected to
tury, I would be surprised if at least senger compartment. These sensors
measure deceleration in a collision, and
drop to about $300 by the early 1990s.
50% of the market wasn't mechanical,"
The company plans to ease concerns
says Noel A. Baker, vice president of produce an electrical signal that is proabout nontestability with a redundant
cessed by an electronic diagnostic modmarketing for Breed Automotive Corp.
sensor design; each gas-generant module. The module triggers the air-bag gas
in Boonton Township, N. J.
ule and air bag will be fitted with two
Formed in January 1987, Breed Auto- generator when crash severity exceeds
mechanical sensors, either of which can
motive is aspin-out from Breed Corp., a a predefined limit. It also monitors the
26-year-old producer of military artillery
system, warning the driver with an indi- fire the bag, Baker says. He also says
studies show single-point sensors in the
fuses and arming devices. And by apply- cator light when service is needed.
Breed contends that it has a better passenger compartment can be adeing time-tested munitions-style sensing
idea. The firm has been selling electro- quate for U. S. soft-bodied automobiles
and triggering techniques, the firm has
with modifications such as stronger
mechanical crash sensors, which are
developed an all-mechanical air-bag sysbumper beams.
—Wesley R. Iversen
used in combination with diagnostic
tem that Baker says is simpler, more
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ma ANALOG
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High Performance Monolithic
Resolver-to-Digital Converters
2S80/2S81]

FEATURES
Monolithic Tracking R/D Converters
Ratiometric Conversion

ed Olaf. ON

High Maximum Tracking Rate (260 rps at 12 Bits)
Natural Binary Digital Word Output
Accurate Velocity Output (1% Linearity typ)
Low Power Consumption (300mW typ)

II

Dynamic Performance Set by User

II
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2S80:
User-Selectable Resolution (10, 12, 14 or
16 Bits)
40-Pln DIP Package
Commercial and Military Versions Available
2S81:
Low Cost
12-Bit Resolution
28-Pin DIP Package
Commercial Temperature Range

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The 2S80 and 2S8I are monolithic tracking resolver-to-digital
converters manufactured on Analog Devices' proprietary
BiMOS II process. BiMOS II combines high-density, low-power
CMOS logic and high-accuracy bipolar linear circuitry on the
um chip.
A ratiometric conversion technique is used to output continuous
position data with no delay. It also provides immunity to changes
i
n absolute signal levels, tolerance to harmonic distortion on the
reference and input signals, and high noise immunity when
using long leads between the converter and resolver.
The output data word is supplied in 2bytes in three-state digital
logic form on either 16 output data lines (2S80) or 8output data
lines (2S81). BYTE SELECT, INHIBIT and ENABLE pins
allow easy data transfer. External counters can be connected to
the 2580 or 2S8I for counting cycle or pitch.
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2S80/81 Functional Block Diagram

PRODUCT HIGHLIGHTS
1. The monolithic 2S80 and 2S81 are one-chip solutions that
offer lower cost, smaller package size, higher reliability,
greater flexibility and easier design-in than either hybrid or
in-house designs.
2. The resolution of the 2S80 is user-set via two control pins to
10, 12, 14 or 16 bits. This allows selection of optimwn resolution
for each application.
3. Dynamic performance is determined by the user. Bandwidth,
maximum tracking rate and velocity scaling are established
with low-cost, preferred-value external resistors and capacitors.
The values for these external components are easily calculated
using information provided in the data sheet.
4. An analog output signal proportional to velocity is provided
that can be used in place of svelocity transducer in many
applications to provide loop stabilization and velocity feedback
data. This signal is typically linear to one percent.

The reference frequency can ninge from 50Hz to 20,000Hz for
the 2S80 and from 400Hz to 20,000Hz for the 2S81.

TO CLOSE THE BOOK
ON ALL OTHER RID DESIG115,
TURN TO THIS PAGE.
-----14,11118111111111111111111111111,

Instead of spending time designing custom
R/D converters, or spending money
on expensive purchased
solutions, spend afew minutes
and learn about our new 2S80
and 2S81, the world's first and
only monolithic R/D converters. They are the only R/Ds to offer
all the advantages of monolithic devices, including small size,
low power and high reliability, along with high performance at a
low cost.
The 2S80 is available in both commercial and military temperature range versions, and in three accuracy grades (
±8, ±4
and ±2arc minutes, each ±1ISB).
The 2S81 operates over the standard commercial temperature range of 0° to 70°C and features accuracy of ±30 arc minutes

±1LSB, making it ideal for a
wide variety of comercial and
industrial applications.
All these high performance features are available without ahigh price tag. The 2S80 starts
at only $89.10 in 100s, while the 2S81, at
$70.00 in 100s, is the lowest priced R/D converter you
can buy. And both the 2S80 and 2S81 are in stock now for immediate delivery
To find out how the 2S80 and 2S81 are rewriting the book on
R/D converters, call Ian Bruce
at (617) 461-3210. Or write to
ANALOG
Analog Devices, P.O. Box 9106,
DEVICES
Norwood, MA 02062-9106.

Analog Devices, Inc., One Technology Way, P.O. Box 9106, Norwood, MA 02062-9106; Headquarters: (617)329-4700; California: (714) 641-9391, (619) 268-4621, (408) 559-2637:
Colorado: (719) 590-9952; Maryland: (301) 992-1994; Ohio: (614) 764-8795; Pennsylvania: (
215) 643-7790; Texas: (214) 231-5094; Washington: (206)251-9550; Austria: (222) 885504;
Belgium: (3) 237 1672; Denmark: (2) 845800; France: (1)4687-34-11; Holland: (1620)81500; Israel: (052)911415; Italy: (2) 6883831, (2) 6883832, (2) 6883833; Japan: (3) 263-6826;
Sweden: (8) 282740; Switzerland: (22) 31 57 60; United Kingdom: (932) 232222; West Germany: (89) 570050
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COMPANIES

El
Segundo, Calif. Malcolm R. Currie,
Hughes chairman and chief executive
officer, says the choice "represents, in
reality and symbolically, the increasing
partnership between GM and Hughes."
It also shows that GM is taking advantage of what many feel was the
It took 3 years to happen, but the automotive manufacturer is applying
most valuable technological asset
aerospace-based technology of its subsidiary to new model cars
Hughes brought to the merger: its exLOS ANGELES
Oldsmobile Cutlass Supreme [Electron- pertise in simulating, on acomputer, the
en General Motors Corp. bought ics, Mar. 17, 1988, p. 34]. Market re- real-time performance of an entire systhe Hughes Aircraft Co. in 1985 for search is turning up considerable contem. The idea is to avoid building costly
$5 billion, executives on both sides of sumer interest, says Ralph V, Wilhelm
prototypes until the last possible point
the deal extolled the virtues of applying Jr., and advanced instrumentation engiin the design phase by catching errors
advanced military electronics technology
neer at GM's Delco Electronics division
or problems in simulation. "We not only
to the car business. It was an idea that in Kokomo, Ind. The retail price should
can predict system performance, but
couldn't miss, GM said.
be between $250 and $300, and GM ex- also optimize it before hardware is
There were far more doubters than
pects 100,000 cars ayear to be equipped
built," Currie says.
believers, nonetheless. They cited Lit- with the display.
IN THE LOOP. For GM auto development,
ton Industries Inc.'s abortive attempt to
Up to 90 GM-related projects are in
four stalls that each can hold afull-size
bring aerospace design technology to
the works at Hughes, sources say, wait- car have been built at the El Segundo
the shipbuilding industry in the 1960s.
ing for economics and marketing potenfacility for "hardware-in-the-loop" testAnd then there was Ford Motor Co.'s in- tial to work the technologies into GM
ing, says Gerald K. Slocum, the Hughes
ability to leverage technology from its
products. Among these are such futuris- vice president in charge of the interfacFord Aerospace unit in the 19'70s. Some
tic items as automated navigation gear ing effort with GM. For a typical task,
also pointed to TRW Inc.'s failure to
that operates with data received from
the car microprocessor connects to a
convince auto makers to use its expen- direct-broadcast satellites and a system
minicomputer whose programming simsive solid-state power steering system,
that uses a gallium arsenide chip in a ulates vehicle performance in a vast
which used technology related to TRW's
bumper-mounted sensor for collision
range of circumstances. "The computer
military electronics business. Many be- avoidance.
simulates combinations of possible conlieved the cost-plus approach used to
In June, GM unveiled FAST, for Facil- ditions—sensors, speed, and road surfund low-volume military systems just ity for Automotive Simulation and
face—then turns on the antilock
would not mesh with the automotive Test—a systems design and simulation
brakes," he says.
business, where success is measured in
tool for automotive use that was adaptFor now, though, all eyes are on FAST,
pennies per part.
ed from similar equipment Hughes uses
because that system will be the key to opThe task of GM and Hughes was largfor aircraft design. FAST is GM's most timizing these future technologies for
er than they thought, but it is finally be- dramatic shot at leveraging Hughes's
broad commercial use. The first jobs on
ginning to happen. GM's collaborative
considerable design expertise, honed
FAST's agenda are to refine an antilock
efforts are starting to bear fruit, led by over 25 years of aircraft design, for use
braking system and an active suspension
the first commercial automotive imple- in its automotive divisions. Significantly,
system, both of which were developed at
mentation of head-up display technolo- the multimillion dollar facility is not lo- the Delco division. One goal of the project
gy. GM is putting the Hughes-developed
cated in Detroit, or even in Michigan.
is to make the units affordable. The
system on a special version of the 1988
Instead, GM chose to site it at Hughes's
brake systems, for example, are now
available only as a$925 option on aselect
group of 1988 GM models. But GM wants
to make them cheaper, with the eventual
aim of using them as standard equipment—GM has said it already intends to
offer antilock brakes for only about $350
on most cars by 1991 [Electronics, Jan.
21, 1988, p. 21].
Focusing simulation techniques on auto
design has potential for streamlining development and looks to be "something
whose time has come for cars," says aerospace analyst Robert Hanisee of Siecller
Amdec Securities Inc. in Los Angeles.
Hanisee, once highly skeptical about
whether the GM-Hughes merger would
ever work, still isn't sure the deal will be
successful. But he is much less skeptical
today. Having the FAST simulation available from Hughes gives GM an advantage over U. S. rivals, Hanisee says, although he points out that some European
auto makers, such as Sweden's Saab and
West Germany's Mercedes-Benz, have
Hughes technician at the GM subsidiary in El Segundo, Calif., operates the firm's Facility for
also been pushing ahead in this field.
Automotive Simulation and Test to verify Delco design for such systems as antilock brakes.
-Larry Waller
Space and Communications Group in

HUGHES TECHNOLOGY FINALLY
MOVES INTO GM CARS
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

AUTO ELECTRONICS

AUTO ELECTRONICS DEBUGGER BORROWS
FROM AIRCRAFT FLIGHT RECORDER
Step Engineering tool monitors microprocessor and software for glitches in test vehicles

F

Finding a bug in a microprocessor- pact size and rugged design mean that the sudden unexpected acceleration that
based system is always usually a it can reside inside an auto test vehicle
Audi experienced a while back. With
tough job, but just try to find the
for up to three months. All that time,
store control you can filter out unwantglitches in an electronic prototype that's
the MIL system is monitoring and log- ed data to increases the amount of usezipping down the highway at 55 miles
ging errors as well as tracking various
ful data the system captures." The inan hour. That's the kind of hurdle facincidents occurring in electronic circuits
strument monitors four types of inciing auto-electronics suppliers, who are (see figure). Second, the MIL's instru- dents—all of which are time correlated
using more microprocessors, microconments can measure the performance of with the program running in the micra
trollers, and software in products
program code being executed by the
processor or microcontroller. One type
they're launching into the lucrative auto
monitored system's host microprocessor involves errors detected by the protomarkets. The challenge is growing even
or microcontroller.
type's processor. Most microprocessors
bigger as an explosion of software-run- TWO MODES. Debuggers can use MIL in
and microcontrollers have error codes
ning chips edge their way into many
two operating modes. The data it col- that they detect and respond to by
corners of the automobile.
lects can later be downloaded into a jumping to an error routine. The MIL
Auto-electronics suppliers now have a computer and analyzed; or, in the seccan detect when the host processor
new way of meeting this problem: aspe- ond mode, the data can be processed by
makes such ajump, and it records the
cial bug-watching development tool
an IBM Corp. laptop computer right inconditions in the tested system prior to
from Step Engidetected error.
neering Inc. that
MIL also notes infunctions much like CATCHING THE CAR BUG
cidents where valan aircraft's flight
ues fall out of aset
recorder. The Sunrange. The instrunyvale, Calif., comment will monitor
pany has just startany analog sensor
ed selling the sysand scales the input
tem—originally devoltage from 0to 5
veloped for General
V or 0 to 20 V. A
Motors
Corp.'s
third type of inciDelco
Electronics
dent monitored by
division—on
the
MIL
is
discrete
open market, priced
events occurring on
at $14,900. The Ma
any one of eight
bile Incident Logchannels.
On
a
ger, or MIL, conchannel,
"it can
tains enough datalook at any bit or
logging
memory
any combination of
and diagnostic feabits," explains Wiltures to monitor
burn. A typical disand record system
crete signal could
performance in test Step Engineering's Mobile Incident Logger is aunique prototype debugger aimed at automo include abit indicatvehicles for athree- five electronics. It can record events for three months in test cars.
ing that an auto
month period.
transmission is set
"Once the designs of electronic sys- side the test car, allowing users to perin reverse, or that abrake is on or off.
tems have been debugged, they have
form analysis as the system operates.
"These [electrical] inputs are designed
proven to be the most reliable compoIn either mode, the computer's job is
to be very rugged," says Wilburn.
nent inside an automobile," says Dare11
twofold: to set up the MIL to collect "They can take voltages from 0to 100 V
Wilburn, Step's president and founder.
data, and concurrently—or off-line—to and are completely protected from tranTo help reduce debugging time, MIL
analyze the information gathered.
sient voltage surges." The MIL can be
lets a company correlate the slow, ranLike flight recorders in an aircraft,
triggered manually to monitor incidents.
domly occurring events found in test- the MIL records the conditions of asys"For example, the designer is recording
vehicle environments with the microsec- tem leading up to the time an error is
RAM variables over time and something
ond-execution speeds of microcontrollers
detected. The user can set the number goes wrong. He can push a button to
and microprocessors.
of pre-error clock cycles to be retained grab a condition of the electronics as
The two different operating worlds of in MIL's memory. The tool has up to 32 the incident occurs," he says. The incars and microprocessor environments
Kbytes of random-access memory.
strument also can correlate all these incan often clash, with software bugs re"The instrument has characteristics of cidents with the program being executsulting. The MIL system boasts two fea- adata logger and flight recorder," says ed by the microprocessor. In addition,
tures that help it cope with these two
Wilburn. "It can look backward in time
MIL system provides source-level debug
operating worlds. First, its small, comto see what led up to an error such as
capabilities.
-Jonah McLeod
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All from GE.
RCA Class Sand Class BCMOS
logic has long been the first
choice for military and aerospace systems. For both radhard and non-rad-hard
applications.
The CD 4000 series,
introduced over 18
There's more to choosing a
more than 1.5 million ASICs last
years ago, includes
military semiconductor supplier year. We offer rad-hard and non- hundreds of devices
than finding the right parts. You
rad-hard, Class Sand Class B
proven in dozens
need atechnological partner
ASICs.
of successful tactical
who is as committed to the busiWith decades of military expe- programs.
ness as you are. A partner with
rience, fully-equipped design
We increased
the experience, expertise and
centers worldwide, and software
speed tenfold with
production capabilities to serve
that is exceptionally easy-to-use,
the 54HC/HCT
this demanding market.
3
we can help you translate your
family, which now
ideas into silicon
includes more
Representative GE Solid State Credentials
fast. With firstthan 250 types and
time success of
is
fully compliant
Satellite, Aerospace 10 6 and 10 6 RAD Levels
virtually 100%.
to 883B Rev. C.
Atmosphere
Sat Corn
Imp Satellites
Galileo
SICBM
You can use our
We tripled the
Explorer
Nimbus
IUE
Voyager I& II
MILSTAR
7OP
Helios
VELA
Lightweight
GPS
new silicon comspeed again with
HEAO
DMSP
Vega I& II
Receiver
COBE
piler technology
our 54 AC/ACT
Space Shuttle Oscar-6
Geosat
IUS
SDI
ITOS
Pioneer-F
AMPTE
GOES
DSCS
to create designs
series, matching biB-Sat
ATS
TIROS
INSAT
LANDSAT
that are heavily
polar ALS in speed.
bus-structured,
These devices can
Tactical Military Programs
with ROMs, RAMs, be used to replace
Tow Cobra
ARC-164
Multi-Role
M-56
GEMNS
PLAs and ALUs
LS and ALS circuits
Tenley
PRC-85
Combat Air
XM-70
GATOR
S-3A Aircraft
Stinger
AN-TPN-19
ADAM
KG84A
right in them.
at
only asmall fracLans Program Captor
AN-ASQ-119
FMU-112B
KG84C
Or choose from tion of the power
TD-1065 Corn- Manpack
Arctic Beacon FMU-117B
STU II
munication
Skiru
AWACS
Ptarmigan
STU Ill
dozens of fullyconsumption.
Vinson
AN/ALE 139
MK 46
TICM
KGV 10
Airs
DMD/PLARS
NYVO
Sparrow
Copperhead
characterized cells
And our newest
ARC-150
Parkhill
8155
SINCGARS
Hellfire
to design ASICs to
line, now being
more than 10,000
introduced, is 54
That's why you should take a
gates. With die sizes up to
HCS/HCTS.
close look at what the merger of
The "S" indicates
150,000 mil 2.Our range of ASIC
three great brands—GE, RCA
technologies is impressive,
that this family is
and Intersil—means to you.
including bulk silicon from 1.5
made on sapphire
micron to 7micron; 1.5 micron
substrate.
silicon-on-sapphire; single- and
HCS/HCTS is
ASICs
double-level metal.
just like HC/HCT
GE Solid State is aleading
All supported by ateam of
except for two
supplier of High-Rel ASICs.
experienced, dedicated Highimportant advanMany ASIC companies concenRel designers and engineers.
tages: the speed of
trate only on front-end design.
AC/ACT; and radiWe're strong in design, but
ation hardness
LOGIC
equally strong in volume pro(over 200K Rads,
duction. In fact, we shipped
RCA invented CMOS. And
screened to Class S).

The combined forces of GE, Intersil
and RCA—now #1 in High-Rel CMOS, and a
leader in linear and power—give you a
powerful ally for all your military needs.

I
NTERSIL
Intersil's commitment to the
military market goes back to
1974.
Today, Intersil can offer
more than 300 JAN QPL an
883B, Rev. C devices, including
analog switches, multiplexers,
JFETs, voltage converters,
power-supply-management ICs,
UARTs, EPROMs, timers and
data acquisition products.
Plus one of the world's broadest lines of analog-to-digital and
digital-to-analog converters and
extremely sophisticated DSP
devices.
There are currently more
than 10,000 active Intersil customer source-control drawings
on file.

RADHARD CMOS/SOS
If you're designing aerospace
or strategic military systems,
CMOS/SOS should be your
choice. That's because the sapphire substrate gives you totally
isolated n and p devices, for
high speed and outstanding
radiation hardness.
The advantages of CMOS/
SOS are available in rad-hard
ASICs, RAMs and HCS/HCTS
logic. CMOS/SOS devices are
the key to the success of major

ALUMINUM
INTERCONNECT
S-GATE

n-SUBSTRATE (Si)

CHANNEL OXIDE

DEPOSITED
FIELD OXIDE

0-SUBSTRATE (Si)

SAPPHIRE

CMOS/SOS structure uses sapphire substrate to insulate
the n- and p-transistors from each other. This structure is
highly resistant to transient radiation, total-dose
radiation, and single-event upsets.

military programs
like Milstar
and
Minuteman
small ICBM. CMOS/SOS
is virtually latch-up free
under transient radiation.
It has extremely high tolerance to single event upset (SEU)
caused by radiation. For example, SRAMs typically have SEU of
2x109errors/bit/day. SOS offers
avery high total dose tolerance:
all the way from 100K Rads to
"MEGARAD" dosage.
We know, because we invented SOS.

1750A PROCESSOR
When Rockwell needed
super-reliable, proven, rad-hard
components for their 1750A
processor (used in the new
small ICBMs), they turned to us.
We responded with the ASIC
that did the job: the MIL-STD
1750A embedded processor.
The processor has speed >700
KOPS (dais mix). The CPU uses
six LSI logic chips implemented
with our standard cells.

RAMs
We're delivering rad-hard 16K
SRAMs, screened to Class S, in
high volume.
These 161(x1 RAMs are latchup free; with SEU of 2x10 10
errors/bit/day; transient upset
rate >10 10 Rads/second; and
total dose tolerance >100K Rads
(Si). Access time is 80 ns typical
at 25°C (post-Rad access time is
150 ns).
Our 4Kx1 and 1Kx4 rad-hard
SRAMs are being qualified to

M38510 Class S.
Also, we offer 64K (81(x8) and
256K (32Kx8) non-rad-hard
high-rel SRAMs.

POWER
We're among the leaders in
high-rel power, with more than
200 QPL Bipolar and MOSFET
devices.
We invented the logic-level
high-rel MOSFET, which has a5volt gate drive.
Another invention of ours, the
IGT, achieves a10:1 improvement in on-state resistance over
conventional power MOSFETs
when operating in the 400-to500 volt range.
And we now offer Rugged
MOSFETs, which can withstand
high levels of avalanche energy.
GE Solid State has been
awarded more engineering
development contracts for radhard MOS than any other semiconductor supplier.
GE Solid State has the only
DESC approved MOVs in the
industry. And we can screen any
of our 248 GE-MOV® Varistors to
your high-rel requirement.

MANUFACTURING
Except for GE-MOVs, which
are made in Dundalk, Ireland,
all GE Solid State wafers are fab-

leadless chip carriers and pingrid arrays in avariety of lead
finishes.
We provide packages with up
to 132 terminals or more. And
we have sizes for chips as large
as 400x400 mils.

YOUR STRATEGIC
PARTNER

ricated in the U.S.A.
Our main high-rel plant is in
Findlay, Ohio. One of the
world's most efficient front
ends, Findlay boasts astate-ofthe-art high volume wafer fab
plus complete military/aerospace assembly and test facilities, JAN certified to Class S.
Findlay turns out more highrel CMOS devices than any
other plant in the world...
about 5million per year. 1.5
micron devices are now being
produced, with 1.25 and submicron capabilities planned for
the near future. Findlay uses a
Class 10 wafer processing area.
More important than the
advanced equipment used at

Findlay is astable, very experienced work force that has been
engaged in high-rel IC production for two decades.
The Intersil plant in Santa
Clara, California, is also certified for JAN 38510 CMOS and
bipolar production. High-rdl
power discretes are fabricated
and assembled at our very
efficient Mountaintop, PA,
plant.

This is only asample of what
the combined forces of GE, RCA
and Intersil—the new GE Solid
State—can offer you. For example, our line includes CMOS
bipolar and BiMOS linears;
CMOS micros and peripherals;
and an Emulating and Programmable Chip set that can be
used to implement new architectures or to emulate existing
ones.
Why not partner with the
world's premier high-rd lCMOS
supplier? Call for acopy of our
High-Reliability Capabilities
brochure. 800-443-7364, extension 26. •
BE Sok110»

PACKAGING
Our hermetically-sealed packages provide aprotective environment for our high-rd lchips.
You can choose from ceramic
dual-in-line, ceramic flat packs,

In Europe. call: Brussels, (02) 246-21-11; Paris, (1) 39-46-57-99; London, (276) 68-59-11; Milano, (2) 82-291; Munich. (089) 63813-0; Stockholm (0B) 793-9500.

GE Solid State
USA

GE/RCA/Intersil Semiconductors

Three great brands One leadng-edge company.
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TECHNOLOGY TO WATCH

NEW DISCRETE POWER FETS ADD
FUNCTIONS TO CUT AUTO SYSTEM COSTS
They could delay the takeover of smart power ICs in autos
ophisticated smart-power integrated
circuits are the wave of the future,
S
and will ultimately dominate the elec-

tronic systems in cars. But the smartpower takeover may come more slowly
than some thought, because manufacturers of discrete power chips are finding ways to add functionality to their
parts to make them more cost-effective.
These new parts are making elegant but
expensive smart-power solutions look
less attractive for now to the cost-conscious automotive industry.
The strategy is to build high-reliability discrete power devices that need less
support circuitry, reducing the number
of parts for a given function. Motorola
Inc., for example, is building special features like avalanche diodes and separate
current-sensing transistors into their
power FETs. In addition, International
Rectifier Corp. has added a family of
devices that can be controlled directly
by logic-level signals to its line of rugged power MOS FETs, which are built to
survive the tough avalanche-current
conditions found in the automotive environment (see p. 74).
A BIG DEMAND.As the amount of electronics in cars grows, a lot of power
devices are needed. Typical applications
for power MOS FETs include high-speed
switching regulators, switching converters, and drivers for motors, solenoids,
relays, and higher-power bipolar switching transistors. Smart power ICs combine power circuitry and control logic on
asingle chip and offer easy interfacing
to microprocessors and other logic devices, as well as over-current and overtemperature protection, and diagnostics.
They look very promising for these jobs.
"But in spite of their attractiveness,
right now these devices have disadvantages that limit their applications," says
Randy Frank, automotive and technical
marketing manager at Motorola's discrete and special technologies group in
Phoenix, Ariz.
The primary limitation for smart-power ICs at this point is cost-effectiveness,
Frank says, especially for highly efficient, large-output devices. Die-size limitations also constrain the ability of
smart-power chips to deliver high current levels for such applications as reversible motor controls.
But new Motorola discrete power
MOS FET products provide some of the
Electronics/July 1988

functionality of smart-power ICs at a circuit diagram. The device eliminates the
need for a level-shifting transistor and
much lower cost. Conventional waferprocessing technology is used, yielding pull-up resistor. The integrated body divery cost-effective products with a ode provides the capability of withstanding millions of avalanche cycles. Standard
known reliability history.
wafer processing is used except that a
Power FETs have been produced in
thin gate oxide is grown to achieve a1-toseveral varieties to provide more rug2-V gate threshold voltage.
gedness, ease of interfacing, or special
ANOTHER PART.A second type of device
functions. Newer products incorporate
that adds functionality to the basic discombinations of these features. One Mocrete FET is the current-sensing power
torola product Frank points to is the
FET. Motorola's MTP4ONO6M SenseFet
MTD3055EL—a logic-level power MOS
is a high-current (40-A) 60-V unit with
FET that sports an integral-body diode
with avalanche capability: afeature that only 0.040 SI of on-resistance. In addition to the standard gate, drain, and surhas been added outside of MOS FET de
vices so that they could withstand condi- face connections, a current-sensing and
Kelvin connection for sensing circuit
tions found in automotive electrical sysground are provided.
tems. It comes in asurface-mount packSoon, SenseFets with logic-level gate
age with ratings of 60 V, 15 A, and 0.18
thresholds will be available—they are alSI on-resistance. The device also feaready in limited sampling for automotive
tures improved ability to withstand gate
rupture: the 40-V rating of earlier de- applications. P-channel SenseFets represent another possible extension of the feavices has been upped to 90 V. While
ture-combining trend, says Frank. Other
logic-level power MOS devices have been
devices will address protecting power de
in production for several years and avavices from inadvertent shorts. Several
lanche capability has been incorporated
more techniques are being explored, inin new devices for over two years, the
cluding two-chip temperature sensing
MTD3055EL combines these features
with a shut-off function, monolithic temfor the first time, says Frank.
perature protection, and monolithic curThe saving in circuit components made
rent limiting.
-Samuel Weber
possible by this device can be seen in the

MORE CAPABILITIES FOR POWER MOS FETS
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Reduced parts count can be seen when atypical power MOS FET circuit (top) is implemented
with adevice with avalanche capability built in and logic-level drive (bottom).
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parasitic transistor, the p- or n-doped
body region is brought to the surface so
that the base and emitter of the parasitic transistor are shorted together by the
source metalization. This also creates a
parasitic body-drain diode between the
drain and the source.
Even with the base and emitter shortInternational Rectifier's new family boasts built-in resistance
ed, the parasitic transistor may turn on
to electrical failure, reducing the need for external parts
if avalanche current travels laterally
The eight power MOS FETs that make
through the p-doped region. The voltage
up International Rectifier Corp.'s
drop produced in the pregion may place
new IRL product line flourish atantalizaforward bias on the emitter-base juncing promise: lower-cost automotive election of the parasitic transistor and turn
tronic systems. Like the new types of
it on. Even short-duration spikes can
discrete power FETs from Motorola (see
cause device failure in aweak or poorly
p. 73), the International Rectifier parts
designed power MOS FET due to avaare high-reliability discrete power delanche, but International Rectifier's rugG
5
vices that are cost-effective alternatives
ged Hexfet IH devices can withstand
to smart-power integrated circuits, as
5
Gc.
G
t such events repeatedly.
GOOD FOR CARS. This makes the devices
well as to older-generation discretes
that require more external support
particularly useful in automotive applica5
tions, where a condition called "load
components.
dump" can occur, says Peter Wood, an
The new IRL series can be controlled
by logic-level signals, eliminating the
International Rectifier application engineer. Load dump occurs "when the batneed for voltage-shifting drive circuits.
And, for the first time, says Ravi Rao,
tery becomes disconnected from the elecHexfet product manager at the El Setrical system and the consequent voltage
due to discharge from the alternator can
gundo, Calif., company, logic-level power MOS FETs will achieve high reliabilreach dangerously high levels," he says.
ity in automotive systems without the
"And unless built with suitably rated deneed for external protection devices.
vices, all the semiconductor switches can
The International Rectifier parts don't
be blown out due to the resulting avaneed those external devices because of
lanche current."
their resistance to two types of failure.
That's why the new IRL devices have
For one, the new logic-level FETs can
specially designed guard-ring structures
consistently withstand large amounts of
around each gate element that allow a
Aguard-ring structure can be seen encircling
large amount of energy to be discharged
the repetitive avalanche energy. At the
same time, they resist the condition
each of this HEXFET's gate elements.
through the device without harmful efknown as dV/dt failure, in which fastfects. The devices in the new line are
changing voltage levels turn on the parthe IRL device. Other than that, there is
rated to withstand repetitive avalanche
asitic bipolar device in the MOS FET essentially no difference between logic- energy ranging of up to 15 inJ, and sinstructure and the current that flows as
level and standard-threshold MOS FETs.
gle-pulse energies of up to 230 mJ.
Another big factor in cars is the dV/dt
a result causes hot spots that destroy
However, because the gate-oxide thickrating of apower MOS FET, which is a
the device. Both phenomena are com- ness has been halved, the maximum
mon causes of failure in conventional
gate voltage rating of the logic-level
measure of its resistance to turn-on of the
intrinsic parasitic bipolar transistor and
power MOS FETs.
Hexfets comes down correspondingly,
A RUGGEDIZED PROCESS. The IRL logicfrom 20 to 10 V.
resultant breakdown and eventual de
level devices are built with a modified
The automotive market is in particu- struction of the device due to the formaversion of International Rectifier's third- lar need of logic-level power FETs for tion of hot spots generated by currentswitching regulators and converters, as
flow concentrations. The third-generation
generation Hexfet III ruggedizing process, aprocess introduced for high-volt- well as drivers for electromechanical
Hexfets have higher cell densities with
smaller active-transistor and blockingage products two years ago. Interna- parts like motors and solenoids, points
tional Rectifier is already selling what it out Rao. Low-battery and engine-star- structure areas, which reduce the resiscalls "rugged" power FETs, devices that tup conditions demand efficient opera- tance between the emitter and base of
the parasitic bipolar transistor by afactor
can withstand brutal electrical condi- tion from MOS FETs, even when agate
drive of 10 V is not available from the
of two, thus reducing the forward bias
tions that can destroy power transistors
ear's electrical system. There already voltage across the junction.
in cars and trucks. The logic-level drive
voltages of the new IRL series are made
are logic-level power MOS FET devices
"The entire chip area is turned on by
possible by reducing the 1,2004 gate- available from other vendors; what the the dV/dt spike, and the current is not
oxide thickness by about half, among
IRL line of Hexfets brings to the party crowded into asmall hot spot, so the de
is assurance of high reliability of such vice can withstand a much higher dV/
other process modifications.
Four of the initial IRL power transis- devices when they are subjected to ava- dt," explains Wood. This also results in
improving the device's ability to withtors are rated at 60 V, and the other lanche and high-dV/dt conditions.
The vulnerability of power MOS FETs
stand avalanche current conditions. A
four at 100 V. They all have a 1-to-2-V
switching threshold, which is compatible to avalanche failure is due to the fact six-mask process and completely redesigned diffusion profiles have boosted
with TTL and CMOS logic circuitry, in- that they are formed of alternate layers
cluding microprocessors and microcon- of n- and p-type silicon, which creates a the dV/dt rating—typically 1to 2V/ns
trollers. That means no interface circuit parasitic bipolar transistor that is intrin- in previous generations—to a level of
sic to the structure. To neutralize this
3.5 to 5V/ns.
-Samuel Weber
is needed between the logic driver and

POWER MOS FETS PROMISE
LOWER-COST AUTO SYSTEMS
5 G.
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Finally, the hybrid system
for testing hybrids.
Discrete

Power

Data Converters
Passive

Linear

Developing hybrids isn't
easy. You have lower volumes,
higher unit costs, fast time to
market, rapidly increasing technology.
And all kinds of testing problems every
step of the way. Until now.

hybrids more thoroughly,
accurately, and rapidly.

Introducing the SZ-M3600, the first test system designed
specifically for testing hybrid circuits and modules.
The SZ-M3600 is ahybrid itself, combining the best
features of the ATE world. Linear, digital, and power test
capabilities. Rapid test development tools like those in
expensive high-volume device testers. The modularity of
rack and stack. The ease of operation of incoming inspection. And the latest technology to achieve awhole new
price/performance level.
The SZ-M3600 reflects adecade of providing test solutions for standard and hybrid devices. Experience that includes the SZ-M3000, the largest selling compact device
test system in Europe.
With the SZ-M3600, you get amodular architecture.
Comprehensive instrumentation set. Achoice of switching
matrices. Pin drivers. Power supplies. IEEE interface.
Everything you need to test and characterize

To keep development time down,
we've included the powerful 32-bit
Hewlett-Packard 300 Series workstation.
Plus acomprehensive high-level test
development language, utilities, and template library routines.
Fully networkable, the SZ-M3600 is compatible with
the entire SZ-M3000 family. And it's equally at home in
engineering, production, incoming inspection and repair.
Ashort list of its features includes high-speed time
measurement with 50 PSec resolution. Up to 4x48 switching matrices. Up to 64 pin driver/sensors. And multiple
power sources, up to 2000 volts and 5amps continuous.
A longer list of features is yours for the asking. Call or
write our exclusive North American Sales Group: SemiTech
International, 100 Fifth Street, Boston, MA 02129.
Telephone: (617) 242-5222.
And get ready to test
your hybrids with asystem
as unique as your hybrids.
The SZ-M3600, the first
hybrid test system.

Testsystems
Hewlett Packard is aregistered trademark.
Austria (27 72) 21 93 Belgium (11)21 00 06 France (78)33 63 33 India (812)36 66 65 Israel (3) 49 41 79 Italy (2) 923 72 12 Netherlands (88 51)9 61 11 Spain (1) 890 46 14
Sweden (7 56) 75 63 40 10 Switzerland (1) 710 55 66 Peoples Republic of China (HK) (3) 62 23 45 United Kingdom (4 53) 88 65 33 United States (617) 242-5222 West Germany 080 75/17-0
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BICMOS CHIP BLANKS OUT
IMPULSE NOISE IN AM CAR RADIOS
Sprague Electric combines two blanking techniques that have required hybrid solutions

C

huge potential, Sprague has combined a
Consumers bothered by the signal
noise that often plagues automotive well-known radio-frequency blanking
AM radios will like the sound of this:
technique, called Lamb blanking, with
Sprague Electric Co. has developed abi- an audio-frequency sample-and-hold
polar-CMOS integrated circuit capable of blanking step. Lamb blanking removes
virtually eliminating impulse noise in renoise pulses before they can overload
ceivers caused by auto ignition, nearby the receiver, while audio blanking repower tools, or the weather. Developers
moves residual artifacts introduced in
at Sprague believe the biCMOS chip is
Lamb blanking. That combination prothe first monolithic IC
intended for broadcastband noise blanking,
and it promises higher
performance at lower
cost than existing hybrid components.
For car-radio makers
that should be good
news. Consumer gripes
about impulse noise in
receivers is No. 1 on
the radio complaint
list. So executives at
Sprague's Semiconductor Group in Worcester, Mass., think they
are on the verge of a
big-time hit.
Samples of the noiseblanker IC, which contains both analog duces "an extremely quiet receiver,
and digital circuits, will be available to
even under widely varying noise and
audio radio manufacturers in August afsignal conditions," Richards says.
ter Sprague makes asecond pass at fabLamb blanking has been used for
ricating fully functional prototypes. The
more than 50 years to silence noise in a
18-pin device eliminates between 40 and receiver at the intermediate-frequency
60 dB of audio noise, which has the ef- stage, Richards notes. The technique is
fect of "shutting off the engine" in rela- named for James J. Lamb, a technical
tion to ignition-caused noise, says Robeditor on a ham radio magazine who
ert F. Milewski, product manager for wrote an article in 1936 first proposing
radio/audio and automotive in the Sig- the approach for general-coverage comnal Processing Division.
munications receivers. Variations of the
A THIRD THE COST. "This circuit addresstechnique are widely used in communies one of the major complaints about cations and navigation equipment.
entertainment receivers, and especially
Conventional audio blanking detects
about auto receivers," maintains Oliver the incoming noise pulse in the rf or i
-f
L. Richards, analog applications manag- signal, then blanks out the audio to
er. Noise or interference is the root of erase the noise, says Richards. This ap95% of all complaints about auto radios,
proach involves simple timing requirehe notes. The Sprague chip, the ULN
ments, which helps keep system cost
3846A AM monaural noise blanker, will
low, and it offers good noise elimination
probably sell for about $1.50, which is a on an unmodulated carrier. But those
third the cost of athick-film hybrid im- advantages are outweighed by one big
plementation most often used today. A minus: audio blanking does nothing to
variation of the new Sprague chip, (the protect the rf and i
-f stages from overULN 3845A) will be offered to eliminate
load, Richards explains.
noise in AM stereo receivers.
Further, the noise pulse is stretched
Richards adds that approximately 70
in a manner that results in arelatively
million vehicle radios are manufactured
long blank timing period, which varies
worldwide each year. To tap into that with the level of the incoming pulse.
76

That pulse may contain components that
are substantially less than the desired
maximum audio response. With audio
blanking alone, especially under very
high pulse levels, the receiver's automatic gain control may be activated to a
point that badly attentuates the desired
signal. Richards says that the long
blank timing also can result in substantially distorting the desired audio signal.
In Sprague's combination of the Lamb
and audio blanking
techniques, a switch is
placed in the rf or i
-f
stage, ahead of most
of the gain and selectivity portion, which
overcomes the stretching and age blocking
problem.
The
Lamb
noise
blanker stops the incoming noise pulse at a
point in the receiver rf
that has wide enough
bandwidth to permit insertion of a narrow
blanking pulse, which is effectively faster than the audio response of the i
-f
bandwidth. But the blanking pulse
"leaves ahole in the carrier—and in the
modulation—of the desired signal,"
Richards says.
The hole can only approach 100% negative modulation (zero carrier), and is beyond the bandwidth of the intermediate
frequency. Therefore, it is filled with the
finite decay and rise time of the i
-f selectivity. "The i
-f selectivity stretches the
hole in the carrier to avalue twice the rf
blanking period," he says.
Richards says the Sprague circuit
goes beyond the Lamb approach by recognizing and taking advantage of the
synergistic relationship among rf blanking, the brief noise created by the hole,
and the function of audio gating. The
holes introduced into the carrier create
an annoying crackle. The IC is simple,
Richards says, requiring no complicated
audio frequency phase-shift networks.
What's more, only a few other components are needed to deliver that 40-to-60dB noise elimination, Richards adds: five
capacitors for bypass or coupling and
timing, plus three resistors to set up the
timing.
-Lawrence Curran
Electronics/July 1988
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We're very big in caps.
Tantalum capacitors have been an integral part of NEC for
over three decades. We produced Japan's first solid tantalums
back in 1955, and used them to make a quantum leap in
reliability and miniaturization of our multiplex carrier
equipment.
Now NEC produces over 1.3 billion tantaiums ayear using
some of the most advanced facilities anywhere. Our output
includes 650 million surface mount devices, and 600 million
radial-leaded types.
The commitment to produce key components in-house is
the essence of NEC. It's acommitment that has made us one
of the most trusted names in components, computers and
communications systems. Tantalum caps are an integral part
of our across the board expertise.

For further information, please contact: USA Te 1-800-632-3531 TWX:910 -379 -6985. W Germany Tel:0211-650302.
Telex:8589960. tile Netiterland, Te1:040-445-845.Telex:51923. w,d,ri Te1:08-732-8200.Telex:13839.
France Te1:1-3946-9617.Telex:699499. Italy Te1:02-6709108.Telex:315355. UK Te10908-691133.Telex:826791.
Hong Kong Te1:3-755-9008.Telex:54561. luiwui, Te1.02-522-4192.Telex:22372. Singunon‘ Te1:4819881.Telex:39726.
Australia Te1:03-267-6355.Telex:38343.
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NEC introduces
an enhanced 16-bit DSP.
Whatever your modem design calls for, NEC's
DSP family has the answer. We've been covering
your 16-bit needs since 1980 with our pioneering
pPD7720. For 32-bit applications, we offer the
pPD77230. And now we're bridging the gap with
our enhanced 16-bit CMOS pPD77C25.
The enhanced 77C25 gives you twice the
performance of the 77C20A. Twice the speed
—122ns. More than twice the memory capacity
— 2K x 24 instruction ROM, 1K x 16 data ROM,
and 256 x 16 data RAM. Yet power consumption
is only 0.25W max.
You can replace two 77C20As with one
77C25 — with little modification in peripheral
circuits. Available in 28-pin DIP or 44-pin PLCC.
The 77C25 is both pin- and software-compatible
at the source level with the 77C20A.
Development tools are available
off the shelf. Two new versions
are coming soon: the EPROM
chip (77P25D) will be
housed in aCerDIP with
window; and the OTP
versions will be available in a
plastic DIP (77P25C) or PLCC (77P25L). We also
supply socket adaptors (PA-77P25C/PA-77P25L)
for 27C256A programmers.
For acomplete answer to your modem needs,
call NEC. We've got you covered from 1,200 to
19,200bps and everywhere in between.

NEC

set back. Only the distance pulses from
the sensors will influence the count.
Of course the chip set could be artificially pulsed to make it read higher than
the mileage of the car it's in, but there is
no possible motive for doing this. The
overflow protection is important, however, to prevent someone from pulsing the
Siemens's chip set makes it impossible to turn back the electronic
odometer all the way to its maximum
odometer; it also slashes assembly time and reduces space needs
count and thus back to zero. Once all
iemens AG hopes its new odometer sion. Electrically erasable programma- count bits are set at one, the chip will ignore any further pulses.
chip set will ring up two major ac- ble read-only memory and fusible-link
complishments. The first is to get to technologies are the keys to the odome- TWO CHIPS. The chip set consists of the
SLFA501 counter and the SLE4502 presmarket an odometer that is totally tam- ter design.
The fact that odometers can no longer caler. The counter stores the miles count
perproof, a claim that cannot be made
be turned back to lower mileage set- as nonvolatile information and feeds it to
by existing odometers. That eliminates
at least one kind of hanky-panky that tings should help make the used-car the total-miles indicator, which may be a
business more fair and square. No long- liquid-crystal, light-emitting-diode, or othcan surround used-car sales, the false
er type of display.
indication of low mileage. The second er can unscrupulous dealers sell aused
Distance sensors—such as reed conaccomplishment would be to overrun the car as little driven or relatively new. Car
tacts or Hall-effect devices—whose perimakers want this because their images
last bastion of the electromechanical inhave often been tarnished when used ods are proportional to vehicle speed,
strument for car dashboards—doing
deliver pulses to the CMOS prescaler
cars break down at a low—but falsiaway with the standard mile-counting
chip. From the pulses, the prescaler defied—mileages.
odometer with its system of shafts,
termines the momentary speed of the
The electronic odometer's flexibility is
latches, and gear wheels.
car for output to the speedometer disalso a major advantage. The Siemens
The chips slash both an odometer's
play, in addition to delivering
assembly time and the space
pulses to the total-miles odomsuch aunit occupies. With the
eter and the trip odometer.
two integrated circuits and peThe prescaler chip has a16-bit
ripheral components mounted
programmable divider that
on a small printed-circuit
scales the incoming pulses
board, the instrument's instaldown to the smallest distance
lation depth is about one-tenth
unit, for example 100 meters
that of the bulky electromeor 0.1 mile, for the odometer.
chanical versions. Such space
The counter chip, essentially
reduction is good news to car
an nMOS EEPROM device, has
companies, who are eager to
acount range of 22 bits. Adding
trim the depth and total volthe 4bits of the prescaler chip,
ume of the dashboard. The
the set's range is 67.1 million
programmability of the chip
events. If a distance of 25 meset also offers advantages, letters is chosen as the smallest
ting the car manufacturer or a
counting unit, the odometer
tire installer adjust the odometer so that it operates properly With this setup, Siemens is showing potential customers how its new would be capable of operating
for almost 1.7 million km, or
for different car models, as tamperproof odometer chip set can be programmed.
roughly 1million miles.
well as for varying tire sizes.
The count is binary-coded and can be
Siemens has developed a demonstra- chip set can be programmed to suit any
sampled serially on the three-wire bus
tion system with a programming unit vehicle model made anywhere in the
world. That means car makers need not connecting the two chips. The 64-by-8-bit
and a speedometer section (see photo).
EEPROM is addressed serially, and its
resort to stocking and installing differWith it, an odometer can be loaded with
a specified count and the fusible link ent odometer models for different car counting operation is executed entirely
under on-chip control to increase reliabilblown. A car trip can be simulated after models. At the end of the assembly line,
ity. Problems in the car's electrical sysall the manufacturer needs to do is push
the programmed IC is plugged into the
a few buttons to program the chip for tem that cause a loss of power or respeedometer unit.
the vehicle. That will help speed up car moval of the car battery have no effect
ON THE MARKET. The chip set is arriving
on the count stored in the nonvolatile
assembly, says Hauenstein.
on the market now. Samples have been
EEPROM of the counter chip.
The chips can also be programmed to
given to a few European car makers
During storage of the count informaand shown to two U. S. producers— take into account the differing sizes of
tion, no other count events are regisnew tires. Reprogramming to change
whose names Hauenstein declines to reveal. In volume, the set will sell for the number of distance pulses coming tered, resulting in amaximum deadtime
about $4. Both chips operate at tempera- from sensors at the wheels or axles per of 10 ms in the chip's rated-voltage
tures from -40° to sec and are housed unit distance driven would be done at a range of 4.75 to 5.25 V. The operating
voltage must be maintained in the rated
service station after atire change.
in plastic 8-pin dual in-line packages.
range for at least another 100 ms after
The tamperproof feature comes from
Munich-based Siemens made the
counter tamperproof at the urging of acombination of several factors: the re- the start of an operation, or else the last
dundant storage of distance-represent- count event might not be permanently
car manufacturers. Meeting this deing bits in the chip set, an overflow con- stored. Counts that have already been
mand was possible only through modern
stored are not affected if the operating
trol, and afusible link. Once the link is
electronics, says Alfred Hauenstein,
general manager of the Automotive IC blown, just before the vehicle leaves the voltage is switched off during the storage operation.
-John Gosch
Group in Siemens' Semiconductor Divi- assembly plant, the odometer cannot be
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THE BALLOON IS STILL GOING UP
AS THE RECOVERY CONTINUES
age of 3.5% for computer sys'Mahe year has been a fairly
tems but a whopping 35% for
good one for the electronics 1.11,111111.1111P
add-on memory.
industry, and unless some unDRAM shortage aside, it's
foreseen disaster comes along
déjà vu for some market
to let the air out of the balloon,
watchers. "Without the DRAM
the second half should be at
shortage, it looks like 1984,"
least as good. Though there are
says William J. McClean, vice
some dark clouds out there, the
president of Integrated Circuit
big two U. S. market segEngineering Corp., the Scottsments—semiconductors
and
SECOND HALF FOR CHIP
dale, Ariz., semiconductor marcomputers—look like they'll top
ket-research firm. That was
the upbeat Electronics indusAND COMPUTER INDUSTRIES
the year that saw U. S. chip
try-consensus forecast of Janusales explode 49%. So McClean
ary. Other segments of the inWILL TOP THE JANUARY
figures that 1988 will be a17%
dustry will also see U. S. busior 18% growth year, up from
ness in the rest of 1988 meet or
FORECAST-BUT
THE
DRAM
his 12% January prediction.
exceed expectations. And comOne observer who is managpanies in West Germany and JaSHORTAGE THREATENS
ing to stand out even among his
pan are generally doing as well
bullish colleagues is Andrew J.
as their U. S. counterparts.
GROWTH
Kessler, semiconductor analyst
The semiconductor people are
at PaineWebber Inc. in New
fine, thank you, with revised
York. He believes the beginning
consensus figures showing that
of the end of the DRAM shortlast January's prediction-19%
age is at hand. His reason:
growth to $15.6 billion—developyields of 1-Mbit chips are ining into something closer to 22%
creasing. The result will be
growth to $16.1 billion. The
price cuts, he says, although
computer folk, though not look"the bad news is that the indusing at such a fast-climbing
try is still behind in 256 Kbits."
curve, are doing business at a
But from the producer's perrate that should give a 13% inspective, the memory shortfall
crease for 1988, up two ticks
is not all bad. As seen by Kevfrom the January prediction of
in McGarity, vice president for
an 11% hike to $57.8 billion.
U. S. semiconductor marketing
But hanging over both segat Texas Instruments Inc.,
ments, and to acertain extent
what burst the 1984 balloon
the components business as
was too many chip makers blindly chasSan Jose, Calif., market analyst, said
well, is the big cloud that refuses to go
11% then and is sticking to that number ing market share. This time around it is
away: the shortage of dynamic randomdifferent, he says: "The DRAM thing
access memories. This is causing sys- now. "The people I'm talking to all seem
helped put a cap on whatever was
to have done alandslide business in the
tems makers to cut back on production,
first half," says David Penning, Data- viewed as the upper limit of growth.
and keeping equipment prices high.
quest's director of manufacturing auto- That was good [because] the danger is
Meanwhile, telecommunications supyou cannot run at these growth rates
mation services.
pliers expect January's projections—up
indefinitely."
But Topic A among industry watchers
9% to $26.8 billion—to hold true. So do
Similarly, the shortage is also leaving
is the memory shortage. With yields of
test-and-measurement houses, which
its mark on components markets. Fewer
the new 1-Mbit DRAMs lower than exforesaw a 10% year, to $6.6 billion. The
consumer business is expected to re- pected and chip makers moving too con- computers being built means fewer components of all classes being bought.
servatively as they ramp up production,
bound from asluggish first half—blame
lagging sales of video products and a the shortage will continue well into the Nevertheless, it looks as if good growth
in printed-circuit boards will push 1988
third quarter, predicts Dataquest.
decline for video-cassette recorders—to
What it all means is cutbacks in pro- consumption to a 12% increase in sales,
record a modest 4.4% growth rate for
to $25.4 billion, rather than the 9%, to
the year. The Electronics survey had duction of systems using the chips and,
as aresult, higher prices. That lesson in $24.6 billion, predicted by Electronics.
pegged the figure at 5%, to $24 billion.
In computers, faster growth than exFor industrial electronics, the Elec- economics was brought home hard on
pected in larger systems means aslighttronics forecast was for a modest 6% June 10. Blaming the shortage, Digital
ly better year than the forecast of an
Equipment Corp. raised prices an averrise to $6 billion, but Dataquest Inc., the
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ident of -marketing at Ad-vanced Micro
Devices, shipments of both 16- and 32bitters could drop sharply.
But that shouldn't happen, says William Connell, vice president of marketing at NMB Inc., a Chatsworth, Calif.,
DRAM distributor. He says prices on
commodity DRAMs appear to be peaking now, and should start to drop over
the next six months. ICE's McClean,
however, is less optimistic. He says that
higher prices could continue through the
summer, and only begin to drop off in
the fourth quarter, when a number of
new 1-Mbit DRAM facilities come on line
in Japan and Korea.
In the meantime, suppliers of static
RAMs are making hay out of the DRAM
shortfall. When bum Microelectronics
Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., brought out
its line of SRAMs in June, "average selling prices for SRAMs were running 40%
over the point we had expected in our
business plan," says Vaemond H. Crane,
Inova's president and chief executive of-

is holding fast with his projection that the
chip industry will sustain its current
hearty growth through 1989, when he
The DRAM shortfall has
promises a 17% increase.
generated awindfall for
Looking at the May book-to-bill, which
the makers of static RAMs
showed a slight decline-1.15 in May
versus 1.19 in April—Kessler points out
that the decline came strictly from inmakers is an anticipated cyclical down- creased shipments, and that bookings
turn, astorm that is only just beginning continued to grow. "That means the industry is catching up with demand,
to form. In the chip industry, good
times are always followed closely by a which is still growing," he explains.
Kessler believes the industry is now
downturn, and analysts now say the destarting to see the end of the DRAM
cline will begin in late 1989, based on
historical evidence. But how bad that crisis as 1-Mbit producers are finally
contraction is—or whether it will hap- getting higher yields from their wafers.
"It took them one year," he says.
pen at all—is still very much a matter
"They have alot of catching up to do"
of conjecture.
in price reductions. He predicts that 1One industry analyst, Michael A.
Gumport of Drexel Burnham Lambert Mbit costs will soon start tumbling and
Inc. in New York, says he expects a that greater availability and lower
prices of 1-Mbit DRAMs will keep the
general downturn in chip sales late in
1989. Jack Beedle, of In-Stat Corp., also chip industry thriving—and fuel aprice
predicts adrop, but he doesn't expect it war in the personal-computer and work-Bernard C. Cole
to be steep. Instead, he says it will be a station markets.

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS GOING BETTER THAN EXPECTED
circuit boards and interconnecWirth equipment sectors entions. "We're all concerned
VI joying a good year, it U.S. COMPONENT SALES
about a slowdown," he says,
stands to reason that compoadding that there is still no evnent sales will mirror those
26.0
idence that one is imminent.
gains. And that's what the anThe strength of the board
alysts are saying as they see a
business at present is undersecond half that will be better
lined by figures compiled by
than their optimistic projec24.0
the Technology Marketing Retions of six months ago.
search Council, a Chicago
o
While the January forecast
group that follows compowas for a 9% gain, to $24.6
nents markets: from January
billion, the seers are now say22.0
through March unit sales were
ing that sales will rise 12%, to
proceeding at a 20% greater
$25.3 billion. Meanwhile, other
clip than the rate for 1987.
industry segments are either
Moreover, when final figures
maintaining the pace predicted
20.0
for
1987 were tabulated by the
in January or running abit be1988
1988
1987
council, the increase over 1986
CURRENT
hind.
FORECAST
SALES
was 20%, far above the 8%
FORECAST
IN JANUARY
The only problem that could
SOuRCE
gain, from $20.9 billion to
derail the accelerating im$22.6 billion, estimated by
provement is the shortage of
that would, in turn, reduce demand for Electronics' sources at the start of
dynamic
random-access
memories,
1988. Because boards and interconnects
even those boards that do not hold memwhich worries all equipment makers. In
a worst-case scenario—which is not ory, says Harvey Miller, president of make up more than 20% of the component totals, a gain of this magnitude
Kirk-Miller Associates, Palo Alto, Calif.,
foreseen now—the unfilled DRAM ora consulting firm that follows printed- should move the overall increase up
ders would trigger production cutbacks

11% increase, to $57.1 billion, indicated.
The consensus now is for 13%—that's
with soaring 25% to 30% sales of multiuser Unix systems, a category that
wasn't even broken out in January.
Dragging down the industry will be
some second-half weakness in minicomputers, which the January forecast saw
as mainly flat, as sales of the old 16-bit
systems drop as much as .20%. However,
the 32-bit models are going strong, and
sales will increase 17%. Top-performing
mainframes should see arise of 15% or
better, considerably ahead of the 10%
forecast of January.
The new high-end technical work stations and personal computers are maintaining the healthy 15% growth that
was expected. Sales of the most powerful personal computers, using the Intel
80386 processor, will grow 160% this
year. according to Future Computing/
Datapro in Dallas.
DRIVES UP. In peripherals, climbing
sales of drives will make up for the sag
in printers, and software sales are expected to continue to increase at the
21% rate forecast in January, with sales
totaling $26 billion. And on the testand-measurement front, the 10% growth
forecast should hold through 1988,
bringing sales to the $6.6 billion level.
Overseas, business is also hewing to
first-of-the-year forecasts or topping
them. In Japan, the impact of the
DRAM shortage is making itself felt, resulting in shortages of equipment such
as personal computers. The consensus
forecast for the rest of 1988 is for a30%
increase in chip business, compared with
the 15%, to $18.9 billion, that was expected in January, and a14% increase in
computers versus the 15%, to $58.8 billion, predicted in January.
The DRAM shortfall, say industry observers, has two sources: one is the
semiconductor trade agreement with the
U. S., under which Japanese chip makers cut production. The other is the
manufacturing squeeze.
Companies will be installing new
equipment and lines through the summer and fall, though only Oki Electric is
building a new plant. Then, as production comes on line and yields increase,
the upshot could be aprice war.
etGer-

forecast six months ago in the West
German consumer sector was for aflat
1988, experts are now predicting a 3%
rise, to $6.8 billion.
In computers, the January forecast of
an 8% rise for the year to $10.9 billion
should hold. And the components sector,

the problem child of the past two years,
is finally taking its cue from the U. S.
and other countries. After a negative
year in 1987—the drop was 7%, to $6.6
billion—and a forecast six months ago
of aflat 1988, sales for the year should
jump 5%.
—Howard Wolff

SEMICONDUCTORS

CHIP NUMBERS ARE GOOD,
BUT LACK OF DRAMs MAY HURT
O

n the surface, everything is going
just right for the semiconductor industry. Sales are soaring way ahead of
the heady 14% to 20% rate that analysts
were promising last winter, and most
insiders now expect to see 22% growth
this year over 1987, to $16.1 billion. But
look carefully between the market's
finely etched lines and the indicators
aren't so good. A shortage of high-density dynamic random-access memories is
slowing production of computers and
other equipment, and that could threaten sales of microprocessors, glue logic,
and other integrated circuits in the
months ahead.
In the volatile chip market, rough
times are always just around the corner,
and this upswing is no different. With
limited availability of 1-Mbit and 256Kbit DRAMs, the average selling price
of all ICs has jumped 18.4% over last
year, from $1.63 to $1.93. Unit sales,
meanwhile, have risen at amuch slower
7.6% rate, meaning that those chip makers who aren't supplying memories
aren't reaping as much success out of
the current market as it might seem.
The real winners are the Japanese, who
had the stomach to suffer through the
great chip slump of the mid-1980s without bailing out of the DRAM market.
Unlike in past years, most of the macroeconomic factors that usually affect
the semiconductor industry—such as the

U.S. SEMICONDUCTOR

overall state of the economy, stock market performance, trade issues, and prevailing interest rates and trends—are
not having much impact on industry
plans for 1988.
Instead, the key factor at play in today's market is this: chip plants are all
running at or near capacity, and the result is insufficient capacity to meet a
growing demand for DRAMs. That's
where the shortage has come from.
How long it will last, how high pricing
will get, and how all this will affect the
overall market, are the questions on everyone's lips.
THE FALLOUT. "The bulge in DRAM pricing is permeating every sector of the
business," says the veteran industry analyst William McLean of Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., Scottsdale, Ariz.
To compensate for the price jump, ICE
is boosting its projected growth figure
for the U. S. chip market from a14% increase to 20%. In the IC sector, where
ICE had projected only 13% growth, researchers now anticipate a21% hike.
Price jumps are also showing up in
other market segments, including the
relatively sedate market for discrete circuits, say forecasters at In-Stat and at
the Semiconductor Industry Association.
The forecasters say that sales will grow
20.4%, to $1.96 billion this year, even
though unit volume is growing by only
10% to 15%. Relatively unaffected so far
are programmable
devices,
SALES
11- logic
which are expected
to finish out the
year with strong
25%
or
better
growth over 1988.

From deskwork to
network.

Good news for networks!
The X3T9.5 Task Group, under
the procedures ofANSI Accredited
Standards Committee X3, has
reaffirmed approval of the Media
Interface Connector (MIC) for the
proposed FDDI (Fiber Distributed
Data Interface) Physical Layer
Medium Dependent (PMD) document.

AMP and OPTIMATE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

More good news! AMP
has the complete fiber optic
interconnection system—the AMP
OPTIMATE Fixed Shroud Duplex
System—that meets all FDDI PMD
requirements. And includes all the
physical components you need to
make your fiber optic network a
reality.
Of special note: the transceiver
—the first of its kind—is capable of
operating at data rates up to 125 Mb/s.
Available in standard or raised (+5v)
ECL logic, it gives you acompact,
board-mount data link in asingle 24
pin module. Reliable duplex mating

and electro-optic conversion are now
easier than ever.
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THE BALLOON IS STILL GOING UP
AS THE RECOVERY CONTINUES

age of 3.5% for computer syserhe year has been a fairly
tems but a whopping 35% for
good one for the electronics
add-on memory.
industry, and unless some unDRAM shortage aside, it's
foreseen disaster comes along
déjà vu for some market
to let the air out of the balloon,
watchers. "Without the DRAM
the second half should be at
shortage, it looks like 1984,"
least as good. Though there are
says William J. McClean, vice
some dark clouds out there, the
president of Integrated Circuit
big two U. S. market segEngineering Corp., the Scottsments—semiconductors
and
SECOND HALF FOR CHIP
dale, Ariz., semiconductor marcomputers—look like they'll top
ket-research firm. That was
the upbeat Electronics indusAND COMPUTER INDUSTRIES
the year that saw U. S. chip
try-consensus forecast of Janusales explode 49%. So McClean
ary. Other segments of the inWILL TOP THE JANUARY
figures that 1988 will be a17%
dustry will also see U. S. busior 18% growth year, up from
ness in the rest of 1988 meet or
FORECAST-BUT THE DRAM
his 12% January prediction.
exceed expectations. And comOne observer who is managpanies in West Germany and JaSHORTAGE THREATENS
ing to stand out even among his
pan are generally doing as well
bullish colleagues is Andrew J.
as their U. S. counterparts.
GROWTH
Kessler, semiconductor analyst
The semiconductor people are
at PaineWebber Inc. in New
fine, thank you, with revised
York. He believes the beginning
consensus figures showing that
of the end of the DRAM shortlast January's prediction-19%
age is at hand. His reason:
growth to $15.6 billion—developyields of 1-Mbit chips are ining into something closer to 22%
creasing. The result will be
growth to $16.1 billion. The
price cuts, he says, although
computer folk, though not look"the bad news is that the indusing at such a fast-climbing
try is still behind in 256 Kbits."
curve, are doing business at a
But from the producer's perrate that should give a 13% inspective, the memory shortfall
crease for 1988, up two ticks
is not all bad. As seen by Kevfrom the January prediction of
in McGarity, vice president for
an 11% hike to $57.8 billion.
U. S. semiconductor marketing
But hanging over both segat Texas Instruments Inc.,
ments, and to acertain extent
what burst the 1984 balloon
the components business as
was too many chip makers blindly chaswell, is the big cloud that refuses to go San Jose, Calif., market analyst, said
11% then and is sticking to that number ing market share. This time around it is
away: the shortage of dynamic randomdifferent, he says: "The DRAM thing
now. "The people I'm talking to all seem
access memories. This is causing syshelped put a cap on whatever was
to have done alandslide business in the
tems makers to cut back on production,
first half," says David Penning, Data- viewed as the upper limit of growth.
and keeping equipment prices high.
Meanwhile, telecommunications sup- quest's director of manufacturing auto- That was good [because] the danger is
you cannot run at these growth rates
pliers expect January's projections—up mation services.
indefinitely."
But Topic A among industry watchers
9% to $26.8 billion—to hold true. So do
Similarly, the shortage is also leaving
is the memory shortage. With yields of
test-and-measurement houses, which
the new 1-Mbit DRAMs lower than ex- its mark on components markets. Fewer
foresaw a10% year, to $6.6 billion. The
consumer business is expected to re- pected and chip makers moving too con- computers being built means fewer components of all classes being bought.
servatively as they ramp up production,
bound from asluggish first half—blame
Nevertheless, it looks as if good growth
lagging sales of video products and a the shortage will continue well into the
in printed-circuit boards will push 1988
decline for video-cassette recorders—to third quarter, predicts Dataquest.
What it all means is cutbacks in pro- consumption to a 12% increase in sales,
record a modest 4.4% growth rate for
to $25.4 billion, rather than the 9%, to
duction of systems using the chips and,
the year. The Electronics survey had
$24.6 billion, predicted by Electronics.
as aresult, higher prices. That lesson in
pegged the figure at 5%, to $24 billion.
In computers, faster growth than exFor industrial electronics, the Elec- economics was brought home hard on
pected in larger systems means aslighttronics forecast was for a modest 6% June 10. Blaming the shortage, Digital
Equipment Corp. raised prices an aver- ly better year than the forecast of an
rise to $6 billion, but Dataquest Inc., the
Electronics/July 1988
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11% increase, to $57.1 billion, indicated.
The consensus now is for 13%—that's
with soaring 25% to 30% sales of multiuser Unix systems, a category that
wasn't even broken out in January.
Dragging down the industry will be
some second-half weakness in minicomputers, which the January forecast saw
as mainly flat, as sales of the old 16-bit
systems drop as much as 20%. However,
the 32-bit models are going strong, and
sales will increase 17%. Top-performing
mainframes should see arise of 15% or
better, considerably ahead of the 10%
forecast of January.
The new high-end technical work stations and personal computers are maintaining the healthy 15% growth that
was expected. Sales of the most powerful personal computers, using the Intel
80386 processor, will grow 160% this
year. according to Future Computing/
Datapro in Dallas.
DRIVES UP. In peripherals, climbing
sales of drives will make up for the sag
in printers, and software sales are expected to continue to increase at the
21% rate forecast in January, with sales
totaling $26 billion. And on the testand-measurement front, the 10% growth
forecast should hold through 1988,
bringing sales to the $6.6 billion level.
Overseas, business is also hewing to
first-of-the-year forecasts or topping
them. In Japan, the impact of the
DRAM shortage is making itself felt, resulting in shortages of equipment such
as personal computers. The consensus
forecast for the rest of 1988 is for a30%
increase in chip business, compared with
the 15%, to $18.9 billion, that was expected in January, and a14% increase in
computers versus the 15%, to $58.8 billion, predicted in January.
The DRAM shortfall, say industry observers, has two sources: one is the
semiconductor trade agreement with the
U. S., under which Japanese chip makers cut production. The other is the
manufacturing squeeze.
Companies will be installing new
equipment and lines through the summer and fall, though only Oki Electric is
building a new plant. Then, as production comes on line and yields increase,
the upshot could be aprice war.
The outlook is different in West Germany, where there is not much of a
native computer industry to be stymied
by chip shortages. But electronics consumption will be helped by massive increases in consumer spending—the
gross national product in the first quarter of 1988 rose 4.2% over the same 1987
period. "Given the upspurt in private
consumption, consumer electronics and
some branches of data processing will
feel the impact," says Manfred Beinder,
chief economist at Standard Elektrik Lorenz AG. So although the Electronics
82

forecast six months ago in the West
German consumer sector was for aflat
1988, experts are now predicting a 3%
rise, to $6.8 billion.
In computers, the January forecast of
an 8% rise for the year to $10.9 billion
should hold. And the components sector,

the problem child of the past two years,
is finally taking its cue from the U. S.
and other countries. After a negative
year in 1987—the drop was 7%, to $6.6
billion—and a forecast six months ago
of aflat 1988, sales for the year should
jump 5%.
-Howard Wolff

SEMICONDUCTORS

CHIP NUMBERS ARE GOOD,
BUT LACK OF DRAMs MAY HURT
n the surface, everything is going
just right for the semiconductor industry. Sales are soaring way ahead of
the heady 14% to 20% rate that analysts
were promising last winter, and most
insiders now expect to see 22% growth
this year over 1987, to $16.1 billion. But
look carefully between the market's
finely etched lines and the indicators
aren't so good. A shortage of high-density dynamic random-access memories is
slowing production of computers and
other equipment, and that could threaten sales of microprocessors, glue logic,
and other integrated circuits in the
months ahead.
In the volatile chip market, rough
times are always just around the corner,
and this upswing is no different. With
limited availability of 1-Mbit and 256Kbit DRAMs, the average selling price
of all ICs has jumped 18.4% over last
year, from $1.63 to $1.93. Unit sales,
meanwhile, have risen at amuch slower
7.6% rate, meaning that those chip makers who aren't supplying memories
aren't reaping as much success out of
the current market as it might seem.
The real winners are the Japanese, who
had the stomach to suffer through the
great chip slump of the mid-1980s without bailing out of the DRAM market.
Unlike in past years, most of the macroeconomic factors that usually affect
the semiconductor industry—such as the

overall state of the economy, stock market performance, trade issues, and prevailing interest rates and trends—are
not having much impact on industry
plans for 1988.
Instead, the key factor at play in today's market is this: chip plants are all
running at or near capacity, and the result is insufficient capacity to meet a
growing demand for DRAMs. That's
where the shortage has come from.
How long it will last, how high pricing
will get, and how all this will affect the
overall market, are the questions on everyone's lips.
THE FALLOUT. "The bulge in DRAM pricing is permeating every sector of the
business," says the veteran industry analyst William McLean of Integrated Circuit Engineering Corp., Scottsdale, Ariz.
To compensate for the price jump, ICE
is boosting its projected growth figure
for the U. S. chip market from a14% increase to 20%. In the IC sector, where
ICE had projected only 13% growth, researchers now anticipate a21% hike.
Price jumps are also showing up in
other market segments, including the
relatively sedate market for discrete circuits, say forecasters at In-Stat and at
the Semiconductor Industry Association.
The forecasters say that sales will grow
20.4%, to $1.96 billion this year, even
though unit volume is growing by only
le to 15%. Relatively unaffected so far
are programmable
logic
devices,
which are expected
to finish out the
year with strong
25%
or
better
growth over 1988.
And analysts say
that
if
DRAM
prices do level off,
the CMOS portion
of the PLD market
could grow by as
much as 50%.
Likewise,
the
power IC market,
which has so far
1988
been meeting exCURRENT
FORECAST
pectations
with
35% growth over
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last year, could be squeezed if DRAM
prices continue to rise. Power IC sales
depend heavily on the personal computer market, which, in turn, leans heavily
on the availability of memory chips.
The DRAM shortage hasn't significantly affected the microprocessor market
thus far. McLean says ICE still expects
12% growth in all microprocessor categories, and much higher growth for 16- and
32-bit processors—about 30% and 200%,
respectively. But if the shortage goes on
much longer, says Tim Propeck, vice president of marketing at Advanced Micro
Devices, shipments of both 16- and 32bitters could drop sharply.
But that shouldn't happen, says William Connell, vice president of marketing at NMB Inc., a Chatsworth, Calif.,
DRAM distributor. He says prices on
commodity DRAMs appear to be peaking now, and should start to drop over
the next six months. ICE's McClean,
however, is less optimistic. He says that
higher prices could continue through the
summer, and only begin to drop off in
the fourth quarter, when a number of
new 1-Mbit DRAM facilities come on line
in Japan and Korea.
In the meantime, suppliers of static
RAMs are making hay out of the DRAM
shortfall. When Inova Microelectronics
Inc. of Santa Clara, Calif., brought out
its line of SRAMs in June, "average selling prices for SRAMs were running 40%
over the point we had expected in our
business plan," says Vaemond H. Crane,
Inova's president and chief executive of-

ficer. SRAM prices rose in direct relation
to DRAM prices, he says, because "the
shortage and yield problems in 1-megabit DRAMs has diverted Japanese suppliers' attention away from the SRAM."
The result has been lower SRAM production and higher prices. The trend
should hold through the end of the year,
Crane says, when new suppliers come
on stream with 256-Kbit and, eventually,
1-Mbit parts. "Price competition will set
in during the first quarter," he predicts.
Making matters worse for U. S. chip

long, slow decline beginning in the second half of 1989 and lasting through
1990. Beedle estimates that U. S. semiconductor sales will increase only 6.2%
in 1989—compared to about 26.5% for
1988. In 1990, he expects a6% drop.
There are, of course, always optimists.
Andrew Kessler, the semiconductor industry analyst at PaineWebber Inc. of New
York, acknowledges that DRAM prices
will come back to earth. He even admits
that the decrease will wound the industry's book-to-bill ratio. However, Kessler
is holding fast with his projection that the
chip industry will sustain its current
The DRAM shortfall has
hearty growth through 1989, when he
promises a 17% increase.
generated awindfall for
Looking at the May book-to-bill, which
the makers of static RAMs
showed a slight decline-1.15 in May
versus 1.19 in April—Kessler points out
that the decline came strictly from inmakers is an anticipated cyclical down- creased shipments, and that bookings
turn, astorm that is only just beginning
continued to grow. "That means the into form. In the chip industry, good
dustry is catching up with demand,
times are always followed closely by a which is still growing," he explains.
downturn, and analysts now say the deKessler believes the industry is now
cline will begin in late 1989, based on
starting to see the end of the DRAM
historical evidence. But how bad that crisis as 1-Mbit producers are finally
contraction is—or whether it will hap- getting higher yields from their wafers.
pen at all—is still very much a matter
"It took them one year," he says.
of conjecture.
"They have alot of catching up to do"
One industry analyst, Michael A.
in price reductions. He predicts that 1Gumport of Drexel Burnham Lambert Mbit costs will soon start tumbling and
Inc. in New York, says he expects a that greater availability and lower
general downturn in chip sales late in
prices of 1-Mbit DRAMs will keep the
1989. Jack Beedle, of In-Stat Corp., also chip industry thriving—and fuel aprice
predicts adrop, but he doesn't expect it war in the personal-computer and workto be steep. Instead, he says it will be a station markets.
—Bernard C. Cole

COMPONENTS

COMPONENTS GOING BETTER THAN EXPECTED
ith equipment sectors enWjoying
a good year, it

stands to reason that component sales will mirror those
26.0
gains. And that's what the analysts are saying as they see a
second half that will be better
than their optimistic projec24.0
tions of six months ago.
o
While the January forecast
was for a 9% gain, to $24.6
billion, the seers are now say22.0
ing that sales will rise 12%, to
$25.3 billion. Meanwhile, other
industry segments are either
maintaining the pace predicted
20.0
in January or running abit behind.
The only problem that could
soueci LEC
derail the accelerating improvement is the shortage of
dynamic
random-access
memories,
which worries all equipment makers. In
a worst-ease scenario—which is not
foreseen now—the unfilled DRAM orders would trigger production cutbacks
Electronics/July 1988

circuit boards and interconnections. "We're all concerned
about a slowdown," he says,
adding that there is still no evidence that one is imminent.
The strength of the board
business at present is underlined by figures compiled by
the Technology Marketing Research Council, a Chicago
group that follows components markets: from January
through March unit sales were
proceeding at a 20% greater
clip than the rate for 1987.
Moreover, when final figures
for 1987 were tabulated by the
1987
1988
1988
council, the increase over 1986
SALES
CURRENT
FORECAST
was 20%, far above the 8%
IN JANUARY
FORECAST
R, >.
gain, from $20.9 billion to
$22.6 billion, estimated by
that would, in turn, reduce demand for Electronics' sources at the start of
even those boards that do not hold mem1988. Because boards and interconnects
ory, says Harvey Miller, president of make up more than 20% of the compoKirk-Miller Associates, Palo Alto, Calif.,
nent totals, a gain of this magnitude
a consulting firm that follows printed- should move the overall increase up
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MU.
From desliwork to
network.

Good news for networks!
The X3T9.5 Task Group, under
the procedures ofANSI Accredited
Standards Committee X3, has
reaffirmed approval of the Media
Interface Connector (MIC) for the
proposed FDDI (Fiber Distributed
Data Interface) Physical Layer
Medium Dependent (PMD) docuinent.

AMP and OPTIMATE are trademarks of AMP Incorporated.

More good news! AMP
has the complete fiber optic
interconnection system—the AMP
OPTIMATE Fixed Shroud Duplex
System—that meets all FDDI PMD
requirements. And includes all the
physical components you need to
make your fiber optic network a
reality.
Of special note: the transceiver
—the first of its kind—is capable of
operating at data rates up to 125 Mb/s.
Available in standard or raised (+5v)
ECL logic, it gives you acompact,
board-mount data link in asingle 24pin module. Reliable duplex mating

and electro-optic conversion are now
easier than ever.

All system components, in fact, are easy to
install and reconfigure. Our
field termination kit makes
short work of attaching
duplex connectors to fiber
cable. And because all interconnections use afloating
interface, you get consistent,
low-loss mating (0.6 dB typical)
throughout.

You can also order
complete, custom-built cable
assemblies from us. Either
way, you'll have the assured
compatibility that comes
from dealing with only one
supplier for all your FDDI
interconnection components.
A supplier whose capability

in fiber optic technology is everything
you'd expect from the world's largest
connector company.
For technical literature and
more information, call 1-800522-6752. AMP Incorporated,
Harrisburg, PA 17105-3608.

Interconnecting ideas
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"By the time we got this product
out, our competition had been
there 5months. We figure it cost
us $3 million in sales:'

"I remember when you were
always out there first. Tell me
what's happened and let's see
how HP Design Center can help
speed up your whole process'.'

"I think we've got apretty good handle on why
we seem to be lagging behind. We have too
many prototype revisions before we get out of the
lab. And each one takes time. It's that simple'
"We hear that from alot of our customers these
days. And development time isn't the only problem':
"You're telling me. Our markets are changing
pretty much by the month. It's moving so fast 'and
we've got to be able to react. This whole environment is creating all kinds of demands on us we've
never had before. In every department in the company. It's absolutely essential that we find ways to
meet our schedules for new product introductions!'
"We understand those demands at HP You're
talking about resource constraints, cost and time
commitments, limited R&D funding, product
consistency that kind of stuff, right?"
•
"Exactly. We need to make better use of the technology available to us. Let me tell you about some
things we need to do. One that's critical is logical
integration, not just physical, between groups
within the company-design, test, mechanical,
manufacturing-so they can work more closely
to cut design time without letting quality go
out the window!'
"What else?"
"We've got to be able to make product improvements or develop entirely new lines at the same
time. We've got to handle atremendous increase
in the volume of code we're writing. We've got to
make products manufacturable on the first pass.
All in apeople environment that is notorious for
resisting change:'
"That's why we needto talk about DesignCenter.
We're not talking about equipment alone.
DesignCenter gets at the issues of how people
work together, how you hold your profit line, how
you can deliver products on time and still lead
with technology':
"Well, that's what we need to be talking about.
But we hear this productivity story from every
vendor we talk to. What makes HP any different?"
"There's simply nobody out there that looks at the
problems you're facing today like we do. We're not
here to sell one 'better box' after another. We're here
to get involved-to be apartner. We'll help design
amulti-vendor system that works, customize interfaces, train your people ... until you're running the
way you need to be. We're that serious':
"Well, exactly what is DesignCenter? Imean,
what's the bottom line, what does it mean to us!'
"What we're trying to do is give your people asingle
data path-plus all the support you need-from the
time you come up with an idea through to afinished product. Imean out the door and on the truck.'
"You can do that today?"
"No. Nobody can. But the fact is, HP is probably the
only company that can get you there any time soon':
"Listen, Iwant some of our project managers
to hear more about DesignCenter?
"I'll put ateam together and call you tomorrow.
When do you want them here?"
"How 'bout Thursday?"
"Name atime'.'
The dialogue continues...
More and more companies are talking to HP about
productivity and DesignCenter. Start adialogue
today. Call toll free and request the free booklet
"Design Automation... The Bottom Line'
1-800-752-0900, Ext. 501B.
01988

Hewlett-Packaid Co. DS15806/E
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smartly, even if the rise tapers off later
in the year. Miller now projects pc
boards at a 14% gain for this year, on
the heels of the 20% for 1987, and a7%
increase in 1986. His tentative forecast
for next year is 13%.
Confirming the rosy outlook is Flextronics Inc., aNewark, Calif., board-level assembler with a diverse customer
list. "We're seeing steep growth—in the
case of the six-layer boards in mass
memory, 30%-40%," says Dennis P.
Stradford, senior vice president for marketing and sales. A particularly hot
product is the 3.5-in, disk drive. The
reason is that U. S. personal-computer
activity is benefiting from the weaker
dollar, with some companies opting to
keep assembly business formerly ticketed for Asia closer to home, he adds.
The other major components area,
power supplies, accounts for less than
half the market of pc boards. It seems
to be running somewhat behind the 21%
growth track predicted six months ago.

The problem is not in personal computers, work stations, or peripheral equipment—sectors that are matching or bettering growth predictions. Rather, the
shortfall comes from "U. S. power-supply firms shut out of the Asian-produced PC clones," says Barry A.
Chenes, vice president for marketing at
Powertec Inc., Chatsworth, Calif.
But in a business that's highly fragmented, there are exceptions. One is
Power One Inc. of Camarillo, Calif.,
which sees a20% hike this year mostly
because of its line of 1,500-W mainframe
supplies. "Without it, [growth is] only
5%," says vice president Stephen Cole.
Other segments are running close to
January projections. In connectors, for
example, the year should see a 6% increase, notes an executive at ITT/Cannon, Fountain Valley, Calif. Military
sales continue soft, with the best commercial activity in high-pin-count units,
especially those that meet stiff rfi/emi
requirements.
—Larry Waller

COMPUTERS

COMPUTER NEWS IS GOOD,
BUT IT COULD BE BETTER
The computer business is doing just
slightly better than the 12% growth
forecast by the Electronics survey,
mostly because of good tidings from big
mainframe systems, midrange multiuser
Unix systems, personal computers, and
technical work stations. The growth at
midyear is shaping up for a13% hike, to
$57.8 billion, but the industry could be
doing even better if the minicomputer
picture were not mixed. Big 32-bit superminicomputers are still going at a
strong 17.5% growth clip but 16-bit systems are likely to drop as much as 20%.
In a surprise, top-performing mainframes are growing 15% or better, to
$19.3 billion, considerably ahead of the
6% growth forecast by Electronics in
January. But the real star performers
are the multiuser Unix systems based
either on single reduced-instruction-set
processors or conventional, multiprocessor systems. The growth, pegged at 25%
to 30% this year, derives from their stellar price/performance ratios, ease of expandability, and open architectures.
Technical work stations and high-end
personal computers are growing at 15%.
Technical work stations will grow to
$2.8 billion and high-end PCs to $5.2 billion. Sales of the most powerful personal computers using the Intel 80386 processor will grow 160% this year, according to McGraw-Hill Inc.'s Future Computing/Datapro unit in Dallas.
These average percentage growth
rates are a bit deceiving. The outlook
88
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for the industry varies among analysts
and company executives. Charles T. Casale, president of Aberdeen Group Inc.,
a Boston consulting and research firm,
has forecast up to 15% growth for the
computer industry. But Ward MacKenzie, vice president for corporate marketing at Data General Corp., the Westboro, Mass., minicomputer manufacturer, pegs growth at only 6% to 8%. But
personal computers and work stations
will perform at 20% or more, he says.
Important trends to watch, MacKenzie says, include the growing movement
to industry standards, an equally fast
evolution to high-performance VLSI processors, and the growing integration of

PCs into acorporate hierarchy that also
includes corporate mainframe, departmental/client servers, and PC computing resources. MacKenzie concludes that
these and other developments add up to
"a long-term prognosis for the industry
that's terrific."
BETTER IN 1988. For the mainframe
market, Aberdeen Group's Casale estimates that the segment will be up 10%,
which is much better than its usual 6%
to 7% growth. "It's anyone's guess as to
whether the mainframe strength will
carry over into 1989," says Casale.
Similarly, the minicomputer is expected to experience moderate growth. Jacqueline Lustig, manager of investor relations at Prime Computer Inc., is looking for 8% to 10% growth in minicomputer systems this year, which she
characterizes as good. Others paint a
darker landscape, noting that proprietary 16-bit and low-end 32-bit systems
are growing slower than the rest of the
computer industry. "For the first time
in memory, the minicomputer crowd is
growing only as fast as mainframes,"
says Casale, estimating growth at 10%.
Another market watcher sees the 16bit minis losing ground. "The older generation of minicomputers—the 1970's
technology
16-bit
computers—have
been on anegative ramp for acouple of
years now," says
Brad Smith, a senior analyst at
market
research
firm
Dataquest
Inc. in San Jose,
Calif.
Dataquest
estimates a negative 20% rate.
The
forecasts
are much brighter,
however, for midrange
multiuser
Unix
systems.
"The
Unix-based
multiuser market
is growing at more
1988
than twice the rate
CURRENT
FORECAST
of the computer industry—it's holding up at about 26% at midyear," says
Wendel Harrison, computer system division marketing manager at Texas Instruments Inc. in Austin.
Unix-based products are making forecasting a somewhat more complicated
task than in the past. "Traditional product categories don't work anymore,"
says Michael Simon, vice president of
marketing at Sequent Computer Systems Inc. in Beaverton, Ore., a Unixbased computer vendor. There is no
classification for one of the fastest
growing type of systems, big systems
built with parallel microprocessors.
These computers are neither microcomputers, minicomputers, nor mainframes,
Electronics/July 1988

yet they span the performance range of
all these. But this new market is booming, he says.
A Sequent competitor agrees. "The
overall computer industry will grow by
9% to 10% this year, but our segment is
growing alot faster," says Frank Pinto,
vice president for marketing at Encore
Computer Corp., Marlboro, Mass. Encore is in the high-performance multiuser Unix segment, which Pinto estimates will finish the year with an increase of 20% or more.
Arix Corp., another Unix market player, believes business is picking up this
year, says Mike Lambert, vice president,
marketing and sales. He sees no signs
of adownturn in 1989.
THE MATURE PC. Unlike Unix-based
products, which are still on ahigh-rateof-growth path, person computers are
turning into a mature product sector.
"It is clear that the personal-computer
market is maturing and the annual
growth rate is slowing down on amuch
bigger base—but the absolute growth is
still big," says Andrew Czernek, vice
president of product marketing at Zenith Data Systems. However, some segments and application areas are growing at the old higher rates. "There is an
increasing orientation towards applications in the PC market: for example, the
portable personal computer segment
will double as applications are established," says Czernek.
At the other end of the performance
spectrum, Carl Ledbetter, president and
chief executive officer of supercomputer
and minisupercomputer maker, ETA
Systems Inc., St. Paul, Minn., reports a
healthy market.. "We expect the growth
in the high-end supercomputer segment
to be two to three times that of thé
computer industry-24% to 30%," he
says.
In the minisupercomputer class, which
includes Alliant and Convex, Aberdeen
Group's Casale says that two factors
are hampering growth compared to recent years. "One is that early adopters
have one but aren't placing big followon orders; the other is customer confusion about vendor claims," he says. He
looks for adrop from the previous 35%
growth to arate in the 20%-to-25%-range
for minisupercomputers.
A battleground is also developing in
the work station market, says Casale,
with Apollo Computers Inc. and Sun Microsystems Inc. "slugging it out and
leaving alot of blood on the floor." Casale pegs 1988 unit growth in work stations at about 45%, but revenues in the
segment will grow only 15% because of
price erosion resulting from competition.
He believes most of the cost cutting is
over, however. -Tom Manuel, with additional reporting by Lawrence Curran and Jonah McLeod
Electronics/July 1988

PERIPHERALS

LED BY OPTICAL DRIVES,
PERIPHERALS SALES JUMP
A sgo computers, so go peripherals,
nand the word for both is "bullish."

projected by Electronics will continue in
the second half of the year. Disk/Trend
The forecast now is for growth of 16%
agrees with the continued growth but
overall, to $27.1 billion; six months ago,
disagrees with the rate. Robert Katthe consensus of experts reported in
zive, an analyst with the company, puts
Electronics was that growth would hit the sales growth rate at 15%.
11%, to $25.4 billion. Leading the periDisk drive demand is coming primaripherals charge are optical, hard-magnet- ly from growth in shipments of work
ic, and tape drives.
stations and personal computers. WorkThe Electronics poll had pegged the
station makers are buying drives with
1988 growth of the optical disk-drive
capacities that exceed 200 Mbytes—parmarket at 96%, to $315 million. The high
ticularly the popular 380-Mbyte, 5.25-in.
rate is not unusual for anew technolo- models. And PC manufacturers are buygy just now emerging commercially.
ing high-capacity 5.25-in. and 3.5-in.
Nevertheless, two market research
drives.
firms following the market disagree; alFloppy-disk drives are continuing
though both say that growth in the sectheir no-growth pattern of the past few
ond half will be strong. Disk/Trend Inc.
years, says Katzive. Electronics' Januof Mountain View, Calif., predicts 72% ary forecast of adip, from $1.3 billion to
growth. Somewhat
$1.2 billion, is exless bullish is Freepected to hold for
man Associates in The emergence of CD-ROM the
year.
Tape
Santa
Barbara,
and WORM drives fuels the drives, on the other
Calif., which says it
hand, will continue
big optical-drive gain
will be only 47%.
their upward spiral.
The growth in opThe consensus is
tical drives is due to
that one of the
CD-ROM (compact-disk read-only memostars in the tape firmament will be 1/4ries) and WORM (write-once, read-many)
in. cartridge tape, whose market should
drives finally beginning to ship in vol- keep growing at its current 19% rate to
ume, says Robert Abraham, vice presi- $394 million. The other star performer
dent at Freeman Associates. Both prodis 1/2-in, cartridge tape drives. Elecucts took a long time getting there betronics predicts a 23% growth rate for
cause the support that they needed for this market segment, easily exceeding
growth took along time to get in place.
the conservative 6% rise, to $542 million,
CD ROMs needed data-base suppliers
previously forecast.
and disk-replication facilities; and both
In printers, impact models are losing
they and WORM drives had to find new
market share, says Maureen McManus,
distribution channels for handling new
associate director of the Electronic Immarkets.
pact Printer Service at CAP InternationIn fixed magnetic-disk drives, the con- al Inc., a Marshfield, Mass., market resensus of industry watchers is that the
search firm. Market share will drop to
30% revenue growth rate, to $5.2 billion,
about 65% in 1991 from an 85% share in
units in 1986, she
says. In dollar valU.S. PERIPHERALS SALES
ue, impact printers
will slip from a
28
two-thirds market
share to one third
27.1
during the same
26
period. Electronics
had predicted total
o
sales would slip to
24
$5 billion from $5.1
eTm
billion in 1987. And
nonimpact printers
22
are now growing
strongly as the
preferred
output
20
devices for work
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Sit at your workstation. Enter an image.
And exit with color hardcopy. That's all
you have to remember about compatibility
with aSeiko Color Hardcopier.
Because it doesn't matter what workstation you work with—Sun, Apollo, H-P,
DEC, IBM, Silicon Graphics or one of 50
others. Our hardcopier works with them
all.Without forcing you to write any software.
Plus, Seiko Color Hardcopiers are
the only ones that let you connect up to
4dissimilar systems to it at the same time.
Making it avery cost-effective shared
resource.

Of course, there's alot more to the
story Like colors—thousands of them.
And proven installations—thousands of
them, too.
So exit this ad and enter our phone
number. We'll be happy to show you how
to get the industry's best looking color
hardcopy from any workstation you use.
Call Martin Nelson at
(408) 943-9100 today.

SEIKO IO.
Seiko Instruments USA

©1987 Seiko Instruments USAVisuals courtesy of Apollo Computer, Inc.; Digital Equipment Corporation; Hewlett-Packard Co.; Sun Microsystems, Inc.
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SOFTWARE

SALES OF SOFTWARE ARE
HUMMING ALONG AS EXPECTED
midyear, U. S. software markets are
At
humming cheerfully along at the 21%

growth rate predicted in Electronics'
January forecast Any change from the
$20.2 billion market predicted six months
ago, however small, is likely to be upward—a consequence of the strength in
hardware sales. In fact, software vendors
and industry analysts have figured all
along that 1988 would be an overall good
year. The one change in expectations is in
personal-computer applications programs,
which some view as growing atouch faster than anticipated in January.
Some forecasters had aslight case of
the jitters at the beginning of the year
due to uncertainty about the way the
economy would react to the October
stock-market crash. But "the crash
didn't have much impact," says Scott
McLarnon of International Data Corp.,
Framingham, Mass. "We haven't seen
much reason to adjust our numbers during the last six months."
No major market segments are reporting the need to revise their revenue
projections downward, and some sub-
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segments of PC application software
may grow somewhat faster than projected early this year. PC product types
attracting attention are desktop publishing, forms-generation software, and
graphics-presentation programs—which
jazz up the numerical output from

spreadsheets and data bases by adding
three-dimensional "depth" to graphs and
charts. These are performing very
strongly, says David Perro, research analyst with Dataquest Inc., San Jose,
Calif. To include the vibrancy of these
submarkets, Perro's 1988 projections for
the entire PC segment of application
software are being
revised upward an
extra 5% over the
original projection.
Mainframe markets are proceeding
"much as expected," says Anthony
Percy, vice president of strategy at
mainframe
software house Applied
Data Research, an
Ameritech subsidiary in Princeton,
1988
N. J.
From
the
CURRENT
FORECAST
mainframe perspective, changes spinning off IBM's System Application Architecture as embodied by the upcoming Presentation Manager for the PC OS/2 operating system "will be fairly slow," he
says. Also, he adds, "there isn't really the
seed demand for the added capability of
OS/2."
—Jeremy Young

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

NO SURPRISES; TELECOM SALES ON TRACK
PBXs, says Eric Nelson, an analyst with
customer premises, where terminal and
'Rohe
telecommunications
markets,
switching equipment such as PBXs con- the North American Telecommunica1 which lack the volatility of such prodtions Association.
uct groups as semiconductors and per- stitute alarge investment that moves in
Despite the uncertainty, the PBX inwell-defined cycles—and some compasonal computers, will not vary much
over the next six months from the 7% nies are extending their replacement dustry is still expected to rack up about
schedule to see how the integrated ser- $3.3 billion in sales in 1988, says Hal
rise forecast in January. Total sales
Denton, vice president of product marvices digital network will affect them.
should hover around $7.6 billion.
keting for Intecom Inc., aWang LaboraThe emergence of competitively priced,
There are several depressing factors
tories subsidiary in Allen, Texas. But
enhanced Centrex services from the Bell
acting at the high end of the market,
Operating Companies is also stalling that figure represents only a2% growth
such as the lower demand for private
rate. "People are going more
branch exchanges. But sales
for applications solutions rathof less costly items such as U.S. TELECOMMUNICATIONS SALES
er than investing in new techfacsimile equipment, modems,
nology," he says.
and other data devices are
7.6
Another difficulty is the
growing 14% to 20%. They are
market penetration of foreign
acting as a counterbalance,
companies—and the still-solid
producing a7% overall rise.
trade barriers the European
Another high-growth per7.4
and Japanese PTTs (stateformer is cellular telephones,
owned postal, telephone, and
says Herschel Shosteck of
telegraph companies) have
Shosteck Associates, amarket
erected against U. S. vendors.
research firm. The number of
7.2
"The U. S. is running a $2.2installations has been almost
billion deficit in telecom proddoubling every year since
ucts," says Mike Frishkorn,
1984, he says, and a million
president of the Telecommuniunits will be produced in 1988.
7.0
cations Industries Association,
At an average wholesale price
1988
1988
1987
"and it wasn't so long ago
CURRENT
of $500 each, that adds up to a
FORECAST
SALES
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that we were running atrade
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half-billion-dollar market
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surplus."
-Jack Shandle
The news is not as good at
92
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TEST & MEASUREMENT

T&M GROWS AT ITS FORECASTED 10% CLIP
T hanks to the push it's getting from
For IC testers, Ken Neff, also an anais the acquisition spree that Teradyne
1 overseas and from the computer lyst at Prime Data, says that sales
Inc. has been on in the past few months.
business, the test and measurement sec- would exceed those of board testers, a The Boston company has picked up Aida
tor is on track with the 10% growth rate
trend that should continue through the
Corp. of Santa Clara, Calif., amaker of
predicted for it by Electronics at the
end of 1989 as the chip industry continsimulators, and Case Technology Inc. of
start of the year. Total shipments for ues to increase its sales. The earlier Mountain View, Calif., which develops
1988 should reach $7.9 billion.
Electronics consensus forecast was for computer-aided-engineering
systems.
Most of that strength is showing up
a9.5% increase, to $680 million.
The idea is to take advantage of the
in high-end automatic test equipment.
"The semiconductor business is a significant growth opportunity TeraOverall, including product lines ranging
leading indicator for the T&M industry
dyne sees in selling tools to engineers
from component test systems to board
in general," says Wampeter. He adds
that automate the design and test protesters, the ATE market should continue
that as memory shortages continue, the
cess, says Joseph Lassiter, group vice
to grow at the 10.2% rate that
president.
was forecast at the beginning U.S. 11A1 SALES
Other vendors are moving
of the year, to $1.9 billion. For
to seize the opportunity. Menother test segments, however,
tor Graphics Inc. recently en8.0
growth is spotty: among osciltered an agreement with its
loscopes, shipments of digital
Beaverton neighbor Tektronix
7.9
models will increase 25%, as
to tightly integrate their de7.5
predicted in January, winding
sign and test equipment.
up the year with a total of
Neff of Prime Data says that
"Z""
$488 million. But analog
o
front-end simulation tools will
7. 0
scopes will be showing weak
continue driving the demand
0:1
17.0
41).
growth, finishing the year up
for functional board testers.
5%, to $683 million. And logic
For the rest of the T&M in6.5
analyzer sales, for which the
dustry, Prime Data sees sales
earlier forecast saw a 25% ingrowth of 13%, slightly higher
crease in sales, to $370 million,
than Electronics' overall rate
6.0
will manage only to advance
of 10%. Wampeter says that
1987
1988
1988
10%, say market observers.
analog oscilloscope demand
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The growth in overseas sales
will be flat for all of 1988,
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Pibm
can be credited at least in part
while he expects digital scope
to the weak dollar. The positive
sales to grow 20% to 30%. The
effects of the dollar's slide is being felt strong demand for chips spills into the
low end of the scope market continues
particularly at Tektronix Inc. The big T&M industry and results in makers of to experience fierce price competition
company is often cited by market watchIC testers also running at full capacity.
with new entrants still hoping to garner
ers as a T&M industry bellwether beIn fact, makers of IC testers are runmarket share lowering prices.
cause of its wide-ranging product line. At ning at full capacity, says Daniel HutchRevenues for logic analyzers have
headquarters in Beaverton, Ore., execuinson, an analyst at VLSI Research Inc.
slowed due in part to a price cut
tives say that the percentage of the com- in San Jose. He says that the inventory brought on by Hewlett-Packard Co.'s inpany's business abroad has grown steadi- of ATE suppliers has been declining,
novative logic-analyzer-on-a-chip technolly over the past few years, coinciding which means that suppliers are shipping ogy. The net result has been that in
with the decline of the dollar. In its quar- everything they can make. He adds that
addition to the market's expansion as a
ter ending in May 1987, the figure was even a sudden drop in demand today
result of the more attractive prices, HP
42%, but that climbed to 45% ayear later.
would not be felt for up to six months
has gained market share. But despite
Coupled with that evolving develop- because of the built-up momentum.
the wrestling match over market share,
ment, and adding to the importance of BOARD TESTERS LAO. Board testers
the market itself will manage to grow
overseas marketing, the U. S. market
have not done as well as IC testers be10% for the rest of 1988.
during the first half of 1988 was rela- cause buyers have not been getting the
Among other test equipment designed
tively sluggish compared with activity
expected incremental improvement in
for digital logic design applications, the
abroad, says Galen Wampeter, an ana- productivity expected from these high- microprocessor development system and
lyst at Prime Data in San Jose, Calif.
ticket items. John Zepf, director of mar- related components have finally comBut he expects the domestic market to keting at GenRad Inc. in Concord,
pleted the metamorphosis that killed the
come alive in the second half, with fedMass., says that customers are looking
dedicated MDS and gave rise to the
eral agencies getting into the buying for other functionality such as shorter stand-alone in-circuit emulator. Warnmood as they try to use up their alloca- test-development times on large board
peter expects this market segment to
tions in anticipation of a new administesters to justify the purchase. He says
grow 10% through 1988 as compared
tration. That should account for the in- his company's board testers are finding with the steady decline it has expericrease to 13% over 1987's rate, giving market acceptance because the new enced for the past few years.
the industry anice kicker.
generation of software being added draThe rest other segments of the T&M
In big-ticket T&M equipment, aside
matically cuts test development.
market is a mixed bag. "Sales of netfrom ATE, sales of IC testers are also
Another ATE trend is the pell-mell
work analyzers will enjoy agrowth rate
moving ahead at the predicted 10% rate.
race to connect equipment with the de- in the teens," says Wampeter, "while
The January forecast was that the total
sign tools used to create chips and
counters will see a year of declining
for the year would reach $856 million.
boards. The best example of this trend
growth."
—Jonah McLeod
¡JAC,'
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INSIDE TECHNOLOGY

SUDDEN WAVE OF CONTROLLER CHIPS AIMS
TO BREAK LASER-PRINTER BOTTLENECK
Special-purpose ICs will help OEMs tap full potential of laser-printer boom
by Bernard C. Cole
aser printers are wonderful, capable of
L
very fast output of high-resolution
text, and offering graphics capabilities ga-

ing is the fastest-growing segment of
the personal-computer market. North
American sales of PCs will grow to 8.33
million units in 1991 from 5.87 million in
lore for desktop publishing and other applications. But the current crop of laser
1987, a compound growth rate of more
than 10%, Dataquest estimates. Within
printers has aproblem: when asked to do
fancy graphics work, the page rate they
the PC market, the desktop publishing
segment accounted for only 2.5% of all
deliver drops through the floor.
Now a new generation of applicationusage in 1987, but will represent a full
22% of the PC market by 1991 (see bar
specific controller chips is hitting the margraph). Combined with the overall
ket, chips that aim to solve this problem,
growth of PCs during this same period,
freeing up the processing bottleneck that
slows the printers down. Laser printers
this means the market for desktop pubare selling like hotcakes now, and as
lishing will grow by more than 275%.
these chips come into use, customers are
As aresult of its link to desktop pubgoing to like them more and
lishing, the market for laser
buy them faster.
printers, particularly the low
The booming desktop pub- BEHIND THE LASER-PRINTER BOOM
end, is poised for a signifilishing market is intimately
cant surge in growth, from
linked with the laser printer
about 750,000 units in 1986 to
in excess of 1.5 million units
market—neither could forge
ahead without the other. And
by 1991 (see chart, p. 96). Acall indications are that the
cording to In-Stat Inc. of
NUMBER OF
two markets are growing at
Scottsdale, Ariz., laser-printPERSONAL
tremendous rates.
er dollar volume for 1988 in
COMPUTERS
A casual observer might
the U. S. alone, which constiSLATED
FOR
think that the Japanese had
tutes about 80% of the worldDESKTOP
locked up anear monopoly on
wide market, will amount to
PUBLISHING
the laser-printer market, and
about $1 billion.
that as aresult, non-Japanese
At the heart of a laser
companies might just as well
printer is a printing engine
walk quietly away. But the
mechanically similar to the
Japanese strength is primarily
ones used in photocopiers: it
in the print engines, the techtakes an image formed on a
nologies developed for office
conductive drum and transfers
1987
1991
copiers that can be reapplied
that image to paper. The difin laser printers. There is alot
ference is that acopier obtains
more to a laser printer than its engine,
first is to throw more general-purpose its image through an optical system; in a
both hardware and software.
processor power at the problem, using laser printer, the image is drawn by a
The software used to drive laser higher-performance microprocessors in
laser beam. Not surprisingly, laser printer
printers is already a U. S.-dominated
the printer controller. The second ap- engines are manufactured primarily by
game, especially in the area of pageproach is to work with achip supplier to
companies in the copier business. With
description languages, the languages
develop special-purpose chips and chip
the exception of Xerox, most of the top
used on the more sophisticated printers
sets—application-specific processors— copier companies today—Canon, Ricoh,
that bring greater power to bear on the
to describe the text—and its typefaces,
Sharp, Kyocera, and Toshiba—are located
sizes, placement, and so on—and the
graphics-related processing task. Such
in Japan. These companies have the engraphics that are to be printed. These
chips are now hitting the market, from
gine technology, but few of them have
languages are vital to wringing out the
Acer Laboratories, Cirrus Logic (see
much strength in the retail distribution
full potential from laser printers.
p.103), National Semiconductor, Weitek,
channels for computer products.
LANGUAGE GAP. But the languages ask
and Western Digital.
Because of this, the bulk of their enagreat deal of the controller hardware
All of these companies want a piece
gines are sold through original-equipment
built into the printers. The laser printers
of one of this year's hottest markets.
manufacturers, most of which are U. S.
are very fast when asked to churn out a Desktop publishing is booming as arecompanies. They include the likes of comsimple page of text, emulating alettersult of the popularity of combining high- puter manufacturers Apple Computer,
quality printer. But when complex comquality text and graphics in the office
Digital Equipment, IBM, Texas Instrubinations of fonts, print sizes, and environment. According to Dataquest ments, Sun Microsystems, and Wang
graphics are added to the mix on the
Inc. of San Jose, Calif., desktop publishLaboratories, plus printer OEMs such as
Electronics/July 1988

page, the controllers in existing printers
get bogged down and it takes a long
time to produce a page—as much as
half an hour—instead of 2to 10 seconds
for apage of simple text.
That's where the new controller chips
come in. They aim to unclog the bottleneck of executing the high-level graphics commands so the printers can quickly generate the high-resolution bitmapped images and do their most impressive work without slowing down to
acrawl.
Two basic approaches are being taken
by laser-printer manufacturers. The
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Adobe Systems appears likely to retain
die some simple graphics, such as
Data Technology, Hanzon Data, QMS,
aleadership position with Postscript bestraight lines, but the type fonts are
Star Micronics, and Talaris Systems.
Until now, laser printers have been fewer in number and more expensive in cause it moved quickly to license the
divided into two categories. The first is this approach and the full potential of extensive Merganthaler type-font library of Allied Linotype Co., Haupthe low-end, relatively low-cost, text- laser-based graphics cannot be realized.
pauge, N. Y., as well as other important
It's the page-description languages
only dumb printers with the same functionality as standard impact printers but like Postscript that make the laser print- font libraries. According to a recent
study by In-Stat, font availability may
ers really hum, and the problem has
with higher speed and higher print resolution. The second is the more costly been to bring down the price of printers well determine which printers and which
languages will be successful.
that can handle them. Such languages
high-end smart laser machines, which
But printers that interpret commands
provide an array of sophisticated graph- offer higher-quality output with more
expressed in apage-description language
ics and printing services by means of complex graphics, greater resolution,
need alot more processing power in their
software interpreters geared to apage- more fonts, and fancier page layouts.
controller hardware. This problem is a
Curves and lines can be rotated, clipped,
description language. Typically, low-end
laser printers in the $1,000 to $2,000 stretched or shortened, reduced or en- now major stumbling block, says John
Rizzo, vice president of marketing at Weilarged; areas can be filled in. The image
range have been text-only systems,
tek Corp., Sunnyvale, Calif. Until recentwhile high-end systems cost between of aletter of text can be manipulated.
ly, he says, the controller of choice for a
Page-description languages are also
,000 and $10,000 or more.
device-independent, like programming laser printer was ageneral-purpose, 5-toBut as the language and font soft10-MHz, 16-bit microprocessor
ware comes down in price
such as a 68000, 80186, or
and new chip solutions re80286. Even in the text-only
duce the cost of controller PAGE PRINTER SHIPMENTS ARE SU
mode, such controllers have a
performance, the laser-printdaunting chore to accomplish.
er market is becoming less
Laser printers generally have
bifurcated. What is coming,
2,000
aresolution of about 300 pixsays Les Wilson, corporate
els/in., which translates into
manager of imaging technol1,750
about 8.5 million bits of data
ogy at National SemiconducUP TO 10 PAGES/MINUTE
per page. At least 1.5 Mbytes
tor Corp., is not just a two1,500
of memory are necessary, as
tier market separated into
well as aprocessor capable of
smart and dumb laser catehandling this much informa1,250
gories, but rather amultipletion quickly. When the chores
tier market with low-, medirequired to interpret the comum-, and high-speed lan1,000
mands of a page-description
guage-based printers with
language are added on top of
varying degrees of capability
750
that, even a 12- or 16-MHz
and intelligence.
68000 is too slow.
The page-description lan500
With the controller as the
guages will no longer be re11 TO 50 PAGES/MINUTE
bottleneck,
says
George
stricted to high-end ma250
Alexy,
vice
president
of
marchines, and are becoming inketing at Cirrus Logic Inc.,
creasingly pervasive in the
a
Milpitas, Calif., printer manu1987
1988
1991
1992
market. These high-level softfacturers and users were
ware languages are designed
SOURCE 1/Wail Corp.
faced with situations in which
to describe graphics and text
a 15-page/min engine was not able to
languages; printer-control languages are
and how they fit together in abit map—
a matrix with each bit representing a not. Host systems generate standard in- print apage of mixed graphics any faster
structions that can be sent to interpret- than aprinter with an 8-page/min engine.
pixel in the image, whether that image
Add to this, says Rizzo, the fact that the
be displayed on ascreen or printed on a ers running in the controllers of printers
speeds of the print engines themselves
from numerous vendors.
page. Instructions in the language genare increasing, engines coming out that
EARLY JUMP. Postscript is emerging as
erated by the host computer tell the
printer controller exactly how to draw a the clear leader in page-description lan- run at 10 to 20 pages/min.
"For many printer-industry execuguages, because of its early use in the
page, allowing the user to mix text and
graphics, use multiple type fonts, com- first commercially successful laser print- tives, things are getting intolerable,"
press or expand typefaces, and manipu- er, Apple Computer's Laserwriter se- says Alexy. "Some are going so far as
late the placement and orientation of ries, and to its acceptance by major com- to say that the entire laser-printer marputer manufacturers like Digital Equip- ket will suffer if controller performance
both the text and graphics.
is not improved. Users will not pay a
ment Corp. and IBM. Its emergence as
At present four basic page-description
the de facto standard is underlined by premium for a high-speed engine if it
languages dominate the market: Adobe
the fact that out of the perhaps two cannot offer some form of graphics, and
System's Postscript, Xerox's Interpress,
especially if it performs no better than a
dozen or so language suppliers that are
Imagen's Document Description Lanentering the market, most are develop- slower engine."
guage and Control-C's CCS Image. SysChip makers and printer manufacturtems using these languages are current- ing clones of Postscript. Companies enly expensive; a cheaper but less versa- tering the market include Bauer Enter- ers are using two general approaches to
prises, Custom Applications, Destiny eliminate the controller bottleneck. The
tile way to go is with aprinter that uses
first is a simple brute-force approach,
a printer-control language such as the Technology, Itoh Electronics, LaserGo,
LaserMaster, NCR, Phoenix Technolo- simply throwing more general-purpose
one Hewlett-Packard Co., Palo Alto,
gies, Printware, RIPS, QMS, and processing power at the problem by usCalif., uses in its LaserJet printers.
ing a faster microprocessor in the conPrinter-control languages allow the text Kyocera.
troller. In the second—which offers a
Despite the increased competition,
to be scaled up and down and can han96
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cost advantage, its proponents say—
more application- and system-specific
chip solutions are being considered.
Gambling that printer manufacturers
will go the first route are the vendors of
general-purpose microprocessors—and
reduced-instruction-set-computer chips
as well—such as Motorola, Intel, MIPS
Computer Systems, and National Semiconductor, among others.
In the second category are companies
that are developing application-specific
processors designed with laser printing
and even particular page-description languages in mind. Falling into this category are Cirrus Logic, Weitek, Advanced
Micro Devices (which also sells generalpurpose processors into this market),
Western Digital, National Semiconductor, Taiwan-based Acer, Bitstream/Bluepoint of Cambridge, Mass., and others.
An example of a printer vendor taking the first approach is Apple Computer Inc., of Cupertino, Calif. In its new
line of laser printers, Apple has shifted
from the 5-MHz 68000-based versions it
used in its first machines to faster
68000s and 68020s in new models.
At the high-performance end of the
market, several printer manufacturers
are considering a RISC-based approach.
One of the first to implement such adesign is CSS Laboratories Inc., of Irvine,
Calif., which will use a 15-mips Inmos
T800 transputer—a processor with RISClike characteristics—in a family of laser
printers with outputs ranging from 20 to
50 pages/min. Also receiving serious consideration for use in several laser-printer
designs are AMD's 29000 and Motorola's
new 88000.
Aiming at cutting cost as well as
boosting performance, such printer man-

ufacturers as Canon, Data Technology,
Destiny Technology, Hanzon Data, Olivetti, and QMS have opted for more application- and system-specific solutions
from companies such as Acer Laboratories, Cirrus Logic, National Semiconductor, and Weitek.
Acer Laboratories Inc., a Sunnyvalebased subsidiary of Acer Inc. of Taipei,
Taiwan, has developed a two-chip set
aimed at laser printer applications using
the 68000 microprocessor. Working with
nearby printer maker Destiny Technology Corp. of Sunnyvale, Calif., Acer
came up with the M2203 system control-

Two general approaches are
being taken to eliminate the
controller bottleneck.

ler chip. The chip incorporates the logic
for interfacing between the central processing unit, dynamic random-access
memory, and input/output devices, as
well as a direct-memory-access controller. The M2205 carries the logic for bitblock transfers, video interfacing, and
interrupt control.
Western Digital Corp., Irvine, Calif.,
has targeted its system-specific solution
at printers that connect directly to personal computers. It consists of the
WD65C10 page-printer interface controller and the WD65C20 PC-bus-interface
controller. The first chip integrates
memory access, video-data generation,
printer synchronization, and handshaking functions, and the second incorporates not only printer-interface logic but
the circuitry for extended-memory ac-

DIVIDING UP THE WORK YIELDS HIGH PERFORMANCE
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Weitek's controller chip set is one of several special-purpose high-performance processors
designed to break the graphics-processing bottleneck in laser-printer applications.
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cess and asynchronous message handling for easier programming and improved throughput.
Working in cooperation with printer
vendor QMS of Mobile, Ala., chip maker
Cirrus Logic has developed a family of
raster-printer accelerators designed to
allow printer manufacturers to continue
to use their current generation and yet
boost performance by offloading many
of the page-description-language-related
operations normally performed in software (see p. 101). Designed to interface
with any general-purpose microprocessor, the first two devices in the family
are the 40-page/min CL-GP-340 and the
15-page/min CL-GP315.
NEW INSTRUCTIONS. The closest to a
general purpose processor solution is
the 32CG16 from National Semiconductor, a laser printer/display processor it
developed in conjunction with Canon
Inc., Lake Success, N. Y., and Olivetti
SpA, Ivrea, Italy. A customized variation of the company's 32016 CPU, the
32CG16, in addition to all of the features
of the parent processor, contains 18
unique graphics instructions, aimed at
bit-block transfers, pixel processing, and
high-speed pattern and line drawing, as
well as data compression and expansion
instructions for font storage.
Aiming to make the broadest possible
impact in the increasingly crowded market is Weitek Corp. It has developed a
family of 32-bit RISC-based processors
customized for raster imaging applications. The family includes the two-chip
XL-8200 and the three-chip XL8232. Both
offerings have in common araster control
sequencer and araster image processor.
The first is a 22-bit machine that performs the program control functions
while the second is a32-bit integer arithmetic-logic unit that performs all the bitmanipulation and address-generation
functions required in laser printers. The
XL8232 adds a 32-bit graphics floatingpoint unit that contains asingle-precision
ALU, multiplier, and divider. Working in
combination, says Rizzo, the processors
provide up to four parallel operations per
clock cycle, about 50 million operations/s.
In Weitek's approach, performance in
typical laser printing applications can be
improved by up to 40 times, says Rizzo.
Weitek is also supporting its chips by
making available free its own Postscript-compatible interpreter software,
as well as other Postscript clones.
The market for graphics-printer chips
will extend beyond printers based on laser technology, says Alexy of Cirrus.
"As volumes increase and costs drop,"
he says, "these controllers will be incorporated into avariety of other types of
printers, including inkjet and dot-matrix
alternatives with the same wide variety
of graphics-manipulation features that
are now emerging in printers."
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Infok3t's full family of enhancements
for scientific and engineering computers
includes: high-performance floating
point processors, memory to eight MBytes,
multifunction cards which put memory and
floating point in asingle slot, AID and DIA
converters, BASIC compilers, matrix accelerator software and anew line of graphics
accelerators.
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HOW 16-BIT PROCESSORS CAN HANDLE
THE SPEEDS OF LASER PRINTING
Cirrus Logic's accelerator peripherals pump new life into 16-bit microprocessors
Alice the undisputed powerhouses of higher performance is to increase the
recognition, cell- and window-mask genthe chip business, 16-bit microproces- horsepower of the controlling processor eration, window clipping, and scan-line
sors desperately need help in keeping up
by going from a 16- to a 32-bit proces- processing for solid or pattern fills.
with the newest system demands—a sor," Alexy notes.
Initial parts in the family are targeted
good example being laser printers with
This presents a number of knotty
at low- to medium-performance segments
their blindingly fast speeds. Enter a problems to cost-conscious firms aiming of the growing laser printer market,
new family of peripheral integrated cir- to market low- to mid-range laser printwhere processing-speed requirements are
cuits from Cirrus Logic Inc. that team ers, he says. The least of these probstill outstripping the capabilities of widely
up with the aging 16-bit workhorses to lems is the significant price differential used 16-bit host controllers. The raster
match the performance of 32-bit sys- between 16-bit and 32-bit processors:
printer accelerators offload these controltems in controlling
ler CPUs so they can
laser printers.
devote most of their
OW THE CIRRUS RASTER ACCELERATOR WORKS
Company officials
processing power on
at Cirrus in Milpicommand parsing, intas, Calif., say the
terpreting commands
new RPX rasterfrom the attached
printer accelerators
computer.
will allow equipAlexy says the
ment builders to use
RPX
devices will
PRINT ENGINE INTERFACE
PAGE-MEMORY INTERFACE
their existing 16-bitbuild araster image
based printer conof the page, scan
trollers to achieve
the image into a
BITBLT
REGISTER FILE
the same perforENGINE
raster-print engine,
mance levels now
and perform dynampossible only with
ic refresh and con32-bit
processors.
trol. Acting as apeThe Cirrus acceleraripheral to the main
MICROCONTROLLER
MICROPROCESSOR INTERFACE
tor chips take on
controller microprothe
page-imaging
cessor, the acceleraand -printing func- The RPX raster-printer accelerators from Cirrus offload controllers from data-intensive tasks tor chips will load
tions—the tasks of of page imaging and printing, so 16-bit controllers can handle laser-printout processing.
required commands
creating bit-mapped
and data into the
image of pages and sending them to the
say, $10 apiece for the older parts and
appropriate registers via three specially
printer engine.
$50 to $100 apiece for the 32-bit chips.
designed interfaces. One goes to the
"Although the RPX family offers adMoreover, when using faster 32-bit central processor to get command pavantages for all raster printers, including microprocessors, the costs of other rameters. Another is for page memory
not only laser, but thermal and ink-jet as
parts in a system go up, Alexy adds.
where the raster image of the page is
well, we expect it to have the greatest im- Fast processors require high-speed
built, and athird is for the print engine.
pact on personal computer systems priced
DRAMs, additional line drivers and roInitial parts in the RPX family are the
between $1,000 and $10,000," says George ceivers, and more control logic for the
15-page-per-minute CL-GP315 and 40Alexy, vice president of marketing at Cir- memory. And if the move is made to ppm CL-GP340, which are aimed at
rus. "Users in this range are the most upgrade aprinter controller from 16- to
boosting throughput of laser printers
likely to have printers compatible with
32-bit processors, the overall system when performing complex graphics-mapage-description languages and will bene- performance will improve only if soft- nipulation and document-processing
fit most from the approach we have tak- ware is modified to take advantage of functions by 50% to 400%—depending
en to partitioning printer-controller the new features of the more powerful
upon the application.
functions."
chips—and still more costs added to doFabricated with a 1.5-p.m CMOS techFORSAKING BRUTE FORCE. Currently,
velopment, says Alexy.
nology, the GP315 and GP340 share a
Alexy says, the prevalent architectural
As an alternative, Cirrus is offering common architecture with a 16-bit miapproach to high-performance printer throughput improvements in a propri- crocontroller block, an embedded bitcontrol is to go the brute-force approach
etary chip design that cuts out the need block transfer engine, a 10-register file,
of using a more powerful microprocesfor multiple passes through software to
and specialized interfaces for print-ensor to perform all functions in software.
perform critical bit-block transfer opera- gine control, page-memory manipulaThere's minimal additional hardware, so
tions, known as BitBlt. An automatic tion, and microprocessor communicathis central processing unit must per- read/modify/write feature reduces the tions. The GP315 can address up to 16
form all of the primary functions such
time needed to update each page memo- million words (32 Mbytes) of page memas command parsing, page imaging, and
ry location, and throughput is bolstered ories and provide resolutions as high as
printing. "The drawback to this apon-chip logic and microcoded instruc1,250 by 1,250 dots/in. The GP340 can
proach is that the only way to achieve tions that perform automatic pattern
address up to 64 million words (128

iJ
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Mbytes) of page memory and can provide resolutions as high as 5,000 by
5,000 dots/in. Operating at 10 MHz, the
GP315 and GP340 support 15 and 40
page-per-minute rates, respectively, with
a resolution of 300 dots/in. and 5,000
characters per page when using a 10point font.
Cirrus is now delivering samples of
the GP340, which in quantities of more
than 1,000 sells for $70 each. Sample of
the GP315 will be available in the fourth
quarter, and it will cost $40 each in orders greater than 1,000 pieces.
The RPX family is unusual in that
any page can be imaged in asingle pass
through memory without intervention
from the microprocessor, says Alexy.
Two key features of the chip make this
possible: automatic pattern replication,
and the use of a unique three-operand
BitBlt transfer algorithm.
Replacing the software usually required to perform pattern-fill operations, automatic pattern replication enables the Cirrus chips to fill in predefined space with any pattern, rather
than defining each dot of the pattern
individually. In this approach, patterns
are repeated, allowing them to be stored
as amatrix and automatically replicated
within the window in which the pattern
is to be placed.
Unlike current approaches, which use
atwo-operand algorithm, the RPX family uses a three-operand BitBlt operation. This allows all three bit-block
transfer operations—source, pattern
and destination—to be combined logically and written in one step to the appropriate memory location. It eliminates
multiple passes required to image complex figures. By performing this function in one step, says Alexy, controller
throughput is doubled in many cases,
lessening the time required to print complex pages. While it is possible to combine all three operands with atwo-operand BitBlt, it's not as fast, he says, because multiple block transfer operations
are required at each memory location.
Concurrent with a BitBlt operation,
the page image may be scanned out to
the print engine, memory refreshed, and
a read/write concurrent through performed by the CPU, further speeding up
system operations.
DUAL ACCESS MODES. Also incorporated
into the RPX devices is logic that allows
access to page memory in two ways:
either by direct memory selection or by
aread/write through operation.
In the first mode, the RPX provides
the CPU with direct random access to
the page memory within the CPU's linear address space. This allows outline
fonts to be taken directly from readonly memory, converted to abit-mapped
image and then passed directly to the
RPX for the bit-block transfer.
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The second mode is used to increase
CPU bandwidth in operations such as
graphics or page-description-language
processing. Here, the central processor
addresses the page memory as a separate 16-bit-wide linear array. This setup
allows the Cirrus RPX chips to fetch
command, source and pattern data, perform bit-block transfers and then write
data to page memory—all without direct
intervention by the host central processing unit, Alexy points out.
To speed operations in both modes,
the RPX devices incorporate an automatic read/modify/write feature, allowing the CPU to read the destination address in page memory; perform logical
operations combining source, pattern,
and destination; and write data back to
the destination address—all in one step.
Because there's no need for multiple
steps to perform such operations, says
Alexy, the time required to image a
page is reduced by as much as twothirds. The time savings comes from the

The RPX chips can reduce
time needed to image a page
by as much as two-thirds

elimination of the multiple memory accesses usually needed to update each
memory location.
Other functions hardwired into the
RPX architecture, further increasing
throughput include automatic generation
of window masks, clipping, and scan-line
processing. A particularly time-consuming
task when performed in software, automatic window-mask generation is needed
to prevent bits on the left and right of
lines being imaged from being overwritten. When performing the page-imaging
function, masks must be created for both
the left-most and right-most words in the
line being imaged. This is because the

source, the pattern, the destination, or
any combination of the three may not line
up at the beginning and end of the line
being imaged. By generating and applying the window masks in hardware and
automatically adjusting the left- and
right-most words, page-imaging time is
significantly reduced, says Alexy. The
Cirrus circuitry replaces software routines that first would determine the need
for a window mask, then generate the
mask, and then apply it.
Additionally, he says, clipping allows
windows to be created to define the
printing area. Doing this in hardware
eliminates the need for software to perform the time-consuming task of continually testing for clipping boundaries
when writing into page memory.
Also incorporated into the RPX hardware is the logic for scan-line processing. This circuitry increases page-imaging speed by performing the function as
a whole, rather on a byte-by-byte or
word-by-word basis. It begins at the
starting point of aline and performs a
particular function—fill with a pattern,
for example—until a specificed length
predetermined by the program is complete. This function eliminates eliminates the need to test for the end of a
line each time the system goes through
the process of performing afill.
Because many printer manufacturers
are looking for reduced cost as well as
improved performance, Cirrus designers
have taken agreat deal of effort to incorporate features that allow the end
user to signficantly reduce systems implementation cost. One way they have
done this, Alexy says, is by incorporating logic for printer-margin control. This
prevents the controller from storing
white blank space that represents the
margins on aprinted page, reducing the
amount of DRAM required to store the
bit image of the page to be printed. Typical reductions range from 21% to 42%,
Alexy says.
—Bernard C Cole
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By offloading tasks from printer-controller microprocessors, Cirrus Logic's RPX chips make it

possible for 16-bit systems to reach the performance of more costly 32-bit architectures.
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HOW CIRRUS LOGIC IS BREAKING RECORDS
MILPITAS, CALIF.

If industry observers have been impressed with the meteoric rise of
three-year-old Cirrus Logic Inc., wait
until they see the firm's business targets for the next year. Michael Hackworth, company president and chief executive officer, expects Cirrus to ship 3
million integrated circuits in the next
year—breaking what many believe was
astartup record set by the young firm:
over 2 million ICs out the door in the
past ayear and ahalf.
The Milpitas, Calif., company is on the
fast track to higher chip shipments because of a silicon-product strategy that
hinges on two unique technologies: a
chip architecture that is a variation of
mask-programmable logic arrays, and a
proprietary silicon compiler methodology. The latter allows Cirrus to turn out
custom and standard VLSI circuits from
its configurable parts in the same time
it takes others to build less efficient semicustom parts based on gate arrays or
standard cells.
Using this chip-compiler strategy, Cirrus has already managed to grab aleadership position in the growing market for
IC controllers used in 3.5-in, hard disk
drives. It has also leapt ahead in color
graphics chips for IBM Corp. personal
computers and compatibles. Company executives expect more success with new
products being launched in data communications. It's also now making a bid in
printer controller markets (see p.101).
TAILORED TO SUIT. The pillars of the Cirrus strategy are a storage/logic-array
chip architecture and silicon-compiler software: both help the firm tackle these processor-peripheral markets in a so-called
semistandard thrust Typically, Cirrus designers will work with a company or a
group of customers in any targeted market segment to develop the needed part
from the storage/logic array, or SLA.
Cirrus then comes to market with a
derivative of the custom design as a
standard IC after a waiting period of
usually six months. The company also
launches standard parts for the various
market segments. Either way, any of
the standard parts can be tailored into
customer-specific variants, known as semistandard ICs.
Hackworth says this strategy is what
has catapulted Cirrus to a top spot in
controller ICs for 3.5-in, hard disks, with
about 50% of the market for its custom
chip set and the standard derivatives,
the SH120/SH130. In the personal computer arena, Hackworth says that Cirrus parts claim as much as a70% share
in the market for video graphics adapter
Electronics/July 1988

Cirrus Logic company president Michael Hackworth, left, and vice president of marketing
George Alexy check over an IC plot of anew semistandard part.

cards for IBM-compatible machines.
The company's entree into this niche
was its association with Video-7 Inc., a
Fremont, Calif., peripheral board maker
that came to Cirrus last year for help
with its VGA devices. The devices it produced with Cirrus gave Video-7 an early
lead in offering adapter cards for 640-by480-pixel, 256-color VGA standard. Earlier
this year, Cirrus started shipping samples
of a standard derivative of the Video-7
custom chip set—the GD510/GD520—to
more than 20 potential customers following asix-month waiting period.
"This is a highly competitive market
in which suppliers are eager to establish
aunique identity, but at the same time
serve the common needs of the originalequipment manufacturers," Hackworth
says. "A semistandard strategy which
allows customers to add value to a design is the right way to approach the
market."
Yet there are anumber of routes to a
semistandard approach,
and even
though Cirrus builds circuits with its
proprietary SLA logic technology, it is
not in the same business as vendors of
gate arrays or programmable logic arrays, say company leaders. Cirrus is
keeping its silicon compiler technology
to itself and using the SLA to design
VLSI microprocessor peripheral circuits
that address specific market segments.
Hackworth himself is no stranger to
the microprocessor peripheral market.
While a senior vice president at Signe-

tics Corp., his last major assignment
was managing the company's MOS effort, which had sales of $200 million a
year. A key element in his strategy was
to focus on the development of microprocessor peripheral circuits. That's
when Hackworth began looking for a
faster way to introduce products. The
search led Hackworth to Cirrus Logic,
which had been founded in 1985 by Suhas Patil, inventor of the storage/logic
array who is now the firm's chairman of
the board and vice president of research
and development. Basically, this device
is avariation of the mask-programmable
logic array, differing chiefly in the positioning of the AND/OR arrays. "What
impressed me about the SLA was that
unlike traditional approaches, it allows
the designer to achieve an architecture
well suited to the design at hand,"
Hackworth says. "It does not force a
particular architecture on the designer.
The silicon compiler is the second part
of the Cirrus one-two punch. This unit,
says Hackworth, is a proprietary proeess-independent two-leve/ interactive
compiler that does not require the designer to learn the details of the device
technology to implement a circuit with
VLSI densities. Combining these two
technologies means that it is now possible to design chips with the VLSI densities of handcrafted standard or custom
parts, but with the turnaround time usually associated with a gate array or a
standard cell.
—Bernard C. Cole
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS

THE BIG MOVE IS UNDERWAY
TO PHOTO-LIKE PC GRAPHICS
A coming standard should help photorealistic imaging to filter down to low-cost systems
by Tom Manuel
The dream is alive: practical technologies for photographic-quality computer graphics are arriving. Photorealistic
rendering, as it's called in the industry,
is destined to become a standard offering on personal computers and engineering and professional work stations.
But before photorealistic imaging can
come into widespread use on low-cost
machines, some loose ends need cleaning up. In particular, the industry must
settle on standards that can help it
achieve the right packaging and pricing
for mass markets. Such standards, and
one particular proposed standard, will
be among the hottest topics at the Siggraph show in Atlanta from Aug. 1-5.
The proposal comes from Pixar Inc.,
San Rafael, Calif. Its RenderMan definition lays out a standard interface between software used to create images
and the programs and hardware used to
render them. The move towards photorealism will get a tremendous boost if
the industry accepts Pixar's RenderMan—or something like it—as a standard specification for three-dimensional
scene description. As a standard, RenderMan will add needed flexibility and
hardware-independence to the quest for
the highest-quality computer pictures.
Nineteen vendors of graphics hardware
and software have already endorsed
RenderMan, giving the embryonic field
of photorealism a chance to get off to
an orderly start, before vendors head
off in several directions at once.
Such a standard will help photorealism spread into many more computer systems at ever lower costs, making
it available eventually to all who want it
through inexpensive work stations and
even personal computers.
NOW IN MONT. As photorealism takes
off, it will be used—among other
places—in applications known as scientific visualization, which allows researchers to "see" unobservable or nonreal (mathematical or algorithmic) phenomena. Visualization techniques are
also developing rapidly, and will be discussed in depth at the Siggraph
conference.
The most substantial commercial demand for photorealistic images comes
from the entertainment industry. Another
market where photorealism should begin
Electronics/July 1988

Custom software was used by Pacific Data Images to create this photorealistic image.
Standards will encourage development of commerical software, reducing imaging costs.

to play arole as its price comes down is
the animated-video portion of the fastgrowing market for business presentation
graphics. The total market in that segment will grow from $210 million in 1987
to $2.8 billion in 1992, according to estimates from Intertec Development Corp.,
Los Altos, Calif.
Photorealistic image synthesis is beginning to be used in architecture and
design work for automobiles and other
products. As all these markets develop
and photorealism technology becomes
economically accessible to the personal
computer marketplace, a very large
market could develop in afew years. It
could be put to use by artists, for example, or publishing companies, or vendors
of PC game software.
The basic techniques for generating
photorealistic images are already here,
but not yet widely applied. Researchers
in universities and several-leading edge
companies are very near to the perfection of photorealistic rendering techniques for computer-generated pictures.
Right now, however, photorealistic rendering is only available on ahandful of
relatively expensive systems.

Pixar wants to remedy that. The company's engineers have struggled to produce good pictures for years, says Tom
Porter, director of advanced technology.
Its expertise in photorealism has its
roots in years of reseach and production
of highly realistic images for film, first
as part of Lucasfilm Ltd., and now as
an independent company.
Pixar says it is well ahead of the engineering and graphics work-station companies in the realm of photorealism.
"The work-station companies are currently struggling with texture mapping.
We at Pixar have done alot of texture
mapping in the past and have gone beyond textures now," says Porter.
The computer-graphics industry has
gone through several steps toward photorealistic imaging. It started in the middle
to late 1970s with three-dimensional wireframe images being commercially available for the first time. Each subsequent
step has produced more realistic-looking
images (see chart, p.108). The research
that made each step possible came before
the date ranges indicated, which are
meant to show approximately when each
of these steps started being represented
105
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in new commercial graphics products.
The photorealism step has now been
reached by Pixar and some others, such
as Hewlett-Packard Corp. The Palo
Alto, Calif., company's HP 9000 835 TurboSRX uses radiosity techniques, among
others, to produce photorealistic images
[Electronics, March 17, 1988, p. 95].
Software from companies such as Alias
Research Inc. Toronto, Ontario, and
Wavefront Technologies of Santa Barbara, Calif., among others, is aimed at
photorealistic rendering. Several firms
in the imaging business, such as Pacific
Data Images in Sunnyvale, Calif., R/
Greenberg Associates, New York, and
Intelligent Light Inc., Fairlawn, N.J.,
are generating photorealistic images
with proprietary software. But there are
no standards yet.
AVOIDING CHAOS. Pixar is offering to
share its knowledge and expertise with
other graphics vendors in order to speed
up the general availability of this kind
of imaging and prevent the kind of market-discouraging chaos that occurs when
no standards are set. "The last thing we
want is 10 work-station companies to go
out and and do this next generation [of
rendering] 10 different ways," says
Porter.
With the unrestricted publication in
May of the RenderMan specification for
describing complex 3-d scenes, Pixar is
offering the industry away to link modelling programs, which describe a subject to be rendered, to photorealistic rendering programs. Adopters of the RenderMan interface can chose the modelling programs that they like and,
independently, the rendering programs
they fancy, as long as both the modeler
and the renderer conform to the RenderMan specifications.
RenderMan defines amethodology for
3-d modelling systems to attach visual
attributes to geometric data. The modellers define the image structure geometrically; then renderers apply visual attributes with such properties as material,
texture, reflectivity, and gloss.
Current graphics standards like
PHIGS and PHIGS+, which are used on
most work stations, have become important frameworks for managing an interactive graphics work station and in defining the geometric content of objects
and scenes. But PHIGS and PHIGS+ do
not address the techniques needed to
achieve photorealism.
One thing that photorealistic digital
image synthesis brings to the game is
image simulation that does not introduce artifacts from the computational
process that would not be in a photograph. A photorealistic rendering program must be capable of:
• hidden-surface removal so that only
visible objects appear in the computed
image;
108

• spatial filtering so that aliasing artifacts do not appear;
•dithering so that quantization artifacts
are not noticeable;
•temporal filtering so that the opening
and closing of the shutter causes moving objects to be blurred;
•and depth of field so that only objects
at the current focal distance are sharply
in focus.
RenderMan addresses the needs of
photorealism in amathematically sound
and consistent way, says Porter. It is
designed to be compatible with PHIGS
and PHIGS+ and with interactive graphics environments like Ardent's Doré.
Work station environments of the future will be able to add photorealism to
standard applications programs and run
them on various hardware platforms by
using RenderMan along with PHIGS or
PHIGS+ and appropriate hardware interfaces (see figure, opposite).
Many different kinds of modelling
and rendering programs can be developed conforming to the RenderMan interface. These programs can be mixed
and matched by users to meet their specific needs. For example, types of rendering that can be made available in
such an environment could include zbuffer-based systems, ray tracing, radio-

sity, terrain rendering, and molecule or
sphere rendering.
Pixar hopes to encourage with RenderMan the development of rich modelling languages to improve the input to
rendering programs. It also hopes its
proposal will encourage development of
new rendering systems to make photorealistic image synthesis more generally
accessible and available. Many of the 19
companies that have endorsed RenderMan have committed to using the interface in products.
Other fallouts from the adoption of a
scene-description standard such as the
RenderMan interface would be to divorce
the specifics of scene description from
rapidly developing hardware technology.
Each succeeding generation of computer
and graphics hardware could be put right
to work without redoing all the geometric
modelling and rendering software.
For example, RenderMan is a natural
complement to the Graphics Supercomputer [Electronics, March 17, 1988, p. 97]
produced by Stellar Computer Inc., Newton, Mass. Although Stellar has not announced any products based on the proposed interface, it is "certainly contemplating such products," says Jeff MacMann, director of graphics software.
Stellar has endorsed Pixar's interface
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Closer to reality, step by step, computer-graphics image rendering has progressed rapidly in
the last decade and is now arriving at a stage where image quality is comparable to photos.
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A photorealistic rendering interface like Pixar's RenderMan forms adevice-independent link
between modelling software and the rendering hardware in work-station environments.

because if it succeeds as ade facto industry standard, it will bring portability and
device independence to photorealistic computer graphics. "Photorealism [in the rendering of images] is required for an important subset of our target customers,
such as those doing animation and producing entertainment," says MacMann.
"Although not arequirement, it is an important and desirable option or enhancement for many other customers."
Stellar was among the companies that
helped Pixar define version 3.0 of RenderMan. Stellar suggested modifications
to make RenderMan conform more
closely to PHIGS and PHIGS+.
Ardent Computer Corp. of Sunnyvale,
Calif. is also endorsing RenderMan. The
level of photorealism in computer graphics that RenderMan supports is an important extension to the graphics capability of Ardent's Titan supercomputer
[Electronics, March 3, 1988, p. 65] and
the Doré dynamic object-rendering environment graphics toolkit that Ardent is
also offering up as a de facto industry
standard [Electronics, Feb. 4, 1988,
p. 69]. Users of Doré can choose the dynamic rendering software available as
part of the Ardent package or, in the future, select a RenderMan-compatible
batch-type photorealistic renderer.
Industry sources speculate that complementary products will be made available by both Ardent and Pixar that combine the dynamics that Doré does very
well and the photorealistic algorithms
that Pixar is good at. But neither company is ready to announce products
based on RenderMan.
Apollo Computer Inc., the Chelmsford, Mass., computer and work station
Electronics/July 1988

company, is another RenderMan backer.
"We see avalue behind the RenderMan
interface for taking the industry to the
next level of rendering beyond what is
available now," says Al Lopez, director
of Apollo's graphics group. Apollo was
another of the companies that Pixar
consulted with in developing version 3.0.
"We would like to use the level of rendering that exists at Pixar and not have
to implement something like it ourselves,
so we can concentrate our work on other
things," says Lopez. He speculates that
there will be some announcements later
this summer of RenderMan software tied
to Apollo work stations—but not necesssarily from Apollo. Apollo's new high-end
DN 10000 machines are ideal for such
software because of their high floatingpoint computational performance.
SHAPING IDEAS. One of the producers of
highest-quality digital images and apotential user of RenderMan and similar
systems conforming to its specifications
is Pacific Data Images. Pixar and Pacific Data Images have been bouncing
ideas off each other for some time now,
says Jim Dixon, senior animator at the
Sunnyvale, Calif., company.
Dixon agrees that standardizing the
modeller-to-renderer interface is agood
idea. Pixar "is handling the hard parts—
the computationally intensive stuff," he
says. "This allows us and others like us
to go on to the next level and concentrate instead on how the image should
look and not on how to calculate it."
He also points out that having astandard would allow him and others to
work on an image at home on an inexpensive work station and still access
powerful rendering tools. To finish an

image, a user could then transfer his
work to a more powerful machine, to
generate the final image.
"The process of rendering a description of a scene and turning it into a
picture has been pretty much solved
now, but lots of work being done today
does not take advantage of that fact,"
says Dixon.
Dixon produced the image on page
105 using an in-house system assembled
by Pacific Data Images with a Ridge
RISC computer and graphics subsystems made by Raster Technologies Inc.
The picture, avery complex scene with
750,000 polygons, was produced using a
spline-based modeler and rendered with
a reflection-mapping system. It took
three days to construct the description
of the image. The computer time to render it was about 45 minutes.
Photorealism will come in handy for
practitioners of another important area
in leading-edge computer graphics: visualization. Visualization refers to techniques that give visual form to very
complex data representations and allows
the viewer to see the unseen. It opens a
window on complex processes that are
happening inside a computer, so that a
programmer can watch how amatrix of
data evolves under the influence of an
algorithm, for example.
But in addition to its application to
abstract, "nonreal" mathematical or algorithmic phenomena, computer-graphics visualization also can be applied to
real-life phenomena that normally are
too fast, slow, small, or dangerous to
observe directly. Recent advances in visualization have created an enormous
potential for increasing scientific understanding of the physical world.
Scientific visualization does not rely
on photorealism. The problem is not to
make the image like a photograph, but
simply to something visible that previously was not. But photorealism can be
an adjunct to visualization in cases
where it is valuable to depict some image—or the real parts of a composite
image—in as realistic away as possible
to provide aframe of reference.
"Scene depicting in science can be very,
very complex; many times it is important
to view physical phenomena in the context in which they occur. That is where
photorealism comes in," says Stellax's
MacMann. "For example, when visualization is used to depict the flow of air over
an airplane wing, having the wing itself
depicted in photorealistic rendering [is
useful]," says MacMann. "The subtle visual clues from a real-looking wing help
the user assimilate the total picture better. Even in borderline applications that
fall between scientific visualization and
the real world, like molecular modelling,
photorealistic techniques are applicable
and enhance perception," he adds.
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In seventeen countries
around the world, the
unparalleled research and
development capabilities of
C1BA-GEIGY Group
Companies are advancing
the technology of electronic
chemicals and processes.

Layers of electronic magic held fast
by Araldite" resins.
Today's printed circuits must
combine extremes of circuit density with
flexibility, strength and precision. The

secret is Araldite laminating resins,
products of CIBA-GEIGY research.
These resins blend the best mechanical
and dielectric properties with resistance
to hot-air levelling and asteadfast refusal
to delaminate even when exposed to
solder baths. Result: lighter, stronger and
more reliable circJits.
Tomorrow's photopolymer solder
mask today: The Probimer° series.
Acomprehensive system capable of
masking printed wiring boards of
exceptionaly high density with little
possibility of solder bridging or distortion,
the Probimer technology provides an
extraordinary level of fidelity to the
photographic contours of the original.

Further Probirner advantages: atough
protective coating imbued with flame
retardance and ahigh level of resistance
to chemical and environmental attack.
High-purity protection: The superb
Aratronic encapsulation systems.
Heat, cold, extremes of pressure and
environmental exposure: These are just a
few of the adverse conditions an
electronic component may have to
endure. And endure it will, when
protected with nigh-purity Aratronic
encapsulation systems. These systems
offer negligible shrinkage during cure,
excellent adhesion to metals and other
materials, and stalwart resistance to
chemical attack.

Improved cost-effectiveness and
reliability for semiconductors and
hybrid circuits: Probimide'
microelectronic systems.
Probimide polyirnides are an
advanced high-purity mask and
photopolymer coating developed
especially for the stringent requirements
of today's semiconductors and hybrid
circuits. They provide heat resistance up
to 450°C and their photoimageability has
resolution capability into the micron
range, hundreds of times better than the
best photographic film.
Pulling it all together: Furane Products
specialty polymers.
For packaging and assembling

electronic components, CIBA-GEIGY's
Furane Products Company formulates
specialty polymeric materials to meet the
ever-increasing demands of industry.
Uralane° conformal coatings can be
used in most hostile conditions of heat
and humidity. Epibond" die attach
adhesives meet demanding military
specifications for thermally conductive/
electrically insuiating adhesives.
Aglobal capability: Wherever there is
technology, there is CIBA-GEIGY.
CIBA-GEIGY Group Companies
literally circle the globe with highly
sophisticated technological and service
capabilities. For more 'nformation, please
contact: In the U.S.A. CIBA-GEIGY

Corporation, Electronic Chemicals
Group, Three Skyline Drive, Hawthorne,
New York, 10532. Telephone:
(800) 431-1900, (914) 347-4700 in New York.
In other countries, please contact the
local CIBA-GEIGY Group Company or
CIBA-GEIGY Ltd., Electronic Chemicals
(KA 5.6), 4002 Basel, Switzerland,
Telephone: 061/362850.

CIBA-GEIGY
The sun never sets on
CIBA-GEIGY'S
world of electronic chemicals
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CAN VGA AND X-WINDOWS
WIN HEARTS AT SIGGRAPH?
roduct watching at Siggraph '88 in
PAtlanta,
Ga., Aug. 1-5 doesn't have

to begin and end by ogling $250,000
work stations that rotate near-photographic images in real time. Also in
abundance will be products that typify
other trends—or erstwhile trends—in
graphics processing. What's more, exhibitors have also found Siggraph afertile source of information about their
customers' likes and needs. Spirited discussion in and around the display booths
will determine future product offerings
and help shape opinions are two new
developments: IBM Corp.'s Video Graphics Adapter standard, and the emergence of X-Windows as a hardware interface for high-end graphics displays.
HOT TOPIC. One issue that's sure to generate idea interchange will be VGA. Introduced just over ayear ago, it delivers
better resolution and more color choices
than its predecessor IBM standards. But
how does it fit into the whole graphics
picture?
"The VGA display is actually not that
novel or high performance," maintains
Jon Peddie, president of Jon Peddie Associates, an Oakland, Calif.-based analyst specializing in high resolution
graphics. "But its brilliant colors and
the very impressive demonstrations IBM
has put together have indeed caught the
buyer's imagination," he says.
At its 640-by-480-pixel resolution, VGA
can display 16 colors from a262,00-color
palette. To get 256-color displays, memory must be remapped and resolution is
reduced to 320 by 200 pixels. In other
words, says Peddie, "Except for the
larger number of displayable colors and
color palette, it is hard to understand

why VGA has become so much more
popular than EGA."In terms of resolution [IBM's 640-by-480-VGA controller],
is not sufficient for serious profession
computer-aided design users and desktop publishing users."
But entrepreneur VGA board vendors
cloners have found they could increase
clock speed, add memory and provide
higher resolutions. Cards have already
been available—and will be shown at Sigraph—that offer up to the 1,024-by-768pixel resolution suitable for CAD.
What's more, customers contemplating
the purchase of an IBM PS/2 model 50
or 80 can look forward to compatible
cards with even higher resolutions in
the future. "IBM sees graphics as amajor factor in system designs of the future," says Peddie. By late 1988 it will
introduce a graphics coprocessor that
delivers 1,200-by-1,600-pixel resolution
for desktop publishing applications, and,
in 1989, it will introduce yet another
standard. The Master Controller Adapter will have 1,200-by-1,800-pixel resolution, he predicts.
Innovative vendors will display avariety of personal computer enhancements—
mostly for IBM's XT/AT and PS/2
lines—that find clever ways to overcome
the PC's inherent graphics-processing limitations and deliver an approximation of
work-station performance.
One of the cleverest is Colorgraphic
Communications Inc.'s VGA' board,
which circumvents the PC's pokey
drawing speeds when rendering fullscreen graphics. An AT-bus product,
the board uses two VGA chip sets
from Chips and Technologies Inc., to
manage displays on multiple screens

Offering full VGA compatibility, Microfield Graphics T8/2 color graphics card delivers high-level performance on aPC platform with 1,280-by-1,024 pixel resolution, plus eight color planes.
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from asingle PC, says Charles McCullough, senior design engineer at the
Atlanta, Ga., company. In a typical
CAD hardware configuration, one
screen would display the engineering
drawing and the other the command
screen. But by using amemory-extension card in tandem with VGA', the
designer can store up to five graphics
screens that can be summoned to the
display terminal with speeds rivaling
many work stations. VGA' are expected to be available for $800 each in
September.
Other graphics board manufacturers such as Microfield Graphics Inc.,
Beaverton, Ore., and Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd., Dorval, Quebec, Canada, have already built VGA compatibility into their products, which (unlike Colorgraphics VGA' card) offer
considerable on-board graphics processing power. Both companies' products are VGA- compatible at the BIOS
level and use the PS/2's own VGA
chip to do the hardware functions.
Both companies have also offered
EGA-compatible cards for years, and
shifting gears up to VGA was no big
deal, says Rod Steel, Microfield's senior graphics engineer. Although VGA
offers increased resolution and color
capability, it "uses the same register
protocols as EGA and the same
strange interface," he says.
PROCESSING POWER. By using a Advanced Micro Devices Inc.'s off-theshelf 2900 graphics engine and proprietary gate arrays for bit-block transfers, Microfield's VGA-compatible T8/
2 delivers 1,280-by-1,024-pixel resolution, and a depth of 8 bits per pixel.
Matrox took a different technology
path to roughly the same resolution
and color performance by integrating
Texas Instruments Inc.'s TMS34010
graphics processor on its VGA-compatible PG2-1281 board. Matrox uses proprietary circuitry to deliver afour-fold
boost to the 34010's speed. The companies compete on drawing speed, and
the winner in that sweepstakes depends heavily on specific application.
The PG2-1281 will be available in August for $4,995. Microfield's T8/2 is
available now for $3,795.
Other significant product trends to
look for at Siggraph '88 are the emergence of more application-specific
work stations, amove toward X Windows as an interface to graphics applications programs, and the battle
for supremacy that is shaping up for
full-color, hard-copy reproductions.
Joel Orr, chairman of Orr Associates, a CAD/CAM consultant headquartered in Great Falls, Va., sees the
migration toward more "disciplinespecific" hardware configurations as
ushering in low pricing structures.
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"As vendors become better attuned to
the needs of different engineering disciplines, they are coming out with
more reasonably priced products for
them," he says. Particularly in mechanical and architectural CAD/CAM,
where design methodologies are still
emerging, vendors will be developing
work stations in the under-$30,000
range that deliver performance now
found on general purpose machines
that cost $100,000.
Whether CAD, desktop publishing
or animation is the application, computing the bit blocks for complex images is only the beginning. The final
step—displaying the image—may be
ready for asea change. Up until now,
the hardware interface of choice for
many has been emulation of the Tektronix 4100 series of terminals, but
that de facto standard is under heavy
pressure from MIT's X-Windows.
Graphics applications that run on Digital Equipment Corp. VAX minis,
mainframes and VAXstations will lead
the way because of DEC's use of XWindows through DEC Windows.
BANDWAGON. What's likely to follow
are the Unix machines based on Intel
Corp.'s 80386 microprocessor, says Microfield's Steel. The advantage, of
course, is the "automatic" windowing
environment lacking in Tektronix terminal emulation. "X-Windows does all
the dirty work for you," Steel says.
"A lot of end users are saying they
want to make the transistion. NASA
has alot of [Tektronix] 4125 stuff, for
example, and they want to transition
to X-Windows." The major stumbling
block, however, says Steel, is that
Version 11 "isn't functional; its just
limping along. If you're trying to do
development with X-Windows as an
environment, you don't know if the
bug is in your code or X."
Another fly in the ointment is Open
Look—the user interface Sun and
AT&T Co. introduced a few months
ago. Sun is a major graphics platform, and its success in attracting
third party vendors to Open Look is
being watched closely by analysts
such as Orr, although he expects support—or lack of it—will come through
announcements rather than products.
Some software and add-on card vendors have already taken the X-Windows plunge. Ithaca Software Inc.'s
Hoops three-dimensional graphics development system includes an X-Windows interface. "We follow the hardware," says Ithaca Technical Representative Aline Bernstein," and we'll
be watching with great interest how
many terminal manufacturers jump
on the X-Windows bandwagon." Back
at the product level, Ithaca's Hoops is
built around an object-oriented strucElectronics/July 1988

ture that greatly simplifies the design
and production of advanced interactive graphics applications. It features
ahierarchical graphics data base, hidden line andsurface removal, and a
device-independent interface. It supports VMS, Unix, DOS, the Macintosh
II and, of course, X-Windows.
Advanced Electronics Design Inc.,
Sunnyvale, Calif., will show off its XWindows compatible 1280V-FDS Colorware Card that delivers 1,280-by1,024-pixel resolution with eight bit
planes on VMEbus systems. Robert
W. Deisher, product manager, says he
"expects X-Windows to supplant Tek
41XX emulation as an interface between application software and display terminals." Based on the Motorola 68020 microprocessor, the 1280V-

differing wavelengths of light. Exposing the film to an image selectively
hardens some of the globules. 'It's a
subtractive process," says Bruce
Howard, marketing manager, "so the
ones that have not hardened create
the color." Under pressure, the unhardened capsules are transferred to
the color transparency or paper. Capable now of resolutions equal to or better than present technologies, Cycolor
has the potential to produce photographic-quality images, once manufacturing problems have been solved,
says Howard.
The QPS-101 prints 7-by-10.5-in. fullcolor images that can be mounted on a
paper background at an average price
of 59 cents per copy—which is comparable to present technologies. The first

Mitsubishi's 0330 color printer pushes thermal-transfer technology to 150 dpi resolution and
4,086 hues while offering abuild-in video interface to create faster presentation graphics.

FDS two-board set supports TEK
41XX and DEC VT100/300 terminals
as well as X-Windows. Available now,
it costs $5,495.
Back in the mundane world of hard
copy reproductions, a battle for technological supremacy is shaping up between a Cycolor process developed
and patented by the Imaging Divisions of Mead Corp., Miamisville,
Ohio,
and the present market
champ—thermal-transfer
printers.
The first Cycolor product to hit the
market will be Noritsu America
Corp.'s
QPS-101
Cycolor
SlidePrinter—but the technology works on
paper, as well.
Cyclor technology is based on coating a polyester film with microcapsules of cyan, magenta and yellow
pigments, each about 5 firn in diameter. The microcapsules are sensitive to

copy takes 45 s, followed by aproduction rate of 100 prints/hr. It will be
available in early September for ,900.
Introduced at the National Computer
Graphics Conference in May, it will not
be on display at Siggraph.
Thermal-transfer color printers, on
the other hand, will be well represented, with products from Sieko Instruments, San Jose, Calif.; Nikon Inc.,
Garden City, N.Y.; and Mitsubishi
Electronics America Inc.
Mitsubishi's G330 prints on glossy
paper or transparencies with 150
dots/in. resolution. Copies roll off at a
rate of one every 80 s on cut-sheet
8.5-by-11-in. paper. Its video interface
captures signals directly from graphics controller boards such as IBM's
CGA, EGA, VGA and Apple's Macintosh II. It will be available in August
for $5,900.
-Jack Shandle
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allas Semiconductor clock/calendars are so efficient that they give personal computers virtually permanent timekeeping, yet eliminate 19 components from
the assembly of IBM AT or PS/2 compatible computers. The DS1287 Real Time
Clock reduces to asingle component all timekeeping functions.
It is packaged in a 24-pin DIP with the same footprint as the
MC146818 so that current production runs can realize
immediate cost savings based on component
count. Our CMOS circuitry is frugal enough in
power consumption that a built-in energy source can
supply power longer than the useful life of equipment. An
internal lithium source lasts for more than 10 years in the
absence of system power. The D51287 is factory calibrated for accuracy —
within one minute per month—benefiting both manufacturers and end users.
The Real Time Clock counts seconds, minutes, hours, days, day of week, date,
month, year and even compensates for leap year.

NOW ANY COMPUTER CAN TELL TIME
Keeping track of human time hasn't been easy for computer systems, until now. The SmartWatch DS1216 and
DS1216E from Dallas Semiconductor reports the hour, day,
month and year, down to the one hundredth of asecond. With
the SmartWatch any system can tell time. A CMOS timekeeping
circuit is embedded in a JEDEC bytewide 28-pin DIP socket that accepts a
RAM or EPROM. This design saves space and components compared to other
I/O intensive approaches. Our SmartWatch has some rather startling side
benefits. The D51216 circuitry and self-contained lithium energy source do
more than maintain calendar time. Data contained in a CMOS RAM mated
with the socket is preserved for more than 10 years. And wherever an
EPROM is used, the DS1216E retrofits perfectly. The address space of the
mated RAM or EPROM is left undisturbed because time information is
made available through a phantom interface on software demand.

AWATCMIG 111AT GUARDS YOUR COMPUTER
The ultimate chronometer is the DS1286. It has atrainable watchdog that barks if the computer's master
stays away too long, thus guarding against computer malfunction. Preset at the factory for accuracy, the
DS1286 WatchDog has a400 year calendar that also corrects for
leap year. This 28-pin DIP matches the pin out and exactly mimmicks the
specifications of a bytewide SRAM. In addition to timekeeping, 50 bytes of
nonvolatile SRAM are included for extra storage. Just set the WatchDog's
programmable alarm, and it will mark aspecial occasion like January 1, 2000.
4350 Beltwood Pkwy. S.
Dallas, 'Ibxas 75244-3219

Call us tor an easier ame.
North America 214-450-0400
Europe 44(0)21-745-8252
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SPECIAL ENGINE MAKES TERMINAL
PHONG-SHADING POWERHOUSE
ASIC-based boards let Seiko terminal do complex shading at interactive speeds
hong shading acomP
puter-graphics image is a task that re-

flat or Gouraud shading as well as complex
Phong shading and
quires a substantial
hidden-line and hiddenamount of computationsurface removal, all
al power. Graphics terquickly enough for an
minals and work stainteractive
environtions until now could
ment. The user doesn't
only generate aPhonghave to switch to some
shaded image if left to
other task while he
the job for a long
waits for his image to
time—too long to be tolbe produced.
erable in interactive
Phong shading is a
graphics environments.
complex algorithm that
But now Seiko Instruinvolves computing the
ments USA Inc. of San
intensity of each pixel
Jose, Calif., has develaccording to how that
oped a special-purpose
pixel is oriented with
graphics engine that
respect to the light
makes it unnecessary
sources. There is one
for Phong-shading jobs
calculation
of
the
to be sent back to the
Phong lighting model
host mainframe or minifor each pixel. The
computer for batchpoint on an object that
mode execution, as is
is facing alight source
current practice.
directly is given the
Phong shading is not
maximum light-intensiabsolutely the most so- Fortified with anew board set, Seiko terminal makes fast work of images with complex ty value that source
phisticated image-ren- 3-d Phong shading using up to nine modeled light sources.
can deliver. In addition
dering technique known
to light coming directly
to the industry, but it is now taking abig graphics applications in particular that from fixed sources, the lighting model
step into the realm of the economically
the terminal is more cost-effective.
takes into account ambient lighting, the
practical, thanks to aset of Seiko applicaSeiko's three-board shading engine uses
specular light (light reflected off the
tion-specific integrated circuits devoted to two 20,000-gate ASICs that Seiko calls
surface of an object), and diffuse light
the kinds of calculations needed. The
polygon rendering engines. The chips per- falling on the object. The effect of each
gate-array-based engine for the GRA400 form as 3-axis scan converters, turning of these three types of light are calcugraphics terminal is one more shot fired the vectors used by the host computer to
lated for each pixel on the screen.
in the war between graphics terminals
define an image into displayable pixel
In addition, the position of the object
and work stations.
data. One chip calculates the x-, y-, and z- with respect to the viewer is taken into
Seiko's terminal computes three-di- axis components of each pixel while the
account. This computation is called inmensional Phong-shaded images with
other computes the red, green, and blue
tensity depth cueing. At the same time,
nine light sources and can produce in 24
color components of each pixel.
the engine calculates what parts of the
seconds an image of asphere that takes
BEYOND GOURAUD. Up to now, most
object are hidden from view and rethe VAX-11/780 47 minutes, says Mi- graphics work stations and terminals ar- moves them from the image.
chael Warner, director of marketing.
chitectures have provided flat shading,
Where the Seiko chips differ from
That, he claims, gives it graphics-pro- some Gouraud shading, and in some
other graphies-terminal implementations
cessing performance that only the most cases Phong shading with no more than
is in how they perform 3-d position and
expensive work stations can muster— three light sources. These rendering color calculations. Other high-perforthe new personal supercomputers from
schemes are less computationally de- mance 3-d graphics system architectures
Apollo, Ardent, and Stellar.
manding than the complex, nine-lightstage the computations in aseries.
Those high-end work stations "are
source, Phong shading done by the
By contrast, the Seiko polygon-render$150,000 units," Warner says. "The
Seiko engine.
ing engines perform the x, y, z, and R,
graphics shading engine adds $14,995 to
Flat shading applies a single light inG, B interpolations all at the same time.
a GR4400 terminal, which, with net- tensity to asection of asurface. The re- The result is high-speed line interpolaworking and double-buffering capability sulting image has shades of a color in
tion for each pixel and Phong shading at
sells for a third the price: around
different sections of a surface. Gouraud a sustained rate of 60,000 pixels/s, the
$56,715." Of course the terminal does
shading interpolates the color between
speed at which most terminals and work
not offer the general-purpose computing these sections of asurface.
stations generate an image without
clout the work stations have. It is in
Seiko's graphics shading engine does
Phong shading.
-Jonah McLeod
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Decisions. Decisions.
Decisions. PR-900
makes them for you.
The world's leading light measurement people have
developed a state-of-the-art Video Photometer
that can rr ake all your CRT and display test measurement pass/reject decisions for you. Automatically!
The PR-900 dramatically reduces measurement time, and
improves the accuracy and repeatability over manual techniques.
It viitually eliminates the possibility of operator error. And it
providesK:13S-traceable luminance measurements.
Ony Photo Research could have brought you this special
combination of capabilities in asingle instrument. The system is so
flexible it can operate in the lab, the production line, as a standalone or in acomplete ATE environment. And it is so easy to operate
it reouires almost no training.
The PR-900 Video Photometer embod'es the latest advances in
solid-state video technology and image processing technques. Call
or write for all the facts today.

P"1 PHOTO RESEARCH'
he Light Measuremen

Division of rcol.z..iviortGEN
9330 DeSoto Avenue. PO Box 2192
Chatsworth, CA 91313-2192
(818) 341-5151 FAX: (818) 341-7070
TLX: 69-1427 Cable SPECTRA
AUSTRALIA InSE-7tX INTERNATIONAL Ph 08-2717966 •CANADA OPTA ON CORPORATION 1.1 SR•-885-2551
FRANCE INSTRLMAT TA. Ph 1-69 28 27 34 •HOLLAND INTECHMIJ By F-1020-56-96-611
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RELIABLE SUPPORT
FOR ISDN
Surviving in the
complex and competitive world of
ISDN will depend
on vital problemsolving capabili- MP1601A 5GHz
ties like quick Pulse Pattern Generator
response, quick recovery and preventive
checking. This requires comprehensive
monitoring, rigorous testing and exacting
quality control of transmission systems.
Anritsu's accuracy, quality and reliability
are based on decades of experience in
electronics, optical technology and laser
research. Our focus is on the advanced
optical devices and test equipment
necessary for ISDN.
Anritsu excels in optical and digital
communication test systems. We have
shown our commitment to quick response
to practical ISDN applications by introducing high-resolution OTDRs, 5GHz pulse
pattern generators, high-performance
error rate measuring equipment for digital
transmissions, and many more.
Anritsu also designs industrial automation systems, applying lasers in many
new ways. Feedback from every area
enables us to develop ground-breaking
new products.
For any network, one name provides
the reliable support to keep it running smoother...
Anritsu makes you asurvivor.

Anritsu
ANRITSU CORPORATION
10-27, Minamiazabu 5-chome, Minato-ku, Tokyo 106, Japan
Phone: Tokyo 03-446-1111, Telex: 0-242-2353 ANRITU J
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SUPERMINI KILLER: FIRST OF NEW RISC
BREED IS HERE FROM MIPS COMPUTER
The M/2000 delivers aprice/performance yield as low as $5,000/mips
good times could be over for mini' computers. Causing their decline are
lean, mean machines based on reducedinstruction-set-computer architectures.
Now, MIPS Computer Systems Inc. is
unleashing just such a minicomputer
killer. Its M/2000 RISComputer system
is anew breed of machine that sets new
price/performance standards spanning
the minicomputer and mainframe
marketplaces.
Using its recently introduced 113000
RISC chip set [Electronics, March 31,
1988, p.21], MIPS outstrips the power of
today's highest-performance minicomputers—the superminis—but at amuch lower cost. For system costs ranging from
$100,000 to $150,000, the 25-MHz M/2000
offers a sustained throughput of 20 million instructions/s and a 20-MHz version
delivers 16 mips (using the VAX 11/780
as a1-mips standard of comparison). The
cost of $5,000/mips to $7,500/mips looks
truly radical when compared with that of
typical minicomputers, at $100,000/mips,
and mainframe costs of up to $1 million/
mips. Even the latest work-station servers
can only offer price-performance at
around $10,000/mips.
"The power of the M/2000 is twice

the top-of-the-line computers from Digital Equipment, Hewlett-Packard, and
Data General, and they charge about
five times as much," says William D.
Jobe, MIPS executive vice president of
sales and marketing.
PAYOFF. Computers like the MIPS M/
2000 demonstrate that the RISC approach to computer architecture is starting to pay off. The big jump in price/
performance that RISC systems can deliver is starting to revolutionize the computer industry. The Sunnyvale, Calif.,
RISC pioneer is setting the foundation
for computing in the 1990s with an advanced machine combining RISC architecture and the Unix operating system.
The company has also emphasized design features that will enhance the machine's performance in emerging computing network environments. The MIPS
M/2000 offers a slew of industry-standard functions as well as an open software approach.
What's more, the machine is the first
fully developed minicomputer architecture implemented with commercially
available RISC microprocessor chips (see
figure). As such, the M/2000 accom
plishes an impressive 1.25-cycles/in

RISC'S RIG PRICE-PERFORMANCE ADVANTAGE

struction rating and includes a new
memory system that aids in efficient instruction streaming.
Until the emergence of systems such
as the M/2000, microprocessors were not
used to build minicomputers and mainframes—they have been the stuff of personal computers and work stations. The
M/2000 is neither ahigh-performance micro nor a work station. And it is much
more than the old minicomputers, which
emphasized proprietary operating systems, networking, and other software.
The primary differences between existing minicomputers and what will be their
replacements, as MIPS sees it, begin with
the basic architecture. The old minis rep
resent the complex-instruction-set computer approach while the next generation
will use RISC architecture. Old minis are
running at about 2 to 5 mips and that
power is increasing by only approximately 25% per year. The RISC machines are
already at 10 to 20 mips and that power is
doubling every year.
What's more, the M/2000 RISComputer is designed to be acomputer for
the new world of heterogeneous computing network environments. "The new
computing world will be based on standards, networking desktop devices
working with servers, and system units
from different vendors," says Robert

INTEGER PERFORMANCE (DHRYSTONE MIPS)

Miller, MIPS president.
MANY FUNCTIONS. The
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traditional minicomputers with proprietary operating
systems and network software have little ability to function in the new environment and will eventually disappear,
Miller contends. Computers like the
heavily standards-oriented M/2000 are
ideal partners in the heterogeneous mix.
They can perform a broad range of
functions, acting as powerful multiuser
computers, network computing engines,
applications accelerators, or software
development systems.
The MIPS M/2000 is outfitted with a
bevy of industry-standard functions and
features. Running the Unix operating
system, it fits easily into networks with
its list of networking tools, including
Ethernet, TCP/IP, and Sun's Network
File System.
The other major difference between
minis and the next-generation RISC
computers is the software approach.
The systems present an open system,
typically based on the Unix operating
Electronics/July 1988

PERFORMANCE

RISC PERFORMANCE GROWTH OUTRUNS THE PACK

(MILLIONS OF INSTRUCTIONS/S)

system, and standard networking hardware and software. Systems programming is done in high-level languages—
often C—and instead of individual compiler products, these new systems offer
compiler sets with common optimizing
back ends.
The environment provided for the users is also quite different. The typical
multiuser minicomputer environment is
directly connected terminals and a nongraphical, text-oriented interface. The
new systems are accessed through localarea networks by terminals, personal
computers, and work stations. A rich
graphics interface is usually available.
BUILDING PERFORMANCE. Beyond offering an industry-standard software environment, MIPS incorporated several performance-building features into the M/
2000 to create an extremely fast minicomputer replacement built on a VLSI
microprocessor base. The system's architects designed amuch more advanced
memory system than those of their previous RISC computers. In addition, they
built a high-performance input/output
subsystem to match the performance of
the RISC central processing unit.
One of the principal goals in the design of the MIPS M/2000 was to achieve
uniformly high performance over avariety of load conditions. To this end, aset
of benchmark programs was developed
to test performance degradation under
increasingly heavy loads. The benchmark set attempted to simulate aheavy
load under two different conditions: the
first was a few very large programs,

1,000
RE DUCED-INSTRUCTIONSET COMPUTERS
100

10

—
IBM MAINFRAMES

DEC
VAX

MINICOMPUTERS

SYSTEMS
1964

1969

1974

and the second built up from a large
number of moderate-size programs.
The M/2000 system achieves its sustained rate of 20 mips on integer benchmarks and 4million floating-point operations/s on the standard double-precision
Linpak benchmark.
The design achieves an average cycles/
instruction rating of 1.25, which is an excellent rating, and an improvement from
the 1.5 of the previous MIPS systems.
The major factor contributing to the 1.25cycles/instruction rating is the use of instruction streaming, which is an advanced
CPU and memory design technique. It allows concurrent instruction execution

MAIN
MEMORY
32
MBYTES

MIPS R3010
FLOATINGPOINT UNIT

32
MBYTES
32
MBYTES

64-KBYTE
DATA CACHE

VMEBUS
INTERFACE

32
MBYTES
100-MBYTE/S
MEMORY BUS

MEMORY
INTERFACE

I I I 1 I 1 1 I
13-SLOT, 20-MBYTE/S VMEBUS BACKPLANE
FOR DISK, TAPE, LOCAL-NETWORK,
AND SERIAL-I/O CONTROLLERS

The MIPS M/2000 RISComputer architecture includes a RISC processor, which delivers 20
mips of performance, two caches, and a high-speed floating-point unit.
Electronics/July 1988
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SOURCE MIPS COMPUTER SYSTEMS INC.

MIPS R3000 CPU

READ AND WRITE BUFFERS

1979

YEAR OF INTRODUCTION

M/2000: AHIGH-PERFORMANCE ARCHITECTURE

64-KBYTE
INSTRUCTION
CACHE

MICROPROCESSOR-BASED

while the instruction cache is being refilled; optimal block refills of the data
cache, which is similar to instruction
streaming except that it operates on data
rather than instructions; and block writes
for localized write traffic, a technique
called write streaming.
The novel memory system design of
the M/2000 aids in efficient instruction
streaming. It achieves the required bus
bandwidth for streaming support with
two interleaved banks of page-mode dynamic random-access memories.
Efficient instruction streaming is also
aresult of certain aspects of the R3000
CPU design. One is its ability to do both
an instruction reference and adata reference in a single cycle over separate
instruction and data buses. Another is
its delayed-branch mechanism, with
which a branch instruction can be executed without disrupting the issuing of
instructions in the stream. Instruction
streaming in RISC designs is exclusive
to systems built with the MIPS R3000
chip set.
With these features and a five-stage
pipeline, the R3000 processor can be
working on up to five instructions at
once. The five pipeline stages are the
instruction-fetch stage, the registerfetch stage, arithmetic-logic-unit execution, the memory-access stage, and the
writeback stage.
In order to boost I/O performance,
the M/2000 system performs I/O operations simultaneously with memory accesses. The peak I/O transfer rate
ranges from 25 to 33 Mbytes/s, depending upon what type of I/O controller
used. The most important design attributes of the I/O subsystem are the use
of first-in, first-out buffering for both
reads and writes between the memory
and the I/O bus, and page-mode reads
and writes into the memory for contiguous data.
-Tom Manuel
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eMost complete ASIC building blocks.
Most versatile design/package options.
Most experienced ASIC technology.
Nobody but nobody puts ASIC technology
together like OKI Semiconductor can.
Ease into ASIC with OKI as your close
working partner—and you instantly
support your VLSI application with the
most comprehensive ASIC capabilities on
the world market today. Bar none.

volume fabrication, assembly and testing
completed in one of the world's most
highly robotized manufacturing
facilities.

Compare

From gate array, standard cell and full
custom chips to standard components
to integration to advanced board level
products, OKI alone puts you on the
leading edge of ASIC technology and its
complete implementation.

OKI: the totally logical choice.
Opt for OKI ASIC, and you open up your
options across the board. Only OKI now
offers the system designer the unique
security and entry ease that only a
proven track record in CMOS ASIC
problem-solving can provide. This history of performance built up since 1977
has produced the widest range of solid
building blocks yet: advanced ASIC products and packaging including surfacemount, backed up with the most flexible
cell libraries, CAD/CAE design tools and
development aids.
As your working partner, OKI ASIC expertise is available to you at any stage of
the development process. We'll help you
define system requirements, determine
the most cost-effective product solutions
and supply complete design software—
accessible at your own workstation or
through our regional design centers. And
then we take it from there: with high
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to: ASIC Customer Service, OKI Semiconductor, 650 North
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COMPANIES TO WATCH
CAN DATA TRANSLATION TRANSLATE ITS
'L. L. BEAN' EXPERTISE TO A NEW MARKET?
The mail-order supplier of data-acquisition boards is jumping into Macintosh image processing
MARLBORO, MASS.

York, agrees. Data Translation's
en the Siggraph '88 comput"most distinguishing characteristic
rgraphics show opens Aug.
is its method of distribution," he
1 in Atlanta, a dozen companies
says. "They have aformula to sell
will be running Data Translation
electronic imaging products withInc.'s QuickCapture frame-grabout an enormous in-house infraber board and software on the
structure, which is the Achilles heel
Macintosh II computers in their
of many imaging companies."
booths. What is striking about
The company's origins—capturthat is the fact that Data Translaing and processing analog inputs
tion, a 14-year-old company built
from sensors such as temperature
on data-acquisition boards for sciand pressure gauges on a single
entific and industrial uses sold
board added to amini or microcomstrictly by telephone orders, is
puter chassis—have fueled its
betting so much of its future on
growth until recently. However,
the Mac and commercial image
more than three years ago Molinari
processing.
and his senior management team
The company says QuickCaprealized that image processing ofture is the first image-processing
fered additional potential for
board for the Mac II and that Cogrowth via hardware and software
lorCapture, asister product, is the
disciplines similar to those develfirst color frame grabber to capoped for its traditional business.
ture and display live-motion color
In imaging, the sensor is differvideo images on the Mac II. Data
ent—often a video camera—and
Translation also is coming out
the applications demand high
with image-processing boards for
speed to process images at 30
IBM PCs and compatibles.
frames/s. But the semiconductor
Founded and still led by presiindustry has kept pace with the
dent Fred Molinari, the Marlboro,
need for high-speed processing on
Mass., company made its reputa- Fred Molinarl is leading Data Translation into "a whole new imaging boards by making faster
tion supplying data-acquisition era" with amarket that includes 80% of all Macintosh Il users.
microprocessors and image coboards and software primarily for
processors that Data Translation
Digital Equipment Corp. scientific and and then look at the percentage of their and other suppliers of image processing
industrial computers. More recently the
systems that need frame grabbers, we
boards are using in their products.
boards have been produced for IBM,
come up with a big number that gives
Data Translation has considerable
Compaq, Apple, Apollo, and Sun sys- us plenty of room to grow."
competition in its thrust into the scientems operating in the same scientificThat growth, in revenue and earnings,
tific-industrial image-processing busiindustrial environment.
averaged 35% a year in the last seven
ness from companies such as Imaging
Although the company plans to con- years. Net income in 1983 was $830,000 Technology Inc. of Woburn, Mass., and
tinue to serve its traditional markets,
on revenue of $10.5 million compared
Matrox Electronic Systems Ltd. of Monthe dominance of its boards at the Sig- with $3 million on $31 million in 1987, a treal. The company has atough row to
graph show indicates a substantial
solid record during a serious five-year hoe: analyst Schwarz of Shearson Lehchange in direction toward awide range recession in the computer industry.
man Hutton regards Imaging Technoloof commercial jobs, including desktop
MAIL-ORDER. A prime factor in Data
gy "as among the top, if not the top," in
publishing and presentation.
Translation's growth is its unique sales
this realm, but he doesn't count out the
Molinari characterizes the company's
strategy. The company says it's the only
feisty Data Translation.
thrust as "the start of a whole new manufacturer of board-level products that
And it isn't putting all its imaging
era.... Our [established] products ap- relies on catalog and telephone orders.
eggs in one basket. There's another
peal to about 5% of IBM PC AT users,
"We don't have a direct-selling function
new product, an RGB-to-HSI (red, green,
but with products such as QuickCap- as our primary activity to reach custom- and blue to hue, saturation, and intensiture, our market expands to include up
ers," Molinari explains. "We put out cata- ty) converter board that Schwarz charto 80% of all Mac II users."
logs each year to about 70,000 people.
acterizes as "an interesting product and
This new era may be alucrative one,
We're the L L Bean of electronics."
something worth following."
he says: "When we look at Apple ComRichard Schwarz, first vice president
That color frame-grabber board is one
puter growing at around 50% per year,
at Shearson Lehman Hutton in New
move to combat competition in color im-

Vire
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age processing, amarket Molinari says
high-performance systems based on
will fuel growth in scientific-industrial chips into the PC-XT compatible world.
and commercial applications. The compaIn that niche are NEC Corp.'s V40 highny introduced the color frame-grabber integration processor and its newer V33
board in January. It is asubsystem for chip as well as Intel's 80C186.
the IBM PC AT and compatibles that
Currently in development is apair of
includes two CMOS application-specific chips that will allow the low-power
integrated circuits that Data Translation 80C186 to achieve full compatibility with
designed in house.
PC software. Together, the pair plus the
But it's the Macintosh world that has
80C186 will form the entire computer
the company particularly excited. Be- logic core—just a disk controller, video
cause of the Mac II's advanced micro- - display, and memory must be added.
processor, NuBus, and monitor technology, Data Translation's QuickCapture
doesn't need to be as sophisticated as its
other boards, the company says. So
QuickCapture is priced at $995 for commercial applications, compared with
about $2,995 or more for many of the
other boards.
QuickCapture, undoubtedly the forerunner of several Mac II-based products, is ablack-and-white frame grabber
board and software package that captures, manipulates, and displays images
with 256 gray levels from video cameras
or VCRs. It acquires moving images in
real time, and is compatible with some
of the leading commercial imaging programs for the Mac II. In fact, Data
Translation has formed alliances with
Aldus Corp.'s PageMaker program for
page layout, Letraset USA's ImageStudio software for photo retouching, and
Claris Software's MacPaint art program.
—Lawrence Curran

Chip sets running at 16 MHz are
planned that will let system manufacturers build computers with IBM PS/2
Model 30 and PC-XT architectures.
Those systems will offer performance
roughly comparable to 10- and 12-MHz
80286-based systems, but will cost as little as afourth as much.
In addition to the clutter-reduction
chips that surround the central processor, Vadem plans to tackle embedded
PC applications that are usually very

THIS DESIGN HOUSE
COULDN'T WAIT TO
JUMP INTO CHIPS

Msultantabusiness
success of the design-conwasn't enough for

SAN JOSE, CALIF.
Making

the founders of Vadem Inc.: they wanted to jump into the competitive—and lucrative—product world with chips that
ease the design of personal computers.
And Vadem is setting its sights on a
niche that other players in this market,
which include the likes of Chips and
Technologies Inc. and Western Digital
Corp., have passed over.
Not for Vadem the high end of the
PC market, using 80286- and 80386based computers. Rather, the five-yearold San Jose company is banking on its
past design experience with chips for
MS-DOS and PC-DOS computers to enhance lower-priced microprocessors to
run those standard operating systems.
The reason is that it expects DOS to
remain the dominant operating system
through the early 1990s, says Paul Rosenfeld, chief operating officer. And
that's his opening: fitting low-cost but
Electronics/July 1988

GET INTO
THE FASTEST GAME
IN TOWN.

High-speed chips, high-speed QuickChipTM turnaround —
it's our 8.5 GHz process...that's our game. For
semicustom ICs, there's no better, faster source. Bet on it.
For asure win, call Tektronix:
1800-835-9433. Ask for Ext. 100.

ulèlktrcenix
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OCIIMITIED TO VCIELLENCE
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rapid growth,
major cutbacks.
In your costs.
If there's one idea that has driven all
our products since the beginning, it's
cutting costs without cutting corners.
And now that idea can drive all your
design projects.

And our new A+PLUS design
processor delivers 20 times more throughput than any other PC-based software.
So you can automatically fit atypical
1000-gate design, not in 30 minutes,
but in 90 seconds or less. And program
your EPLD even faster.
That's why designers measure
our products not just in microns or
nanoseconds, but in something far
more important.
Time-to-market.

In fact, across the board.

Because Altera has expanded
its original EPLD concept into a
- complete family of inexpensive,
off-the-shelf, user-configurable parts.
Which lets you create high-density,
custom logic without long design
cycles, high tooling costs or
dedicated inventory burdens.
With Altera, you get the broadest
choice of EPLDs. Not just general
purpose, but function-specific devices
for control and peripheral logic; even a
configurable bus interface for the
IBM Micro Channel'?
All of them save you time, money and
board space.
And all it takes to get going is your
PC and adesktop.

And your deadlines.
Simply put, Altera is
the fastest route from
design to silicon.
Our CAE development system lets you
enter your design
using familiar TTL
macrofunction as well
as Boolean and state
machine approaches.

Board space may be
the kindest cut of all. 0 0>
Our EPLDs can
integrate dozens
e
of parts into a
single device.
And Altera has more ways to develop
more of your real estate.
Our new EP 610 and 910 devices, for
example, give you 16 and 24 macrocell
densities with access times as fast as
25 nanoseconds.
And our new EPB 2001 and 2002
interface chips are opening doors to the
Micro Channel.
So call (408) 9842800 to cut your costs,
deadlines and space.
The more we cut back, the more you
get ahead.

3525 Monroe Street
Santa Clara, CA 95051
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space-limited. Such systems are wide- did complete system and subsystem design for computer and peripheral supplispread: they're in handheld terminals,
industrial controls, home electronics,
ers and concentrated heavily in the arnetworked terminal work stations, point- eas of laptop personal computers, power-saving techniques, and firmware
of-sale systems, and instrumentation.
Some of the company's credits include
To that end, Vadem is developing sevdeveloping the first commercial laptop
eral other chips that solve some of the
cost-sensitive interface requirements.
One is a controller
for
liquid-crystaldisplay panels; another one combines
many popular functions such as serial
and parallel ports
and logic to control
nonvolatile memory
and make it emulate adisk drive.
Founded by Chikok Shing, chair- Steering Vadem are, from left, Chikok Shing, chairman; Henry Fung,
man and chief exec- vice president of engineering; and Paul Rosenfeld, COO.
utive officer, and
PC-DOS system that Morrow Designs
Henry Fung, vice president of engineerbrought to market as the Pivot. Vadem
ing, the company has kept its ranks
later sold the design to Zenith Corp.,
small—there are still only 18 full-time
employees and a few consultants. Pri- which did some revamping and reintrovately held, the company has been prof- duced it as the successful Z-171. Other
successful designs include the Sharp
itable in 1986 and 1987 and expects its
revenues to hit $3 million in calendar Electronics PC-7000 and PC-4500 series
computers.
—Dave Bursky
1988. For the past four years, Vadem
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EARLY-BIRD RETIX
PROFITS FROM
OPEN SYSTEMS
SANTA MONICA, CALIF.
en a group of leading computer
companies demonstrated interoperability at last month's Enterprise Networking Event in Baltimore, they were
using software from Retix Corp., a
three-year-old Santa Monica company
that has quietly carved out a dominant
position in the market for software linking disparate hardware and networks.
One key to Retix's new prominence is
the rush of major computer vendors,
long mired in the proprietary-systems
trenches, to embrace the Open Systems
Interconnection standard and its sevenlayer protocol stack. The joint endorsement by adozen of the world's largest
computer moguls in May [Electronics,
May 12, 1988, p. 21] capped that process.
Success surfaced before that, however,
and data-corn watchers say the best way
to understand Retix's heady balance
sheet—nine consecutive black-ink quarters driven by adoubling of sales to $22

M8OXT TIME CODE READER MODULE
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USE YOUR IBM PC/XT FOR
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million this year—is to take company
President Andy De Marl's word: "In
terms of basic technology [for computer
interoperability software], people have to
come to Retix," he says confidently.
More than 85 blue-chip companies
around the world apparently agree. The
company's biggest customer is Italy's
Olivetti, which already has some 30,000
computer nodes, and has a contract to
buy up to $10 million worth of products
over the next two years. Others include
IBM Corp. and Boeing Corp., as well as
other computer, networking, and industrial firms in the U. S. and Far East.
While interoperability software can be
supplied on disk, Retix increasingly sells
it integrated onto printed-circuit boards
and embedded into such equipment as
bridges and routers, which translates to
an expanding hardware business, too50% of its sales, in fact.
By all accounts, Retix's 1985 implementation of OSI's protocols into workable products was afirst. Since then, it
has steadily expanded the line into dozens of offerings.
Financial analysts tagged the company a winner early on. "It has the key
technology for the major players," says
Mary McCaffree, an analyst at New
York's C. J. Lawrence. What's more,

For intoroporability, says president Andy De

Mari, "people have to come to Retix."

Retix's fastest-growing market—linking
personal computers to larger machines—is expanding 40% a year, says
Alice Bradee, an analyst at Hambrecht
& Quist, San Francisco. The only threat
would be aslowdown in the overall market, which she doesn't foresee.
Original-equipment
manufacturers
launching new lines, or large organizations needing to upgrade communications, have few competing products
from which to choose. Nor do they

Ge RECTIFIERS

•
•

Fast recovery, low Vf.

choose the expensive route of developing the products in-house. "They know
exactly what they want and only need
two to four months to port Retix [protocols] into their products. Otherwise it
could take three years," says De Mari.
Retix designs boast portability, or the
capability of running on any kind of
computer, so OEMs can easily adapt it
across all their product lines.
Retix began life as aspinoff from another Santa Monica firm, CompuCorp,
which builds hardware for data communications. De Mari and acore group of
eight networking specialists set up shop
and began writing protocol software on
commission.
Although Retix has upped its growth
momentum to the point that this year's
sales should reach nearly $22 million,
about double 1987, even bigger things
lie ahead, in the view of De Mari and
the analysts. The company has just introduced its first products for the X.400
electronic mail standard, that allows interconnection of different public and private systems and services. Use of electronic mail is booming and the Retix
founder expects that within four years
50% of all this kind of service throughout the world could be based on the
X.400 standard.
—Larry Waller

THIRMITION
NEW Handbook
For Data Acquisition

Bigger
and Better!
Our newly expanded Handbook of Personal Computer
Instrumentation for Data Acquisition. Test, Measurement,
and Control contains more than ever before. It has
everything you've ever wanted to know, and much more.
Almost 300 pages include:

Germanium, as asemiconductor material, characteristically
exhibits low energy loss at high current.
Fast recovery Ge rectifiers are now available with Vf as low
as 0.4V and current ratings from 5to 500A, in case styles
D013, D04, D05, T03, D08, D09; plus hockey puck.
The GPD catalog contains information on devices designed
for low-voltage power supplies; for use as isolation
rectifiers in battery back-up and solar systems; or as
°ring diodes in redundant power supplies; and alot more.
Germanium Power Devices Corporation,
PO Box 3065, Andover, MA 11810, USA.
617 475 5982. Tx 947150. Fax 617 470 1512.

GpD
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• A tutorial

• Achapter on available software

•An applications section
•Example programs

•System configuration guides
•Technical specifications

This S15 value is FREE for the asking. Write on your
company's letterhead to:

The New PCI Handbook, Burr-Brown Corp.
Intelligent Instrumentation
1141 West Grant Rd., #131, Tucson, Arizona 85705
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MILESTONES

LOTUS ABANDONS
MODERN JAZZ

STREAMLINE YOUR TEMP.
CONTROL CIRCUITS
WITH A
DM SERIES DIGITAL TEMP.
SENSOR MODULE

5‘51
\
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Make your temperature control circuits superior
by design. Give them the accuracy, wide range
and low operating voltage advantages they need
to outperform by specifying new DM Series
Digital Temperature Sensor Modules.
Nonproportional resistance temperature
characteristics are no longer a problem when you
use the DM Series. Circuit designers have freedom
of choice
three modes and four ranges are
available for applications such as coolers, heaters,
ovens and refrigerators.
* Four temperature ranges(switch selectable)
1:

— 20

50 C OR

—

122 F

2:

— 40 ^- 30 C OR

— 40 ---

3:

—30 ^-100 C OR

—86^-212 F

86

4: — 150 --250'C OR — 302 ---482F
SPECIFICATIONS

*Three function modes (switch selectable)
1. Thermometer mode
2. Single-point temperature control mode
3. Two-point temperature control mode
*Resolution of temp. display
*Operating voltage

0.1 Cl

1.5VDC

We have moved our headquarters.

Ishizuka Electronics Corporation
HEAD OFFICE
7-7, Kinshi 1-chome, Sumida-ku, Tokyo 130, Japan
Tel :(03)621-2704 Fax: (03)623-6100 Telex: J33324 IZECCOJ
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Modern Jazz, the integrated software
package Lotus Development
Corp.
was touting as the
successor
to
its
Jazz program for
Apple
Computer
Inc.'s Macintosh, turned out to be nothing but the blues. Modern Jazz, which
would have combined six applications in
one package, apparently hit so many
sour notes—including missing its scheduled May debut—that Lotus now says
the program no longer fits its long-term
strategy.
Instead, the Cambridge,
Mass., company says it will design a
Macintosh version of Lotus 1-2-3.

HUGHES STAYS HOME
BY POPULAR DEMAND
California roots are deeper than Hughes
Aircraft Co. bargained for. Hughes had
planned to consolidate its Missile Systems Group at the same site as the
unit's manufacturing facilities, in Tucson, Ariz., but something got in its way:
its employees. When 3,000 workers, including 1,400 engineers and scientists
with advanced degrees, refused to move
from Canoga Park, Calif., a Los Angeles suburb, Hughes decided to let everyone stay put. Playing a key role in the
reversal was new Hughes chief executive Malcolm R. Currie [Electronics,
June 1988, p. 154], who ran the Missile
Group in the early 1980s. Currie says
Hughes couldn't risk losing so much
technical talent.

SIEMENS-INTEL VENTURE
TO BUILD COMPUTERS
New computer firms arrive every week,
but not many spring from such giants
as Intel Corp. and Siemens AG. The two
companies formalized afour-year-old development effort last month with the
launching of BiiN, ajoint venture aimed
at real-time applications in automation
and computer-integrated manufacturing.
BiiN (it rhymes with wine) will be headquartered in Hillsboro, Ore., under the
leadership of Joseph Kroger, former
vice chairman of Unisys Corp. His job is
to mold Intel's expertise as a microprocessor leader with Siemens' systems-engineering talents and European market
strength into a successful line of parellel-processing, fault-tolerant computer
systems. That's going to happen fast:
manufacturing will begin in Hillsboro
and Nuremburg, West Germany, before
the year is out.
Electronics/July 1988
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PEOPLE TO WATCH
IMAGE DATA'S PIERCE IS DRIVING
TO SUCCEED WHERE AT&T FAILED
He's making asuccess of Photophone—and he's repacking the technology into new products
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS

C

hances are that Glenn Pierce won't
be making an American Express "Do
you know me?" TV commercial anytime
soon. But that's fine. Unlike the average
corporate honcho, the genial president
of Image Data Corp. has access to another kind of avideo network.
Pierce, a 14-year veteran of IBM
Corp.'s marketing and management
team, joined Image Data last year, and
has led the five-year-old San Antonio
maker of Photophone into the black,
with effective management and imaginative repackaging of the company's
technology. There are now more than
2,000 Photophones transmitting still images and voices around the globe at
high speed. Actual transmission is over
conventional telephone lines courtesy of
AT&T Co.—which once failed in the
same business with asystem called PicturePhone—and other telecom authorities, including one in Moscow.
THE WHITE HOUSE? There are persistent
rumors, which go unconfirmed by
Pierce, that at least one Photophone is
in the White House. "All Ican say is
that there is asignificant amount of effort going on that will allow communications that are not now possible," says
Pierce enigmatically.
The main uses of the Photophone are
more prosaic than political. They involve transmitting documents, images
of circuit designs, CAD/CAM drawings,
X-rays, and avariety of other businessoriented graphics. And the market is
there—Image Data's sales are up 40%
over 1987, and expenses are under control, awelcome relief after afew rocky
startup years. Projected profits for 1988
are $250,000 on sales of $6.8 million.
How has this tiny startup succeeded
where megacorporation AT&T failed? In
Pierce's view, one key is Image Data's
recognition that transmitting moving
pictures means little to the typical corporate customer, but costs a whole lot
more. A cool $250,000 is not unheard of
for moving-picture videophone studios.
By contrast, Photophone is priced at
$9,000 and can be plugged into any
phone jack.
"My background is with IBM," says
Electronics/July 1988

Pierce, "and Ivery about how we could use it in new ways."
often found in dealThe first product of Pierce's technoloing with customers
gy-stretching is the Image Terminal,
that large corpora- which uses Digital Equipment Corp.'s
tions can't shift re- Vr100 terminal emulation to access
sources and put large data bases from distant locations.
their focus on speOne application among many, says
cific new applica- Pierce, is in real estate firms, which can
tions." But tiny Image Data has "been
give prospective buyers a "tour" of
able to look at emerging applications.
available homes in San Antonio, for exWe saw a tremendous need for high- ample, from asales office in New York.
quality gray scale and color still images
Image Data is also spinning off new
while others were chasing the expensive
companies. One of the first, Photo Teleteleconferencing market," he says.
sis Inc. of San Antonio, is concentrating
With an eye toward keeping hardware
on government business. David Monroe,
and transmission costs down, Image
formerly Image Data's head engineer
Data developed much of its key technol- and president of the spinoff, put togethogy in house. For example, data com- er a ruggedized, militarized version of
pression and proprietary error-correc- Photophone. Photo Telesis's lastest
tion systems mean it takes 15 to 20 secproduct is aTempest version.
onds to transmit a
typical line drawing,
as compared with
three or four minutes without the
new technology.
Much of Image
Data's
technology
drive comes from
founder Gerard Cullen, now the vice
president of business
development. "Like
many
technology
companies, we needed an evangelist in
the beginning to get
everybody
excited
and convinced of our
idea," says Larry
Buerk, a company
spokesman.
"Then Pierce Is set to use Image Data's technology in different ways. The
you need a long- company already has aspinoff aimed at government sales.
term manager to im
plement the strong marketing and finanPierce refers to an old time clock—the
cial disciplines." Enter Pierce.
kind once used to punch in and out of
Pierce has brought Image Data more
work—in his office, to help illustrate his
than profitability; he also has brought a idea of corporate growth. The clock was
new kind of strategic thinking. "It's the
manufactured by International Time Reway he sees things," says Buerk. "Before
corders, IBM's predecessor. "My perhe arrived, we saw ourselves strictly as a spective is simple," he says, pointing.
Photophone company. He saw all the
"That is where IBM started out, but it's
technology we had developed—video certainly not where they are today, and
board, image-compression algorithms, and
that's because they were able to move
modem board—and started thinking on to new opportunities."-Jack Shandle
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WHY KUNDE IS THE
FIRST YANK NAMED
TO EPSON'S BOARD
TORRANCE, CALIF.

en Epson America Inc.'s first personal computer—the QC-10—fell
flat on its face, executives at the company's Japanese parent, Seiko, decided
that weak marketing had killed it. They
had a problem and the solution they
came up with was decidedly unJapanese.
They put an American, Eugene R.
Kunde, in charge of setting things right.
Kunde had earned his computer-marketing stripes at his Minneapolis based
company, Great Northern Data Systerns, before its acquisition by Epson in
1985. Now Kunde has breathed robust
life into the Epson Equity PC family, so
Seiko should be patting itself on its back
for its departure from Japanese corporate strategy. Kunde exercised unrivaled autonomy for an American head
of a Japanese firm's U. S.-based unit.
His election last May to Epson Amenca's board of directors was unprecedented: he's its first non-Japanese member.
Under Kunde's command, Epson's PC
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Epson America. "In the case of the late
and lamented QC-10, Epson America's
original Japanese manager ignored that
commandment, endowing the machine
with Japanese-conceived features that
did not include IBM compatiblity."
Seiko's senior executives gave him
great freedom, he says, and the firm
soon launched its first models in the Equity Series of PC-compatibles. Since
then, Epson has regularly added timely
hardware, including a popular laptop
computer. It also started designing
some of its products in 1986 at a San
Jose, Calif., center and producing them
at aplant in Portland, Ore.
Lessons learned in the hard-fighting
U. S. arena are starting to pay off in the
r..
Japanese PC market, which Kunde calls
"a whole different ballgame." Some of
the software applications and features
honed for the U. S. market have been introduced into machines for Japan, helping the parent company spring into the
No. 2spot behind NEC Corp. in personal
r.
computer sales. Kunde says he expects
further synergy—and a further rise in
=
Japanese sales. For those who would
duplicate his role, he notes the need for
,
recognizing "that we are not the same,
and that the differences in culture" can
cause glitches. "Be very sure that ey"To survive in PCs, stay close to the custom - eryone understands things in the same
way."
—Larry Waller
er," preaches Epson's Gene Kunde.

market share has grown large enough
to vie for a spot just below the topranking U. S. sellers led by IBM, Apple,
Compaq, and Leading Edge. "Gene is a
very important part of Epson's success," says Epson president Yasuhiro
Tsubota.
"The only way you can survive [in
PCs] is to be close to the customer,"
says Kunde, whose title is executive
vice president and general manager of
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Commemorating over 20 years
of rad -hard IC service
First Minuteman, Polaris, Poseidon. Later MK-21, Trident I, Trident II, MX. Now MILSTAR and GPS. Soon SDI.
Where has more than two decades of meeting your
highest-performance needs left us? The leading rad-hard
IC supplier to the military! Your job's not finished; neither
is ours. In silicon or in gallium arsenide, we'll be there. We're
there now. Call. In U.S. phone 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1935.
In Canada: 1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1935.
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One source, one workstation for
all ASIC military/space designs
You remember what semicustom used to be: all that time
and money with no assurance your ICs would withstand
hi-rel environments. Now Harris gives AS1Cs achange for
the better. With advanced cell libraries...an open-system
CAE/CAD toolset...integration with industry standard
workstations (Daisy, Mentor, Sun and other UNIX-based
platforms).
You do the front-end. Trust the back-end — masks,
manufacturing, screening, packaging — to us. For the
assured ASIC performance you're looking for, look to us!
In U.S. phone 1-800-4-HARRIS, Ext. 1940. In Canada:
1-800-344-2444, Ext. 1940.
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READER'S REPORT
How fast is fast?

We at Lattice read with interest your cover story, "Programmable
logic devices: the next generation" [Electronics, May 12, 1988, p. 61]. However, we
must point out that great care must be
taken in discussing device speeds. In the
Altera story, for example, describing the MAX as a60-MHz
device does your readers adisservice since it implies that the
chip could be used in the data
path of a60-MHz system. That is
clearly not the case. In fact, the
60-MHz number derives from
the toggle frequency of asingle internal
flip-flop. (Ours toggle at 80 MHz!)
Your readers deserve to know whether
the products they're reading about are
available. The Lattice products that Iwish
you reported on are at least as far along
as either the Altera or TI products. Non&
theless, we indicate availability in calendar 1989. Lattice has shipped more CMOS
programmable logic devices than all the
other makers combined. We are also the
only supplier of CMOS devices at 15 ns;
over half of the one million units amonth
we build are 15 ns. All this should point
out that we're the speed and volume leader in CMOS PLDs, and that's not to say

To the editor:

that we're not pushing density, as well.
Raymond P Capees
Lattice Semiconductor Corp.
Hillsboro, Ore.
•Toggle frequencies were used in the
report to describe the speed of PLDs because they present the least
ambiguous measurement of
performance that is not tied to
how devices are used in aparticular system application or
to chip densities. The internal
clock frequencies focus on the
speed ofthe process and circuit
design, presenting afigure ofmerit that
allows engineers to calculate a rough
measure of system performance for an
application. It was not intended to imply that toggle frequencies were the
same as system frequencies.

Welcome to N. J.

Ienjoyed your April 28th
Editor's Letter for its quick information
on the magazine's change in ownership,
the future of Electronics, and your
change in commute from New York City
to New Jersey—even though the "wilds"
of New Jersey might become rather domestic all too soon.
To the editor:

We are proud of the fact that Bellcore
[Bell Communications Research, the r&
search and development operation shared
by the seven Bell regional operating companies] has come along way in its 4-1/2year life. "Welcome to New Jersey" from
aGarden State neighbor.
John E. Lucas
Bellcore
Bell Communications Research
Livingston, N J.

Corrections

In the article on first-in, first-out registers [Electronics, June 1988, p. 421 the
illustration gave an incorrect breakdown of the market for 1988. The correct
figures are $55 million for RAM-based
FIF0s, $20 million for shift-registerbased ones, and $5 million for those
based on smart RAMs.
In the same issue, p. 29, the megabit static RAMs article incorrectly reported the
Mom device's standby power. It 4mA.
In the May 12th issue, in the article on
Texas Instruments Inc. 's erasable PLDs,
p. 71, the name of one of the design engineers was misspelled. He is Shailesh
Kadakia.

Eager to bring your
data entry costs down to earth?
The key is in Barbados.
Many of your competitors have already discovered that
data entry and processing is afar more profitable process
in Barbados.
Our work force is skilled and easily trainable, productive
and enthusiastic. Our government is business oriented and
welcomes any company that wants to dramatically reduce
the high cost of data processing.
Our stable political and economic environment is ideal for

e

your business. You'll enjoy major tax concessions and yet
have all the advantages of afully developed business center.
Barbados has international sea and air ports; and the
most advanced telecommunications system in the
Caribbean.
Barbados provides the perfect climate for business. But
why not discover that for yourself? Write or call us for
more information.
/
/

BARBADOS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT CORP.

800 Semnd .\\.e

17th Hr . NY. \Y 10017 (212)867 6420

•

e

/

/et,

This material is prepared by Van Brunt &Co., Advertising Marketing, Inc.. 300 East 42nd SI., New York, NY, registered with the Dept. of Justice. Washington, D.C. under the Foreign Agents Registration act as an agent of
Barbados Industrial Development Corporation, 800 Second Ave., New York. NY. This material is filed with the Dept. of Justice where the required registration is available for public inspection. Registration does not indicate
approval of the contents of this material by the United Stales Government- U.S./Foreign Agents Registration No. 1704.
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BOOK REVIEW

TURNING 'MADE IN U.S.A.'
INTO A PLUS AGAIN
GLOBAL COMPETITIVENESS: Getting the U. S. Back on Track
Martin K. Starr, ed.
New York: W. W. Norton & Co., $9.85 paper, $19.95 hardcover

en Iwas growing up in
W
he 1960s and '70s, the
phrase "Made In Japan"
meant "Made Like Junk."
When something broke down,
atransistor radio or aportable
TV or an electric mixer, the excuse was always the same:
"What did you expect from the cheap
Japanese thing, anyway?"
We're not saying that anymore. Today, when something breaks down,
we're more likely to damn aU. S. manufacturer. Japanese quality is renowned
world-wide, and "Made in the USA" just
doesn't carry the same weight as it used
to. The tides, as we all know, have
turned.
Can we turn them back again? The authors of Global Competitiveness: Getting the U. S. Back on Track say we
can, but that it won't be easy. They say
fundamental changes in the way we do
business, in our legal system, and in the
way Americans view their jobs will be
necessary to bring the U.S. out of its
steep decline. And they remind us that
great nations do indeed fall, and that "the
verdict of history is always suicide."
The book, a collection of essays by
some of the nation's leading political
and social thinkers, takes the reader on
a trip through Hell: the U. S. in the
1980s. Each of 10 articles drags us

through yet another array of
disturbing and discouraging
figures: that U. S. productivity
gains, a paltry 0.06% since
1980, are less than half as
good as West Germany's and
'only a quarter as good as Japan's; that our crime rate outstrips any other in the Western World;
that our $2 trillion national debt is bigger than the gross national product of
most of the nations on Earth; that the
average American family takes home
less money today, when adjusted for inflation, then it did 20 years ago.
This is not easy bedside reading. It
makes you angry, it makes you sad, and
it makes you want to do something
about it. And although much of the material is heavy going—with the most notable exception being "Crisis: The Uncompetitive Society," by former Colorado Gov. Richard D. Lamm—this is not
just another collection of hand-wringing
testimonials blaming all of America's
economic problems on the shortsightedness of Big Business, Big Labor, or the
evil crowd on Wall Street.
Authors like Lamm and Columbia
University professors A. Blanton Godfrey and Peter Kolesar paint a picture
of a place where society itself is to
blame. Management has lost its competitive instinct, labor has failed to offer an

honest day's work, and quality isn't
even aword in our vocabulary. We have
failed to maintain our schools, we
haven't done enough to nurture fledgling businesses and industry, and we
have failed as marketers, unable to exploit technology in the most lucrative
commercial markets. Instead, we have
let the Japanese and others take over
one market after another, high-tech and
low-tech, clothing and televisions, hand
tools and semiconductors.
But Godfrey and Kolesar don't blame
the Japanese. And they don't accept the
easy explanations to Japan's dramatic
success—that they can copy, but cannot
innovate, or that the U. S. gave them everything in the first place. Their point is
simple: "The root cause of the Japanese
sucesss is that in industry after industry
the Japanese have consistently been able
to produce higher quality and lower cost
goods." And the only way the U. S. economy can hope to survive, they warn, is by
learning to produce goods as well or better than the Japanese.
There is reason to think we can. For
although the U. S. economy is "saddled
with public and private debt, and
plagued
by
sluggish productivity
growth and a massive trade deficit,"
writes Joseph Duffey, chancellor of the
University of Massachusetts at Amherst, "at the same time, it enjoys the
advantages of a highly skilled labor
force, awell-developed research and development infrastructure, and the
world's largest market."
Global Competitiveness is something
unusual: it's intelligent, it's insightful,
and it's not full of bluster. This isn't Lee
Iacocca ticking off clever one-liners.
This is amanagement book with something to say.
-Tobias Naegele

Would you hesitate to save

US $150,000?
VARIA Ni-Cd button cells, if used instead of cylindricals, may decrease
your production costs remarkably.
For instance, if you produce
100,000 real-time clock devices per
year using VARTA button cells
with less than 300 mAh you will
save at least US$ 150,000.

Let us prove that to you! Also check
these other advantages: Small
Dimensions, Low Self-Discharge,
VARIA Batterie AG •Am Leineufer 51 •D-3000 Hannover 21 W.-Germany
VARIA Batteries Inc. •300 Executive Boulevard Elmsford NY. 10523-1202 USA
VARIA Batteries Pte. Ltd. RO.Box 55 Bedok North Post Office Singapore 9146

Rugged Construction, High Charging
Efficiency and Good Load Performance

Using VARIA Ni-Cd button cells gives
the benefits of superior
energy, better design
o
and lower costs to
your product.
Order your test samples

VA RTA

The world's largest battery only manufacturers
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WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
DO THE LITTLE GUYS GET SQUEEZED BY THE PENTAGON'S SPENDING FREEZE?

D

eputy Secretary of Defense William Taft IV relaxed the six-week moratorium on research and development spending June 30, putting to rest fears
that the freeze might be extended through September. Taft froze spending
May 20 for new R&D contracts and a range of other spending, such as
overtime pay and business travel, to try to bring defense spending outlays in
line with appropriations. Beginning in March, the Pentagon had been running
$1 billion or more over budget each month. The freeze brought aflood of mail
from small defense contractors, who claimed they were unfairly being forced
to shoulder the burden of the Pentagon's budget crunch. The Council of Defense and Space Industry Associations—which includes the American Electronics Association, the Electronic Industries Association, and the Aerospace
Industries Association, among others—warned that, "If sustained, the current
policy will result in business failure, job loss, and most importantly, loss of
valuable capabilities." Even now, however, Taft has only authorized contracting officers to spend 75% of the appropriated funds for the year's final quarter. The Pentagon will process contracts as if the contractors had been lining
up since May 21, so it could be months before some companies see any
federal money. Taft is trying to help the little guys, though. In lifting the ban he
advised that "special consideration should be given to small and minority
business contracts to avoid unnecessary hardships."
E

THE ARMY WILL FUND THE LHX AFTER ALL

The

Army's $37 billion program to develop the LHX, or Light Helicopter

Experimental, a next-generation combat helicopter, is back on track. The
LHX seemed all but dead last December, but the Defense Resources Board in
June approved a modified LHX program for which development could begin
by fall. A request for proposals describing the downsized 7,500-lb. aircraft is
already out, and 18-month contracts worth about $165 million are expected to
go to each of two teams, one headed by Boeing Helicopters and Sikorsky
Aircraft Co. and the other led by McDonnell Douglas Helicopter Co. and Bell
Helicopter Textron. "We'll produce a cockpit, but mostly paper," says a
spokesman at McDonnell Douglas, which will handle the mission-equipment
package, including all on-board computers, avionics, and communications
systems, for the McDonnell/Bell team. "It could even be a full-scale mockup.
But it won't be a fly-off sort of thing." Even so, the Army will pick a winner at
end of that phase for one of the biggest Army programs around: 2,100 helicopters worth $7.5 million each.
D

CONVEX BUILDS AN ADA COMPILER FOR HIGH-SPEED VECTOR APPLICATIONS

M

ilitary and aviation engineers have struggled to meet Pentagon rules
requiring the use of Ada while taking advantage of advances in computer
hardware, such as high-speed vector facilities. That's why Convex Computer
Corp., a Richardson, Texas, maker of minisupercomputers, developed what it
says is the first vectorizing Ada compiler. The Ada Joint Program Office has
already certified the compiler, which can speed up Ada applications running
on Convex computers by afactor of 8 to 10 or more, says Brian Christianson,
a support specialist for Convex in Greenbelt, Md. The compiler automatically
recognizes the parts of a task that can be vectorized, he says, and then generates vector assembly instructions instead of scalar instructions. The compiler won't help much with existing software, however, "because Ada is a richer
language and has more constructs than Fortran or C to prevent vectorizing,"
Christianson says. But if an Ada programmer writes his program more like he
would in Fortran—simply, that is—"he can optimize for vectorization" and
realize the potential speed advantages.
El
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WASHINGTON NEWSLETTER
INDUSTRY PUSHES CONGRESS FOR TWO-YEAR DEFENSE BUDGETS

S

kin-tight defense budgets in the years to come are stirring more interest in
multiyear defense budgets, which would offer greater stability to the defense industry but take away some fiscal flexibility from Congress and the
Pentagon. "With the federal budget deficit and the corresponding need to
hold down spending, the DOD will do well to get a zero-percent real-growth
budget in coming years," says Sen. Jeff Bingaman (D-N. M.) of the Senate
Armed Services Committee. And that will require better planning. The U. S. is
the only nation worldwide with a one-year defense budget, says Jacques
Gansler, senior vice president and director of Analytic Sciences Corp., a
Washington consulting firm. "We need greater line-item stability," he says.
"Congress changes 50% of the line items in the defense budget every year,
which is inexcusable, and the DOD changes 100% of the line items every
year, which is twice as inexcusable." Defense procurement has been a hot
topic in Washington since last fall, and the 1989 Senate Defense Authorization
Bill includes some reform legislation, Bingaman says. But these address other
issues, such as over-regulation of contractors and training for military procurement personnel [Electronics, March 31, 1988, p. 83]. Whether Congress is
willing to lock itself into a two-year defense spending plan is another question—one that probably won't be answered until after the fall elections.
III

HOW WILL CHEROKEE MEET DEMAND FOR ITS RUGGED CD-ROM DRIVES?
anterest in compact-disk read-only memories for military applications has
Ispurred a number of companies to build ruggedized versions of commercial
CD-ROM drives, but only one firm has built a rugged version from the ground
up. The Cherokee Tracker from Cherokee Data Systems Inc. combines industrial components, custom hybrid circuitry, and a modified write-once, readmany-times optical head in a rugged package that complies with military standards for lightning, static control, and electromagnetic and radio-frequency
emissions. Now the company is preparing to test the unit to meet the Pentagon's Tempest specifications for emi and rfi emissions, says David Moracco,
product marketing manager at the Boulder, Colo., company. Four-year-old
Cherokee has been shipping small quantities of the drives, which cost
$12,806 in single-unit quantities, since the fall. But with firm orders in hand
for volume shipments starting in September, Cherokee now has to worry
about meeting demand that Moracco estimates at 800 units a month by the
second quarter of 1989. That's going to be tough. Cherokee's current maximum annual capacity of 3,000 units is less than 33% of what's needed. D

ALPHASIL BRINGS A COLOR ACTIVE-MATRIX LCD TO MARKET
Its no secret that aircraft designers would like to rip out the bulky CRT displays in today's cockpits and replace them with lighter flat-panel displays
instead. But flat panels have their problems, not the least of which has been
their inability to produce color graphics that can be read in bright sunshine.
So most experts have said monochrome flat-panel liquid crystal displays
would have to come first. But Alphasil Inc., a six-year-old supplier of custom
flat -panel displays in Fremont, Calif., is trying to leapfrog the competition by
offering a color active-matrix display for avionics. The displays, available in 4by-4-in. and 4-by-5-in. versions, incorporate 13 layers of silicon processing. A
liquid crystal acts as a shutter like a typical LCD, but Alphasil adds polyimide
dyes to provide color and a neon-fluorescent cold-cathode backlight for night
visibility. "We're the only people making large-format active-matrix displays,"
says Thomas D. Stahl, marketing director at Alphasil. "There are some Japanese firms using them in small color TVs, but not this size." Alphasil is selling
a three-color development system built into a laptop computer for $4,995.E
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Siggraph
TheConference

'88
on
Computer Graphics
and
Interactive
Techniques Aug. 1-5
will include panel
discussions ranging
beyond
narrow
technical applications into the standards
and strategies that should be of special
interest to engineering managers.
One panel will examine the strengths
of X-Windows—a rapidly emerging windowing standard—in the context of sophisticated computer-aided graphics systems. Among the topics for discussion
will be the adequacy of the X-Windows
tool kit, possible three-dimensional extensions to X-Windows, and its relationship
to other windowing systems.
Following up on the graphics world's
recognized need for standards, another
panel discussion will devote its energies
to extending existing standards to meet
industry requirements. Topics will include
the likelihood of multiple coexisting standards forced by user preferences, and the
upward compatibility of de facto standards, as well as strategies for improving
the standards-making process.
Sponsored by the Association for
Computing Machinery's Special Interest
Group on Computer Graphics, Siggraph
'88 will be held at the Georgia World
Congress Center, Atlanta, Ga. For more
information about the technical program, contact the conference managers,
Smith, Bucklin and Associates Inc., 111
E. Wacker Drive, Chicago, Ill. 60601;
(312) 644-6610.
TESTING. In September, the 1988 International Test conference will explore a
broad range of technology topics in
varying depths, but the keynote address
will be of special interest to managers.
Speaking on "Managing Quality: Today's Opportunities and Tomorrow's
Challenges," A. Blanton Godfrey, president of the Juran Institute, Wilton,
Conn., will examine a mix of corporate
experiences with quality management
systems, placing special emphasis on
successful strategies.
The conference will be held Sept. 1214 at the Sheraton Washington, Washington D.C. For more information, contact ITC at P.O. Box 264, Mt. Freedom,
N.J. 07970; (201) 895-5260.
A listing of other key conventions,
shows and expositions on the Electronics calendar include:
1988 International Conference on Paral-

Aug. 15-19 on the campus
of Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa. For more information,
contact T. Feng, E.E. East Bldg., The
Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pa. 16802.
lel Processing,
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Automation,

Sunseri, Disk Equipment and Materials
Association, 710 Lakeway, Suite 170,
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086; (408) 720-9352.

Diskcon '88 Technical Conference, Sept.
20-21 at the Santa Clara Convention
Center, Santa Clara, Calif. Contact Julie

Sept. 21-23 at
the University of Manchester, Manchester, UK. Contact Dr. Peter Hicks, Department of Electrical Engineering &
Electronics, UMIST, P.O. Box 88, Manchester M60 1QD UK; 061 236 3311.

The Conference and Exhibition for Optical
Storage

and

Digital

Document

Image

Sept. 7-9 at the Sheraton
Washington Hotel, Washington, D.C.
Marilyn Reed, Meckler Corp., 11 Ferry
Lane West, Westport, Conn. 06880; (203)
226-6967.

Fourteenth European Solid-State Circuits
Conference (ESSCIRC '88),

Daicel Chemical: AWorldclass Leader
in Recording Materials

Daicel Chemical Industries is a worldclass leader in the development and manufacture of optical
and magneto-optical disk products. The Company is leading the industry in research and
development of disk substrates and magnetic film materials, focusing on polycarbonate
substrates and magnetic films made from amorphous (non-crystalline) four element
alloys of neodymium, dysprosium, iron, and cobalt. Our research has brought about
results:results that mean an improvement in recording densitities, an improvement in performance, and an improvement in overall disk quality. At
Daicel we will continue to apply our "chemitronicalotal system
approach to solving our customers problems and developing a new generation of technologies to
support the information age.

DAICEL CI-EMICAL INDUSTRIES, LTD.
Tokyo Head Office: 8-1, Kasumigaseki 3-chome, Chiyoda-ku,
Tokyo 100, Japan Phone:1031507-3112 [Optical Memory Division)
Telex: 222-4632 DAICEL JFacsimile: 103)593-2708
Daicel [U.S.A.] Inc.: 611 West 6th Street. Suite 2152 Los Angeles,
CA 90017. U.S.A. Phone: [213)629-3656/3657
Daicel [Europe] GmbH: konigsallee 92a, 4000 Dusseldorf 1.
FR. Germany Phone: [02111 134158
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Direct
Connection Ads
To Advertise call Brian Ceraolo (201) 393-6478

NEW

"The Best 8051 Emulator

Pull Down

IS

Menus with
Context

téllitiZielÉ1
.
». ......77a.
or-eilein

Sensitive
Help

8051

NEW STATIONARY INPUT — MOUSE-TRAK
•The space saving input device that emulates both
Microsoft and Mouse Systems RS-232 mice. •With a
single connection to your computer. no power supoly is
needed. •MOUSE-TRAKs ergonomic design puts
complete control of cursor and input at your fingertips.
•Speed control allows the user to toggle the resolution
with a4:1 ratio. •User definable keys adds versatility
and comfort. $139.00- $179.00.
For Further Information, Contact: 3121 Benton Drive,
Garland, TX 75042 •800-533-4822. Fax #(214) 4944159.
ITAC SYSTEMS, INC.
CIRCLE 500

PC based emulators for the 8051 family
0051. 8751, 8052. 8752. 8031, 8032, 8344, 80C452, 80C152, 80535, 110C451)

pc tana
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PRICES: 32K Emulator tor 8031 51790, 4K Waco $1495

CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE DEMO DISK!
Ask about our demo VIDEO!

VMEbus SCSI HOST BUS ADAPTER
The RIMFIRE 3510 adapter provides high performance and flexibility for VMEbus compatible systems
using the SCSI bus. 5MB/s sync. and 2MB's async.
transfers. Supports disconnect/reconnect. Pass
through SCSI command interface. Single-ended and
differential versions. 30 MB/s VMEbus burst rate. Includes floppy port. Quantity one price of $1195.
CIPRICO INC., 2955 Xenium Lane, Plymouth, MN
55441 •!612) 559-2034

noHau
CORPORATION

51 E. Campbell Aye. 107E. Campbell. CA 95008 14081 888-1820

PC BASED EMULATORS

CIRCLE 501

IEEE-488 For Personal
System/2 Computers

CIPRICO

CIRCLE 502

"D" SIZE PLOTTER
$2295°°
k. ET .1I 1.

$1,695 00
INTRODUCTORY
OFFER

• IBM Personal System/2 151 Micro Channeln.,
• DMA transfer rates up to 1M bytes/sec
• Industry's best and most extensive software
• Free technical support and phone call
• 2-year warranty

4 er NATIONAL 1'4
11%, MSTRUMENTS
12109 Technology Blvd.
Austin. Texas 78727-6204
111

FREE CATALOG
138

Call for
FREE Catalog
800-531-4742
512-250-9119
CIRCLE 503

BUSTRAK MICROSYSTEM BUS ANALYZER,
THE $1495.00 TIME MACHINE!
Save REALTIME ir X-PAT system and peripheral
design. Resident BusTrak sets up in minutes for routine
bus data capture. Features flextle triggering, advanced post processing, captures 80 channels, 8 K
deep. CALL TODAY FOR FREE DEMO DISKETTE!
APPLIED PHYSICS. INC. (317) 497-1718. P.O. 2368,
West Lafayette. IN 47906

• Model PC 3600
•Repeatability .001"
• Speed at 7" Per Second
•Vacuum Paper Hold Down
• High Resolution Circles: Suitable for
PCB Artwork

(415) 490-8380

ZEFe ICON

Box 1669 • Fremont, CA 94538
BUS ANALYZER

CIRCLE 504

ZERICON

CIRCLE 505
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'J-7 Emulation Technology. inc.

$91.00 * SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER
•500 piece price, model MOL45 shown, 6800 MPU,
serial I/O, parallel I/O. RAM, EPROM, 44 pin 4.5X6.5"
PCB EXPANSION MODULES, RAM, EPROM, CMOS
RAM battery, analog I/O, serial I/O, parallel I/O,
counter/timer, IEEE-488 EPROM programmer, floppy
disks cassette, breadboard, keyboard display.
WINTEK CORPORATION,
1801 South Street. Lafayette, IN 47904-2993.
(317) 742-8428 or (800) 742-6809
SINGLE BOARD COMPUTER

CIRCLE 506

SCHEMATIC AND PCB SOFTWARE
Create and revise schematics and PCBs quickly and
simply with HiWIRE PLUS®and your IBM PC. With a
click of mouse button, select asymbol from our extensive library or create your own. Netlist, bill-of-materials,
and design-checking utilities are included. HiWIREPlus is $895 and comes with a30-day money-back
guarantee. Credit cards accepted.
WINTEK CORP., 1801 South St., Lafayette, IN 47904.
•(800) 742-6809 or (317) 742-8428

FREE CATALOG
* Test Adapters (Socketed LCC/PLCC/PGA)
* Test Clips (Surfaced Mounted SOIC/PLCC)
* 150 Types of Prototyping Board Adapters
* 125 Types of Programming Socket Converters
* Many Types of Emulator Pod Converters
* PGA/PLCC Extraction/Insertion Tools
* And Much. Much More...

EREF Emulation Technology.

2368-8 Walsh Ave • 810g 0 • Santa Clara, CA 95051
TEL 1408) 982.0660 • FAX 14081982-0664

Hi WIRE

CIRCLE 507

FREE CATALOG

CIRCLE 508
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TOMORROW'S PCB CAD
TECHNOLOGY ... TODAY!
AutoPCB offers PCB design for PC/ATs and SUN
Workstations. Al techniques find optimal routing patterns, producing complete routing with few vies. Multiple layers are routed simultaneously. Photoplotters
and drill tapes are supported. AutoCAD is used for
interactive graphics and design documentation. Priced
from $2000 to $7500. Dealer inquiries are invited.

PC/MS DOS, VAX VMS, UNIX
•Fast Version 2.2
•Conditional assembly
• Binary or ASCII Hex file output
• New expanded Manual
•Powerful macros
• Relocatable or absolute code
ENERTEC INC. 19 Jenk ns Ave. Lansdale, PA 19446
•215-362-0966 • telex 4948709 MC/V

PRO.LIB, INC., 624 E. Evelyn Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086. Tel. (408) 732-1832, FAX (408) 732-4932
PRO.LIB

CIRCLE 509

YOUR
AD
HERE
Black and White?
Or Full Color?
Now the choice is yours.
Simply send us your copy.
54 characters per line X10 lines Max.
Plus ablack and white glossy, color print, slide, or
transparency and atwo-line headline, max. 30
characters per line. We'll do the rest. Or you can do
it all and send us your complete, 2-1/4"w X3"d
Negatives (B/W or 4/C)
CIRCLE 512
Electronics /July, 1988
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T3 SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSOR
The T3 Scientific Word Processing System is the
best technical document preparation program available for IBM PCs and compatibles (winner PC
Magazine Editor's Choice Award, Feb. 25, 1986). With
amenu-driven interface and graphics screen display,
T, provides you with adirect way to produce documents containing complex expressions.
TCI SOFTWARE RESEARCH, INC. 1190 Foster
Road, Las Cruses, NM 88001 USA •800-974-2383 •
505-522-4600
SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING

SP.f.1 111/111

mourn
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Analog Circuit Simulation
NEW
IS_SPICE/386
$386.00

-

OCI

Runs on 386 PC's in
protected
mode
with DOS 3.1 & up.
Uses 287, 387 or
v W1167 coprocessor

•IS SPICE, $95.00: Performs AC, DC and Transient analysis; runs on all 80?86 PC's in real mode.
•PRE SPICE, $200.00: Adds Monte Carlo Analysis, Sweeps, Optimization, libraries and algebraic
parameter evaluation.
•Intu Scope, $250: A graphics post processor
works like adigital oscilloscope. Easy to use with
all the waveform operations you will ever need.
•SPICE NET, $295: Schematic entry for any
SPICE simulator. Automatically makes aSPICE net
list and places Intu_Scope waveforms on your
schematic.
•30Day
Money Back
Guarantee

SOFTWARE

intusoft
(213. 833-0710

P.O. Box 6607
San Pedro, CA
90734 -6607

CIRCLE 513

1116111:1411

ELECTRONIC TOOLS AND
TEST EQUIPMENT
Color illustrated 195-page catalog from Specialized
Products Company details an extensive selection of
electronic tool kits, test equipment, telecommunications equipment and electronic production aids. Indexed catalog shows digital multimeters, breakout
boxes, hand tools, soldering equiupment and more -all
with specifications and prices.
SPECIALIZED PRODUCTS CO., 2117 W. Walnut Hill
Ln., Irving, TX 75038. Phone (800) 527-5018
CATALOG

CIRCLE 514
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DYNAMIC RAM

SIMM
1Mbit
41256
41256
41256
51258
41256
41256
41264

1048Kx9
1048Kx1
256Kx1
256Kx1
256Kx1
*2561(x1
256Kx1
256Kx1
+ 64Kx4

100 ns S635.00
100 ns
38.50
60 ns
16.00
15.50
80 ns
15.50
100 ns
15.95
100 ns
13.95
120 ns
150 r1S
12.50
16.95
120 ns

EPROM
27C1000 128Kx8 200 ns

27C512
27256
27128

64Kx8 200 ns
32Kx8 250 ns
16Kx8 250 ns

STATIC RAM
120 ns
120 ns

43256L-12 32Kx8
6264P-12
8Kx8

Great Designs Start With
Tango-Schematic: Just $495.

$37.50
14.95
7.50
6.95
$16.50
10.50

.8

OPEN 61
2 DAYS, 73o ma.10 P. SHIP VIA FED-EX ON SAT.
/
WE EXPORT ONLY TO CANADA, GUAM. PUERTO RICO 6 VIRGIN ISLANDS
SAT DELIVERY
INCLUDED ON
FEU-EX ORDERS
RECEIVED BY
flt SW Ps
as.
fr P.I

110.25 I•

Masle ,Cara VISA 0, UPS CASH COO

Factory New, Prime Parts
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MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED

CIRCLE 515

Designs quickly come to life with Tango-Schematic's easyto-use drawing editor and extensive component libraries.
Features four line types, four text sizes, repeat and block
functions, unique built-in word processor. Includes DRC,
BOM, Wire List, Net List outputs and crisp plots, prints, or
laserprints. The perfect front end to our popular
Tango-PCB and Tango-Route board design systems.
For IBM PC/X17AT/PS2. Just $495. Full-function Demo
Package: $10. Order toll-free 800 433-7801. VISA/MC.
Thirty-day money back guarantee.
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 'Dade St., San Diego, CA 92121
Outside N., S. America contact HST Technology (Australia)
Phone: 61-02-34-8499 FAX: 61-02-23-8771

TANGO SCHEMATICS

CIRCLE 516

ANALOG CIRCUIT ANALYSIS ECA-2
Introducing (CA-2 or the Macintosh
increased graphics capabilities. and
•AC. DC. Transient
•Fourier, Temperature
•Worst-case Monte-Carlo
•Full. nonlinear simulator
•Interactive or batch
•SPICE compatible models

ECA-2 231 includes more models.
expanded documentation
•Twice as last as SPICE
•Over 500 nodes
•Sine. Pulse PWL. SFFM
and Exponential generators
•Money back guarantee

F IROMPC
PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

Glide Through PCB Design.
TangoPCB

Create the toughest board designs
with powerful layout software that's asnap to use.
Function-rich Tango-PCB supports eight layers, 1mil
grid, OrCAD' or Schema - netlist input, print/plot/
photoplot output, and more.

TangoRoute

Get impressive completion rates
and remarkable speed with Tango-Route, afour layer,
eleven pass autorouter.
Just $495 each.
For IBM PC/XF/AT/PS2. Compare features and you'll buy
Tango. Or try full-function Demo Package, just $10.
Order toll-free: 800 433-7801. WSWMC. Thirty-day
money back guarantee.
ACCEL Technologies, 7358 Trade St., San Diego, CA 92121

TANGO PCB

PC -AT BUS RACKMOUNT COMPUTER WITH
BUILT IN COLOR EGA MONITOR FOR
INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS
ST-1000 EGA is flully AT compatible computer with 10 MHZ zero wait state
AT CPU plug-in card with CMOS VLSI chips and apassive backplane to
provide reliablity and serviceability. The standard features include:

•STAND-ALONE or PC-BASED
•ENGINEERING /DEVELOPMENT

EC-Ace, asubset of ECA-2, $ 145
ECA-2 IBM PC or Mac $675

•PRODUCTION /FIELD SERVICE

Call 313-663-8818 For FREE DEMO disk

• E/EE PROM /PAL /EPLD /BIPOLAR
•SINGLE-CHIP MICROCOMPUTERS
•SIMULATOR /ERASERS /SURFACE-MOUNT

0

PfflIVIPC DI..

Tatum Labs, Inc

adams-rnacdonald enterprises. inc.

1478 Mark Twain Coe, Ann Arbor, MI 48103

CIRCLE 518

800 Airport Road • Monterey. California 93940
TEL: M08)373-3607 •TLX: 882141 •FAX: 373-3622

PROGRAMMING INSTRUMENTS

CIRCLE 519

SCHEMA II
Schematic Capture

ELECTRONIC CAD
Experience powerful, easy to use electronic design
with the Douglas CAD/CAM professional system. This
fully integrated package takes you from schematic to
final routed board. Runs on the Apple Macintosh.
Features unlmtd multilayers, SMT support, digital
simulation, net list generation and multi-pass routing.
Layout $1500, Schematic &AuotRouter $700 ea.
DOUGLAS ELECTRONICS, 718 Marina, San
Leandro, CA. 94577 •(415) 483-8770

FREE Demo Disk: 1-800-553-9119
SCHEMA% success is the talk of the CAE industry
and thousands of satisfied SCHEMA owners know
why. Incredible speed, ease of use, and power have
made SCHEMA abest.selling schematic capture program for engineering professionals the world over.
Now, SCHEMA It is available.
SCHEMA II sells for $495 and sup‘
mt
limmi ports most common IBM PC/XT/
,sses
AT configurations. Please call today
for afree SCHEMA II demo disk.

CIRCLE 517

•
•
•
•

19 rack-mount or tabletop rugged light weight enclosure
Built-in 9' color monitor with .28mm dot pitch, black matrix
non-glare CRT. EGA card with 640x350 resolution.
20MB shock mounted Hard disk. 1.2 MB HD floppy drive
1MB RAM, serial and parallel ports
200 Watt Power Supply, 110 220V. 50-400 HZ
Positive Pressure cooling. replaceable Air Filter
Keylock ON/OFF switch for security. Enhanced Keyboard
with rackmount shell.

Also available ST-3000 EGA. 80386 based system with above features
and Custom configurations, for details contact:

MI SYSTEMS INC., 6842 NW 20 Ave.. FL Lauderdale, FL. 33309.

13051978-9225 •Telex: 529 482 113I SYSTEMS •Fan: (305) 978-9226

IBI SYSTEMS

CIRCLE 520

Increase Your Exposure
to the Most Qualified
audience of engineering
and corporate managers
with

Electronics
Direct Action Cards
For Details Call:
Brian Ceraolo (201)393-6478

OMATiON
True Coll (2141231 1147

CAD/CAM SOFTWARE
140

CIRCLE 521

FREE DEMO DISK

CIRCLE 522

CIRCLE 523
Electronics /July, 1988
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PROGRAMMERS
TOOLS
IBM PC X-ASSEMBLERS

IEEE-488
nununications Specialties.

A ):,nonack.
'

Inc.

Neu York

SCREEN SENDER'
TRANSMITTER

erne

e
CeC

REMOTELY LOCATE YOUR COMPUTER MONITOR
Your computer's monitor can now be located up to 1000 feet
from your computer with SCREEN SENDERr". Works with any
TTL monitor, color or monochrome. The Transmitter connects to
your computer's monitor port and the Repeater can be located
up to 1000 feet away using multi-paired cable. Repeaters can be
daisy chained for connecting multiple monitors to one computer.
Great for factory automation, public displays, training environments, and remote monitoring. Transmitter and Repeater pair is
only $495.00. Call today for more information.

ECommunications

TEL (516) 499-0907

FAX (516) 499-0321

COMMUNICATIONS SPECIALTIES

CIRCLE 524

IEEE-488 (GP-IB, HP-IB) FOR
THE IBM PERSONAL SYSTEM/2 • Control instruments, plotters, and printers.
• Supports BASIC, C, FORTRAN and Pascal.
• High speed DMA and shared interrupts.
• Software library. Risk free guarantee.

cec

Capital Equipment Corp.
99 South Bedford St.
Burlington, MA. 01803

Call today (617) 273-1818

CIRCLE 525

FIX 80386 -NEW

Develop MPU products on your PC!
40 different fast cross-assemblers. Both
absolute and relocatable versions are
available. Linker, Locater, Librarian, Format
Converter, X-reference, Macros, Public, Local
symbols and more.
CROSS-TRANSLATORS
Convert 8085 or Z80 Assembly language
programs to 8086 assembly language programs.
2500 lines converted and re-assembled on IBM
PC in 20 minutes. With an error-free listing. Also,
8080/8085 to Z80 or NSC800 conversion
available.
DISASSMBLERS
Finally acomputer program that can disassemble
the binary contents of afile, or PROM and recreate
the assembly language source file. Fast, full
function, disassemblers for the professional
programmer.

RELMSTm

PO Box 6719 SAN JOSE, CA 95150
CALL (800) 448-4880 (408) 356-1210
TWX 910-379-0014
PROGRAMMERS TOOLS

CIRCLE 526

SPEC — rr\
,ur..4
The WIDEST RANGE of DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSING
(DSP) TOOLS AVAILABLE for the IBM-PC:
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DSP SYSTEM & PROCESSOR BOARDS:
(with DSP LINK System Expansion Interlace)
•TMS32020/320C25 System Board
• ADSP-2100 System Board
• DSP 56001 System Board
• 77230 System Board
• 7763/64 Speech Recogneer/Syntheseer
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FIX-80386 is a daughter socket that fits between the
80386 and 80386 socket with circuitry to provide a
solution for 80386 chip errata 21 problem (same
size as 80386). Problem occurs when arithmetic
coprocessor activates PEREQ while in virtual paging
mode (UNIX or possibly MS-DOS if in paging). Constructed with gold machined pins for reliability. PROTO,
TEST, FIX SOCKETS, and Quick Turnaround Customs also.
IRONWOOD ELECTRONICS, INC. P.O.BOX 21-151
St. PAUL, MN 55121 • (612) 431-7025
SOFTWARE
CIRCLE 527

Z-LINE POWER DISTRIBUTION &
CONTROL SYSTEMS
AC POWER DISTRIBUTION AND CONTROL SYSTEM
MODEL TPC 115-10A WV", SPACE SAVER DESIGN FOR
CLEAN POWER UP WITH MULTIPLE TIME DELAY'' PREVENTS HIGH CURRENT INRUSH BY SEQUENCING YOUR
COMPUTERS POWER UP. FILTERS A/C LINE VOLTAGE
AND PROTECTS YOUR SYSTEM FROM VOLTAGE SPIKES
AND SURGES. PRICED FROM $436 TO $305. TO ORDER
CALL (714) 540-4229 FAX (714) 641-9062 OR WRITE PULIZZI
ENGINEERING INC., 3260 S. SUSAN ST., SANTA ANA, CA.
92704 -6865
Z-LINE®

CIRCLE 528

52.595
52.595
$3.495
$1.995
$1.695

HIGH-PERFORMANCE DATA ACQUISMON:
ovia DSP LINK System Expansion Interface)
• 4-Channel In/2-Channel Out (12-tut. 50KHz Channel) $845
• 32-Channel Input (12-bit. 7
KHzChannel. mux to 32 Ch I$845
• 'C' Compilers for TMS320C25. ADSP-2100 &DSP 56001
•Assemblers for TMS320. 77230. ADSP-2100 &DSP 56001
• SignaLink 320 data acquisition &digital oscilloscope $280
• DADiSP worksheet-style algorithm development
$795
• DISPRO digital filter design &simulation
$995
SIGNAL PROCESSING INC
In Canada: {6041438-7266
Massachusetts: /617)890-3400

USA East: 1-800-323-1842
USA West: 1-800-663-8986

SPECTRUM SIGNAL PROCESSING

CIRCLE 529

HOW MANY

JUMPER WIRES
CAN YOU COUNT?
•

NONE?

SAILOR PROGRAMMERS:
#1 IN SOFTWARE, #1 IN SPEED
Software driven by IBM PC/XT/AT/PS2. Rugged, industrial
quality. 1-2-3 style user interface, batch files, beloved by our
customers.
Sailor-PAL: Universal, supports PLDs, PROMs, EPROMs.
EPLDs, GALs, PEELs, IFLs, etc. from $1095.
Sailor-1, -2, -8: 1/2/8-socket set/gang high speed EPROM
programmers. Engineers' #1 choice. No waiting for download.
$395-$975.
1050L East Duane, Sunnyvale, CA 94086, (408) 984-8600,
TLX 510 6005624. FAX (408) 245- 2135
AD VIN SYSTEMS INC.

Electronics /July. 1988
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ATC's patented, automated and UL recognized process has
replaced the wires on this board!
"WIRELESS ECO'S" OFFER:
* Higher quality, greater reliability
* Reduced handling, touch up &test
* Higher yields as bare boards are test
certified prior to assembly
* Customer appeal through better appearance
* Superior electrical performance
* Assembly cost reductions
AVAILABLE FOR: BARE PCB's. SKIT BOARDS
AND PC ASSEMBLIES
Jumper Wires aProblem? CALL:
ADDITIVE TECHNOLOGY CORP. 210 Tyngsboro Road, N.
Chelmsford, MA 01863 •617-251-4931
WIRELESS ECUs
CIRCLE 531

SCHEMATIC CAPTURE TO PCB LAYOUT
$695.00
Before buying EE Designer, FutureNet, PCAD, or
separate Schematic &PCB editors, check our one CAD
Total Solution. Schematic/PCB editor supports 15
hierarchy levels, 50 layer, auto parts package, rat's net,
rubber banding, 1 mil resolution, unitd trace widths.
GND plane, etc. Optional Auto-Router and GERBER.
$75.00 for full function evaluation kit.
INTERACTIVE CAD SYSTEMS, 2352 Rambo Court,
Santa Clara, CA 95054. • (408) 970-0852.
SOFTWARE

CIRCLE 532
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INDUSTRIAL-GRADE
DATA COMMUNICATIONS

MODE

Now you can have high-quality, highperformance industrial-grade
communications modems at some of the
lowest prices in the industry.
These rugged devices greatly extend
communications distances, eliminate
electrical noise and ground loops, and
protect the host equipment from
transient voltages.

Medical Instrumentation Hardware Engineer, 40 hrs/wk., 9:00 A.M. to 5:00

Various models feature:

digital electronic circuits that interface

• Data rates to 5MBaud

P.M., $31,000/yr. Applicant will develop, optimize and implement analog and
with pressure, temperature, flow-measur-

• Distances to 3.5km at 19.2kBaud;
12 miles at 1.2kBaud

ing and moisture, weight scale and ECG

•Signal or system power source

sensors for use in medical instrumenta-

• Dual or multipoint capabilities

tion. Design and develop analog to digital

• High isolation and surge protection
• RS-232/422 conversion

When you need Ruggedness,
Higher Performance, and
Lower Costs!

CLASSIFIED

conversion power controller that controls

• Compact industrial package

the switching power supply to support

• Fiber-optic models available.

the medical instrumentation, a battery

For complete details, and acopy of our
new 12-page Industrial Modem
Brochure, contact your Burr-Brown
sales representative or call 602/746-1111,
Burr-Brown Corp., P.O. Box 11400,
Tucson, AZ 85734.

and a9" CRT device. Bachelors of Sci-

BURR -BROWN -

Unit quantity prices
from $73.00. Quantity
discounts available.

ence degree in Electrical Engineering and
2 years experience as aMedical Instrumentation Hardware Engineer or 2years
experience as a Research Associate required. Previous direct or related experi-

E3

ence must include the development of
electronic sensors. Send Resumes to: Illi-

Improving Data
Communications Productivity

nois Department of Employment Security,

Circle 142 on reader service card

401 South State Street-3 South, Chicago, IL. 60605, Attention: Robert S. Felton, Reference # V-IL 8149-F, AN EMPLOYER PAID AD.
RELIABILITY PREDICTION
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ARE YOUR PRODUCTS RELIABLE?
RelCalc 2automates MIL-HDBK-217E on your IBM PC!
Very easy to use. Demo package $25.
1-CUBED SYSTEMS
18 181 991-0057

31220 La Baya Drive. #110
Westlake Village, CA 91362
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INVENTIONS WANTED
Inventions, ideas, new technology wanted! Industry presentation/national exposition. 1-800-288-IDEA. ISC-ELEC,
903 Liberty, Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222.

SPECIAL SERVICES

Confidential Design, prototype, short production run services. CAD PCB layout.
Micro-P Control Systems, Interactive Video,
Smart House, Telecom. Communications
Systems Labs, 23 S. Kam Hwy, 44206,
Wahiawa, HI 96786 Telex 6502990026MCI
or Toll-Free 800-521-1364.
Switching Power Supply Expert for hire.
State-of-the-art designs in less time and less
expensive. Also consulting. Call for information (519) 837-1646.
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ELECTRONICS UPDATE

W

ith the exception of a few market segments,
Hewlett-Packard Co. got just about what it expected in good customer response to its 54120T
wideband sampling oscilloscope, which was introduced
last summer [Electronics, July 9, 1987, p.72].
The scope's 20-GHz bandwidth attracted much interest from companies developing high-speed digital and
data communications systems. But the instrument—
which has the unique capability of combining wideband repetitive-sampling capabilities with time-domain
network analysis—fell short of HP's hopes in some
ways because of its 500-MHz triggering bandwidth.
"We found that its 500-MHz triggering bandwidth
was a limitation for those folks working in the lightwave portion of telecommunications and data communications, and portions of the radar area," says Lynn
Camp, product marketing manager at HP's Colorado
Springs, Colo., division. The division expanded the
54120T's ability for those market segments by introducing in May the 54118A, acompanion trigger unit for the
scope. It increases the trigger bandwidth to 18 GHz.
"That will open a substantial portion of the potential
market that previously wasn't too interested in the instrument," Camp says. "People doing development or
research work in lightwave communications or research
in light waves often want to visualize `eye patterns'—an
opening in a stream of is and Os on a communication
line. They also make bit-error-rate measurements. And
when the bit-error rate falls below the specified goal,

UPDATE: WIDER BANDWIDTH
SOLVES HP SCOPE DRAWBACK
they like to view the 'eye'
to find out what's going
on. Prior to the introduction of the 18-GHz trigger, what people would
have to do is provide a
countdown clock, and
trigger off a lower frequency—which you can
do at the transmitter but
not at the receiver."
The higher bandwidth
makes the 54120T more
effective in development
of gallium-arsenide integrated circuits as well, with GaAs chips running in the
1-to-2-GHz range. With the combined scope and trigger,
GaAs IC developers can trigger off the chip itself and
actually look at 2
-GHz signals running in GaAs chips.
A year after introduction, the price of the 54120T
scope has held steady at $27,825. The new 57118A
trigger costs $8,925 loaded with accessories, or $7,650
by itself.
-Samuel Weber

ELECTRONICS UPDATE

A

year ago, Fairchild Semiconductor Corp. signalled its intention to move aggressively into the
chip markets for personal-computer graphics by
launching a low-cost reconfigurable frame-buffer architecture called the Rasterizer. The architecture was
fast enough to be able to produce three-dimensional
graphics on desktop computers without resorting to
premium-priced high-speed memories [Electronics,
July 23, 1987, p. 57].
Good graphics could be had with garden-variety 100ns dynamic random-access memories, according to advance specifications from Fairchild issued just months
before the Cupertino, Calif., subsidiary of Schlumberger Ltd. was acquired by National Semiconductor
Corp. in nearby Santa Clara.
A year ago, Fairchild was pushing ahead with the development of two chips that were to make up the heart
of its Rasterizer architecture. One was an address generator chip, called AGEN, and the other was a data
generator chip, known as DGEN. But things quickly
changed with National's takeover in the fall of 1987.
"There had been quite alot of interest in the Rasterizer concept, particularly at the high end of the workstation market," says Roger Reak, director of graphics
marketing at National. "But, it [Rasterizer] was a bit
complex to learn how to use," he says. "Making use of
the technology involved products that were still acouple
of years away. What's more, National already had a
pair of chips in the works that did what the AGEN and
144

UPDATE: RASTER WORK BY
FAIRCHILD IS NOT WASTED
DGEN were designed to
do and did it as well or
better."
The National chips, the
DP8500 raster graphics
processor and the DF'8511
BitBlt processor, were introduced early this year
[Electronics, Jan. 21,
1988, p. 55]. Consequently, National decided to
drop
the
work
on
Rasterizer.
But Fairchild's work
was not wasted. National continues to expand and improve its graphics chip
family by utilizing some of the Fairchild's know-how.
The company has just increased the speed of its 16-bit
video-shift registers, the DP8515 and DP8516, from
225 MHz to ablazing 350 MHz, by utilizing ageometry
shrink and judiciously combining bipolar and CMOS on
the same chip. They also have video digital-to-analog
converters for the family under development. -S.W
Electronics/July 1988
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1 Courtesy of Noesis

2. Created by Matrox with Imager-A1

3 Courtesy of Media Cybernetics Inc.

isibly superior.
When we introduced the MVP-AT, the most powerful image
processor for the IBM AT, we saw the importance of establishing amajor
program with 3rd party software developers. Now that it's in place, the
MVP's superior features are available for awide variety of applications.
Medical imaging • Machine Vision • Electron Microscopy
•Training/Simulation •Satelite Imaging.
Application software that takes advantage of the
sophisticated MVP-AT design can provide
advanced image processing functions
and superior performance... perfect
vision. And this support is also
available for our VMEbus version.
But that's not all. New developments
with our 3rd party program are soon
to be released.
•
See us booth 1518
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To receive a copy of our 3rd party
imaging software guide just call:

(zïvil> 1-800-361-4903
In Canada, call (514) 685-2630.
A LEADER /N VIDEO MCROTECHNOLOCY
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